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1he Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of' the Rabbinical 1sscmblyprovides guidance in matters of'halahhahfor the
Conservative movement. The individual rabbi, however, is the (Wtlwri~yfor the interpretation nnd application r~f all mntters
of'halairlwh.

Part I
Few topics evoke the type of visceral response that homosexuality does. Responses are
often quick and definitive on both ends of the spectrum. I have been cornered by some
who wonder how the question could even be on the agenda of the Law Committee. "~That
is there to say about the subject from a halakhic point of view", they ask? "Putting it on
the agenda validates a question which, in fact, has no validity," they claim.
At the other end of the spectrum, I have been contacted by some homosexuals whose
claim is equally definitive. "Halakhah has no option but to validate homosexuality as a
lifestyle co-equal with heterosexuality. If it does not do so, it has lost any and all influence
on the lives of Jewish homosexuals, it has excised the Jewish homosexual from the community, and it has reinforced the homophobia of the American society at large."
To the first group we must assert that there is no question which cannot he on the
agenda of the Law Committee. Each age may have its lists of questions which seem unlikely ever to require serious discussion, yet subsequent ages may find it necessary to discuss
those very questions. Answers which may have seemed a foregone conclusion years ago,
may no longer he self-evidently true. However, willingness to discuss a question in no way
predetermines what the answer will be. It is as possible to discuss a question and reaffirm
a longstanding precedent as it is to discuss it and abrogate that precedent. 1
Wben a longstanding precedent is questioned by a significant number of people who
cannot be dismissed as "fringe lunatics," it may no longer be sufficient merely to assert
that the precedent stands because it is the precedent. Surely precedent will stand unless
1

Wlwn the C.JLS took up tlw question oJ patrilineal descent tlwre were some who asserted that placing it on
the agenda would validate the question and predetermine the answer. In fact, though, the CJ LS reaffirmed
the longstanding precedent, and that decision was then promulgated as a Standard of ltabbinic Practice.
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there is compelling reason for it not to stand. But it must be remembered that those who
are questioning the precedent are offering what they believe to be compelling reason for
overturning it. One who wishes to reaffirm the precedent must now respond to the claim
that there is compelling reason to overturn it. II there is evidence that the "compelling
reason" is not as compelling as those who assert it claim, the precedent should stand. If
one can offer equally compelling reason why the precedent should stand, then surely the
precedent should stand. And if, in the course of discussion and analysis, one comes to the
conclusion that there is, indeed, compelling reason to overturn the precedent, one should
support overturning the precedent. It is dangerous for halakhah to refuse to discuss a
question for fear that legitimate discussion will result in the "wrong" answer.
At the other end of the spectrum there are also things that ought to be said. Halakhists
arc duty-hound to listen carefully and attentively to th(; claims and contentions of those
who address questions to them. They are also duty-bound, however, to listen with equal
attentiveness and care to the claims and contentions of those who may not have addressed
questions to them, but who do have something to say on the issue under discussion.
Halakhists are the guardian of a legal system they hold very dear. They ought not to
he expected to violate their commitment to that kgal syst(;m lwcausc members of their
constituency are unhappy with their decisions. Halakhists can be sensitive, understanding,
and caring - and still disagree with the claim of the constituent. It is easy to contend that
the halakhist did not really understand because if he had, he could never had have decided as he did. The ease of the contention does not necessarily make it true.
It is possible to reject the claim of a constituent without expelling the constituent from
the halakhist's constituency. There are many issues concerning which certain constituents
have very strong feelings. They, too, often turn to halakhists for recognition and validation
of their views as '"the Jewish view." They, too, expect the halakhists to listen carefully and
attentively, and to decide the issue as they believe halakhah demands. When the decision
is consonant with the claim of the questioner, the qucstioll(;r is ckarly pkascd. But when
the decision is not as the questioner might have wished, the questioner ought not to feel
himself chastised by the answer. The questioner ought not to feel that he has been expelled
from the community or excised from the constituency.
We must assert from the outset that the question of homosexuality cannot be excluded
from halakhic discourse on the grounds that halakhah stops at the bedroom door. While it
may be possible to claim that a secular legal system should say nothing about the legality or
morality of private acts between consenting adults, that could hardly be a tenable claim for
a religious legal system. Not only are there myriad areas where halakhah does already have
something to say about what goes on between consenting adults and behind closed doors, it
seems unthinkable to claim that private behavior could or should be of no concern to God.
It seems most reasonable to begin halakhic analysis with statements of the Torah itself.
There are two verses that clearly posit some type of prohibition against homosexuality. Lev.
18:22 reads: 1\'il iJ:Jl'1n illlll\ ':J:Jllii':) :J:Jllln 1\1;> 1:JT nl\1 - "Do not lie with a man as one lies
with a woman: it is an abhorrence:' The context of the verse is a list of forbidden sexual
unions- n1'1l'. 2 The term iJ:Jl'1n is applied specifically only in verse 22, though verses 26,
29, and 30 apply the term iJ:Jl'1n to all of the forbidden relationships.
Lev. 20:13 reads: 1n7:)1' n17:) OiJ'Jlll 1llll' iJ:Jl'1n illlll\ ':J:Jllii':) 1:JT nl\ :J:llli' 1llll\ lli'l\1
O:J 0iJ'7:)1 - "If a man lies with a male as one lies with a woman, the two of them have
Though the term <111:;7 does not appear in verse 22, Maimonides lists homosexuality as an <111:;7 in
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done an abhorrent thing; they shall be put to death - their bloodguilt is upon them." The
context of this verse is similar to the context of the first verse. Tt appears in a list which
basically repeats the prohibitions of Leviticus 18, adding the appropriate punishment for
each offense. Lev. 20:13 clearly calls homosexuality a ii:JY1n and stipulates death as the
punishment for both of the parties involved.
Referring to an act as ii:lY1n surely is a term of opprobrium. It impels us to look at the
term itself to sec whether it can shed light. TilCrcforc, a few comments on the term ii:lY1n seem
appropriate. These comments will be confined to the term as it appears in the Torah alone.
The term, as it appears in Leviticus 18 and 20, seems to connote some universally recognized inherent quality called ii:lYm. That is, it could be read to imply that anyone who
looks at the acts described in those chapters would recognize them as acts of ii:lY1n, even
if they had not been called ii:lY1r1 by the Torah. In other words, the Torah calls them ii:lYm
because they are inherently ii:lYm.
Upon closer analysis, however, it seems to me that the opposite is the case. 'I11e term
ii:lY1r1 in the Torah does not refer to an inherent quality of an act. Acts are ii:lY1n because the Torah calls them ii:lYm. "Abhorrence" is not as inherent quality of the act, it
is an attributed quality.
The most telling evidence that ii:lYm is an attributed, rather than an inherent, quality
can be found in Genesis and Exodus. The term appears twice in the Joseph cycle. ln Gen.
43:32 the Torah says t:l'1~~7 N'ii ii:lY1n ':l cn7 t:l'"l:lYii nN 7:JN7 t:l'"l~~ii 117:J1' N7 "The
Egyptians could not dine with the Ilebrews, since that would be abhorrent to the Egyptians:'
:\Iixed eating is not inherently abhorrent. It is not objectively abhorrent. It is abhorrent to
Egyptians for whatever reason they consider it abhorrent. It is D'iSZJ~ ii:lYm - not inherently. The same analysis could be given for Gen. 46:34: 7N~ iiY"l 7:J t:l'"l~~ ii:lYm ':l. Similarly, the verse in Exod. 8:22 - t:l'"l~~ n:l:s7m nN n:JTJ 1ii 1J'ji7N 'ii7 n:JTJ C'"l~~ n:JYm ':J
1J7ji0' N71 t:lii'J':s77 recognizes that ii:lYm is an attributed quality, not an inherent one.
The Torah recognizes ii:lY1n as an attributed quality for matters that are abhorrent to
Jews, too. It is not contending that foreigners might mistakenly think certain things to be
abhorrent, while Jews consider abhorrent only those things that are inherently abhorrent.
There are four cases that make this abundantly clear, in my opinion. Regarding the sacriftce of a blemished animal the Torah' says: N1ii 1'P7N 'ii r1:lY1r1 ':l. Regarding cross-dressing it says:' ii7N iilVY 7:J 1'P7N 'ii r1:lY1r1 ':l. Regarding the prohibition to be 1r1W11l "l'Tn~
the Torah says' 'ii 'J!:l7 N'ii ii:l:s71n ':l and regarding the use of unjust weights and measures
the Torah says: 6 71Y iilVY 7:J ii7N iilVY 7:J 1'P7N 'ii n:JYm ':J. We consider these acts abhorrent because the Torah informs us that God considers them abhorrent, not because they
are inherently or objectively abhorrent.'
'I11e greatest number of occurrences of the term ii:lYm in the Torah appears in contexts
of the discussion of idolatry. In seven of eleven occurrences the term is linked to 'ii r1:lY1r1. 8
lkut. 17: l.
1

Deut. .2.2:5.

lkut. 24:4.
" Deut. 25:16.
'lbe case of Deut. 25:16 "~jj seem the most problematic. Some will claim that dishonesty is inherently abhorrent. T think 've rnust. he earful, hov.'ever. The Torah is full of prol1ibit.ions agaim:t. rna11ers that. 've recognize
as inherently dishonest or immoral -moving boundaries, murders, robl!ery- yet none of these is called
:-J:Jl71n. In Deu\. 2.'5:16, the dause '71l7 :-J1Z!l7 '?:J seems to explain why God eonsiders unjust weights abhorrent,
but is not. elaiming that every ad of dishonesty is il~J71n.

" 'lbe seven are Deut. 7:25-26, 12:31, lB:9, 18:12, 23:19, and 27:15.
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Two of the remaining four 9 deal with the l1n1l0 1'~ and the 01T 011:J~ 1:J1~0 1'n'. In these
the behavior of Jews in enticing other Jews to idolatry or themselves engaging in idolatry is
defined as il:J~m without any further modifier. These verses seem to me to be claiming that
these acts are abhorrent because the Torah has already defined idolatry as abhorrent. Their
abhorrence is contingent upon idolatry's having been so defined. Similarly, the third of
these four 10 - Cil'071'\7 1W~ 1Wl'\ Cl1:J~1n 7:::>:::> l11W~7 C:ll"ll'\ 11~7' 1'\7 1Wl'\ 1~~7 - stipulates as
abhorrent only those acts which have been previously defined as abhorrent. And the final
verse of the four 11 appears in a poetic context and is inappropriate as a source for the meaning of words in legal contexts.
In theory, though, one might wish to claim that the verses in Leviticus about homosexuality are different. They do not say '0 l"l:J~m and are not linked to acts which have been
previously defined as abhorrence. Perhaps homosexuality is abhorrent not by attribution,
but inherently. I think not.
The finai appearanee of the term ;"J:J~m in the Torah, I think, proves my point. Dent.
14:3 reads: 0:J~1n 7:::> 7:::>1'\l"l I\? and appears in the Deuteronomic recap of the laws of
kasluut. Nowhere in Leviticus 11 are nonkosher animals defined as il:J~1l1. Thus, Deut.
14:3 cannot be alluding to a ;"J:J~1l1 which has been previously defined as such. Since one
would be very hard pressed to posit that nonkosher animals are inherently abhorrent
rath<:r than abhorrent by attribution, it follows that the il:J~m of Dent. 14:3 should he
understood as we have understood all the other occurrences of the word in the remainder
of the Torah. And if that is the case, there seems to be no defensible grounds for asserting
that il:J~1l1 in the context of homosexuality refers to inherent abhorrence rather than to
attributed abhorrence.
L<:gally speaking, the Torah d1:fines homosexuality as il:J~m. It does not d1:fine why it
is to be considered ;"J:J~m. It is quite conceivable that later commentators might attempt to
define why it ought to be considered il:J~m. But, it should be borne in mind that demonstrating deficiencies in the attempts of the commentators to explain why it ought to be considered il:J~m does not remove it legally from the category of il:J~m.
There are no other explieit rderenees to homos<:xuality in th1: Bible. Gen. 19:5 in the
Lot/Sodom incident - Cl"ll'\ 0~1l1 1l'?l'\ Cl'\':~n;, - is, however, widely interpreted to refer to
homosexuality. 12 Similarly, in Judges 19, the ;"J~:J:\:J W:\75:1 also has an apparent reference to
homosexuality. 13 Finally, either Rav or Samuel claims that Ham's violation of Noah 14 was
an act of homosexuality,' 1 and Rav understands Gen. 39:1 - 0~15:1 0'10 15l'!J15l 1illi''1 -to
imply a homosexual intent on the part of Potiphar. 1"
The two explicit biblical verses refer to male homosexuality, not to female homosexuality. They cannot be understood legally to refer to female homosexuality even by extension
' Ueut. 13:15, 17:4.
w

Deul. 20:1R

" Ueut. 32:16, though see Sifrei lJeuteronmny, 318 (Finkelstein ed., p. 364), which interprets the

<I::J:i71r1

of this

verse as homosexuality, based on a <111V <11'Tl with Lev. 18:22.
12

Genesis Rahhah SO:.'i (Theodor-A Iheck ed., p. S22) comments succinctly 1V'~1Vn7 -IJnlN <l:i71l11. Medi•·val
commentators like Rashi, Rashham, and Ibn Ezra also interpret it thus. Indeed, even the new .TPS takes it
the same way. It is interesting, however, that l•:zek. 16:49, 50 does not include homosexuality in its litany of
Sodmnite offenses.

13

Verse 22 reads: 1ll71l1 1M'::J ':>N N::J 11VN 1V'N<I nN N~1<1 1~N':> ...1V'N<I ':>N 11~N'1.

" Gen. 9:29-3.1.
15

Sanhedrin 70a.

'" Sotah l3h.
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(i.e., il1Vl\ p1il l\1il1 11.''1\) because of the term il1Vl\ ':l:l1V~. TI1at term seems to imply some
type of penetration by the genital. Since that is impossible in an act of lesbianism, it cannot
legally be included under the Torah's prohibition. 17
TI1e Sages, however, have forbidden female homosexuality. At bottom line, then, the
primary difference between male and female homosexuality in halakhah is that one is
l\n"i11\1 i1Cl\ and the other is 7J:li1 i1Cl\. Female homosexuality is no less forbidden by
the law than male homosexuality. It is the classification of the prohibitions that distinguishes them from one another.
I think it is important, furthermore, to make clear why lesbianism is forbidden p:li1 rather
than l\n"i1N1 from a legal point of view. Let us, therefore, look first to a baraita in the Sifra:w
?1:l' - (:J.:n' 'i''1) "11Vlln 1\? 1YJ:l fiN il1Vll~:l1 ••• Ll'i:!t~ fiN il1Vll~:l"
"1::J?n 1\? Cil'mp1n:J1" ?"n ?cm~::J mY'~J 1ll~' N?1 m'J:l 1J:J' N?
.Llil'n1:lN n1:lN?1 Llil'n1:ll\?1 Cil? C'p1pnil Ll'i'1n:l N?l\ 'ni~N N? ,(CW)
iln:l1 il1VN l\1V1J 11.''1\il .ilWN? il1VNil1 1V'N? l\1V1J 11.''1\il ?Ll'1V1ll 1'il il~1
".1::J?n N? Cil'mp1n:J1" i~NJ 1:l?- Ll'JW? nC'J il1VNil1

"You should not follow the acts of the land of Egypt... or the acts
of the land of Canaan (Lev. 18:3)" - Is it conceivable that [the
Israelites] should not built buildings or plant plantings as they [i.e.,
the Egyptians and Canaanites] do? TI1e Torah states: "You should
not follow their practices (id.)" - [implying:] "I [God] have
declared prohibited only the practices which they and their ancestors established." And what did they do? A man would marry a man
and a woman [marry] a woman, a man would marry a woman and
her daughter, and a woman would he married to two men.
Regarding these it is said: "You shall not follow their practices:'
Among the practices mentioned in the Sifra as intended by Lev. 18:3 is lesbianism.
The prohibition is grounded in 11Vlln N? 1llJ:l fiN il1Vll~:l. According to this baraita lesbianism is forbidden by implication of the Torah itself. If so, why is the claim always made
that female homosexuality is forbidden only TJ:li1~? Maimonides' wording of the law provides an accurate answer:' 9
!:l"l?N ... 1'?ll 1Jiil'r1il1V N1il Ll'i:!t~ il1Vll~1 i1CN 1T:l 1T m??10~il C'WJ
cw 1'1\ - 'iil1 •,m,~ 11\? 1? pl\w 1''"' rp?~ rl\ •i1cl\ m il1VY~w
•i1Cl\ 11Vll1 ?'N1il n11i~ n:l~ 1n1:lil? '11\i1 ??:l ill\':l

Lesbianism is forbidden, being "a practice of Egypt" about which
the Torah has warned ....And even though the act is forbidden,
lashes [i.e., the normal legal punishment for a negative commandment] are not given because [the offense] has no unique prohibiting verse"' and there is no actual intercourse involved." ... But it
17

Its exdusion also results in a leniency in terms oi tlw punishment prescribed by the law. Only male homosexuality could ever legally entail the death penalty. But see below.

18

.(1 ,:-ill ~~ 0"11 nN~1:-Jl <1 .~ :-Jllllll .nm 'InN

1"

.n:N:J :-JN'::J '110'N

I.e., there is no speeilic verse listing the o!Iense explicitly, Rather, the prohibition is general, deduced Irom
the prohibition against ·'practices or Egypt"
" And, therefore, :-JlllN '::J:Jlll~ :J:Jllln N':> 1:1! nN1 cannot he generalized hy an extension like :-JlllN 1'1:-J N1:-J1.
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is appropriate that rlesbiansl be whipped under the category of
n11i?.) n:m since they have acted in a forbidden manner.
According to Maimonides, therefore, the baraita in the Sifra posits lesbianism as forbidden
l\n"i11\1 though not punishable as l\n"i11\1 norms. Since there is no actual intercourse

involved, and since there is no specific mention of lesbianism in the Torah's prohibition
l\n"i11\1 m~?.) cannot be invoked. Nonetheless, lesbianism is itself l\n"i11\1 1101\ and we
refer to it as TJ:li1 only in terms of the applicable punishment - nni?.) n~?.).

Given what we have just said, it should be clear that the passage in Yevamot
76a which refers to lesbianism as l\?.)7Y:J l\n1~'i!:l - "simple lewdness" - has been popularly misunderstood. Understanding that passage to imply that lesbianism is merely
some petty offense ignores its context. The question being addressed is whether
having engaged in an act of lesbianism renders a woman unfit to marry a priest, because
of n1lT. If that question were answered in the affirmative, it would imply that an act
of lesbianism is intercourse. That was the opinion of Rav Huna. Rava, however, claims
that such a woman could not be in the legal category of a i1l1T because intercourse is
not involved. From the perspective of the woman's eligibility to marry a priest, the act
was l\?.)7Y:J l\n1~'i!:l, i.e., not intercourse. This passage in Yevamot does not contradict the clear statement of the baraita. Both male and female homosexuality are forbidden. Male homosexuality is forbidden by a specific prohibition of the Torah, female
homosexuality by implication of the Torah. Both are equally forbidden, though not
equally punishable.
Commenting on the Mishnah'' - i1~Ti1 7Y l\:li1 - the Gemara" asserts:
711l T':l (OW) "i~T nl\ :J~lli' illil\" ·Tup7 tJi!:l ,(l' :~ 'P'1) "lli'l\" :i"n
"O:l 0i1'?.)1" 'l1Y1'1 :l11\:l i?.)l\l1 (Olli) "O:l Oi1'?.)1" Tl\~ 1?.)1\J ••• TtJP T':l
?pl?.) i1ii1Tl\ '1JY?.)lli llil1Y .i17'p0:l Tl\~ ~!'( i17'p0:l T7i17 i1?.) (T~:~ 'P'1)
1l'1?.)7 .(:J~:' 'P'1l "l\'i1 i1:J:l71n i1llil\ ':J~lli?.) :J~wn 1\7 i~T nl\1" 7"n
':J1) "71\illi':::l w1p i1'i1' 1\7" 7"n , p?.) :J~WJ7 i1ii1Tl\ ,:J~1w7 i1ii1Tl\
lli'i1i1 illil\ 0"1li1 n1:JY11ii1 7~~ 1lli:l7 fil\:l i1'i1 lli1p Ol1'' i?.)l\1 (n':l~
'ii1 ·Ti~ 1l'l\ 1?.)11\ l\:l'p:s7 ':li .71\Y?.)lli' 'i 'i:l1 (1~:1' '1\ '~7?.)) "'1l1
".:::J~lli' n 1\7" i1:J 'iP ,"i1llil\ ':J~lli?.) :J~wn 1\7 i~T nl\1" 1?.)11\ l\1i1

Our sages taught: [The word] "Man" (Lev. 20:13) excludes a
minor. 24 [The phrase] "W110 lies with a male" [implies] either one
who has attained majority or one who is a minor.'' lHow do we
know that the punishment is stoning?] lt says here (20:13) "Their
blood is upon them" and it says regarding the ghost and familiar
spirit (Lev. 20:27) "Their blood is upon them." [From this it folSanhedrin 7:4.
'" Sanhedrin .)4a.
21

T.e., a minor is not eulpahle irl1e is the aetive partner.

~"

l.c., if the active partner is an adult, he is culpahk whether the passive partner is as adult or a minor.
Sanhedrin 54b, end, indicates a disagreement behveen Rav and Samuel regarding the lov.'er age terminus
for a minor. ;\ baraita is quoted in support of llav, exempting from punishment if the minor is under nine.
Tirat is hased on the common premise (1'\iddah 4Sa) that an act of intercourse hy a male under the age of
nine is not legally intercourse. Apparently, Rav agrees witl1 tl1e view orR. i\kiva (see heltnv) regarding tl1e
dnivation of culpa hi lity for the passiv•· partner. Since hoth arc derived from :J:Jllln N'i, any minor who could
not legally he the active partner because his intercourse is not intercourse, cannot cause an adult to incur
liability even when the minor is the passive partner. See llashi to Sanhedrin .54lJ, end, and Maimonides'
codification in ,.,:~ il~"~ .,,,0.,~.
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lows thatl just as the latter is punished by stoning," so too is the
former punished by stoning. This teaches us the punishment, but
what is the source of th<: prohibition (warning)? The Torah says: 20
"Do not lie with a male as one lies with a woman, it is abhorrent."
This verse indicates the source for the prohibition to be the active
partner. Where is the source for the prohibition to be the passive
partner? The Torah says:'" "No Israelite man shall be a cult prostitute," and [furthermore Scripture] says: 29 "There were also male
prostitutes in the land. [Judah] imitated all the abhorrent practices of nations that the Lord had dispossessed before the
Israelites," according to Rabbi Yishmael.:o Rabbi Akiva says that
his proof is unnecessary. [Rather,] read the verb :::l:HZ7l"1 of the
verse i1\Zl!-t ':::l::J\Zli'.) :::l::J\Zll"1 ~-t7 1::JT l"1!-t1 also as :::l::JlZl'l"1."
What follows clearly from this passage is: (1) that the Talmud understands the
Torah to forbid any sexual intercourse between adult males, either as the active partner
or as the passive partner;" (2) that an adult male is liable as the active partner even if
the passive partner is a minor; and, (3) that the legal liability about which the Torah
speaks is incurred by the act of intercourse, not by any thought or fantasy of homosexual intercourse.
Moshe Halevi Spero attempted to argue'' that homoerotic fantasies and homosexual
preference are themselves forbidden in halakhah. His basic textual proof comes from the
prohibitions of the codes against things which lead to !"11'1:!7. He provides a list of sources 34
which he claims support his position. Tt is not necessary of refute his understanding of each
of his sources. I shall suffice with demonstrating that he misinterprets the two sources that
come closest to supporting his thesis.
Spero refers to Maimonides, i1!-t':::l '110'1-t m::J7i1 21:1 as one of his proofs. Maimonides
26

The verse says tl:J tl01'7J1 tln1N 17J)1' pN:i.

" Lev. lll:22.
lleut. 23:18.
1 Kings 14:24.
"' The derivation of Rabbi Yishmael is somewhat cryptic. •\ppm·ently he takes lleut. 2.3:18 to refer to any
passive male partner, not just a male cult prostitute. Huw cloes he knuw that the verse refers to the passive
part.nerl He derives t.lwt. from t.l1e verse in Kings whid1 refers to t.l1e ad as jj~J1'1n and deduces that. just as

Kings calls lll1j? a 01:Jl71n, so Deuteronomy implies that ll/1j? is a 01:Jl71n. And, since Lev. 20:1.3 applies the term
to both active partner and passive partner, and Lev. 18:22 already implies warning Ior the ar:tive partner, Deut. 2.):18 rnust refer to the passive partner. Tn addition, the Yad Ramah adds that Deul. 2.):18 rnust be

01:Jl71n

understood to T('fer to the passive' partner bC'cause the b(·ginning of the verse ~~1tv" nu::J~ i1tv1p jj"jjM N?)

rders to the passive partner- the woman.
The derivation of Rabbi Yishmael rejects understanding ll/1j? as referring only to cult prostitutes. That is
not the ~ll/!l of tlw verse, and Rabbi Yishmael's exegesis may he undear, but his intent is dear. The Iaet that
l1is exegesis is not tltv!> is l1alakhieally irrelevant.
·"

1

l.e., in the ?Y!>j (passive) voice- ""Do not be lain ·with by a rnak ...." Hahhi A_k:iva~s exegesis is also not Cltv!>,
and, as with Rabbi Yi8hrnael, that l'aet is halakhieally irrelevant.

"The pm·all•·l passage in Ycrushalmi Sanhedrin 7:7, 24d-2,'ia says it succinctly: ,Oi'i'j?O:I tJOI'llll tJOI'llll 1ll/l7 01:Jl71n
n1~01:1 COI'llll ,01101TN:J tJOI'llll. The Yerushalmi also provides prool's Ior the punishment oi n1~ Ior both aetive
and passive partners when the full liability for the death penalty is impossible, as, for example, where there
\Vas no warning given to the n1cn before the act \Vas connnitted.

Tt·adition, vol. 17, no. 4 (spring 1'!7'!): 57.

" ln n. 17, ibid.
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says ilT '1il 111i:J :J11P:J il)il)1 il1Nl1111 p11i)1 p:Jntli 1N 0'1:J'N 111 l11'111il T~ il1111 711 N:Jil 7:J
1:J1pl1 - N7 (1 ,otli) ,~N)1 ••• l11:J111l"lil mpn~ l1111i11 •n7:J7 <7:n' 'P'1) ,~N)tli il11l"lil 1~ ilp17
l11'111 '17l '1'7 O'N':J~il 0'1:J17 1:J1pl1 N7 1~17:l .il1111 m7:J.7 - "One who has non-genital
intercourse with any of the forbidden relationships, or hugs and kisses them lustfully, or
engages in close bodily contact is liable for lashes by law of the Torah, as it says (Lev.
18:30), 'That you not engage in the abhorrent practices' ... and it says (Lev. 18:6), 'You
shall not come near to uncover nakedness' .. .that is to say, do not approach even those
things that might result in forbidden relationships."
Only by the wildest stretch of the imagination can this statement of Maimonides be
assumed to render either homosexual fantasies or attraction forbidden. Rather, the passage
must be understood to mean that homosexuals must refrain not only from actual homosexual intercourse, but also from other sexual behavior which is not intercourse. The
source from Maimonides is surely not forbidding either fantasies or attractions, which are
far less controllable than behaviors are.
Spero also refers to Maimonid<:s, ilN':J '110'N m:J7il 21:9, which reads: 711.7 1l111iN
l111'0M l11~ p '!:l 711 ~N1 ••• il11i1l' 1l111iN:J l1111i117 il~11 01N11i il~ 7:J 1:l'!:l7 , 17 N'il l11l11~ 01N
7'N11i ,Uilm1 07111il111~ 110' N71 ••• 11i'~11il"ll11111i:J 1~~11 11i1p'11i1 1:l7 111iN1 l"lN 01N 7p• N711i
l11:J171 l111!:l7 '1:l N7N ilT 1:J1 - "A man's wife is permitted to him. Therefore, he may

behave with her [sexually] as he wishes. Nonetheless it is righteous for a man not be
overly frivolous in this regard. Rather, he should sanctify himself at the time of intercourse ... and not deviate from common behavior in this regard, since the sole purpose
of the act of intercourse is procreation."
This passage is obviously a plea by Maimonidcs for what he considers to be a sexually proper attitude when engaged in sexual behavior. It is a plea not to allow even permissible behavior to blind one to the greater purpose of intercourse. The passage does not forbid fantasizing the acts which it forbids. Maimonides and the Tahnud were far too wise to
forbid thoughts. It is impossible to forbid them, and any attempt to do so only increases
the feelings of guilt of those who have thoughts and cannot control them. Controlling
behavior is hard enough. Legislating that thoughts or attractions are forbidden is not only
unreasonable, it is foolish.
These are the two of Spero's sources that come closest to reflecting what he contends, and they arc very far from convincing. The fact that fantasies and attractions cannot be forbidden legally does not mean that the tradition has nothing to say about them.
They are in the category of il1':J11 '11il1il and should be avoided, if possible.'' Their
power and potency is clearly recognized. The Gemara 16 affirms il1':J11~ 111ip il1':J11 '11il1il,
but that must not be confused with a legal statement. It does not mean that the thoughts
are more illegal than the acts. It means they are more burdensome, more difficult to control, more difficult to will out of existence. The sages surely recognized that 0'11il1il can
have undesired consequences. As Rabbi Pinhas ben Ya'ir put it, 17 N:J'1 01':J 01N 1il1il' 7N
il7'7:J ilN~m ,,,7.
The issue of 11il1il is deserving of its own treatment, but that is not the purpose of
this paper. What is important to note is that the avoidance of 11il1il is a desideratum, not
·"" See Dcrakhot l2h and Encyclopedia Thlmudit entry 11<11<1. The principle oi 11<11<1 is the souree oi many rabbinic statements advocating behavior intended to prevent certain thoughts- e.g., not watching animals mate,
not w·atching wornc-n doing laundr~y at the shore.
36

Yorna 29a., quoted by Spero, id., p. 62
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Ketuhhot 46a, and d. Avodah Zarah 20h.
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a legal requirement. One must attempt to avoid ,1il,il, but is not legally liable for failure. Indeed, the sages clearly recognized the pervasiveness of ,1il,il. They said:w w?w
l',il 11w?1 i1?~n T1'l'1 il,':::ll' ,1il,il :01' ?::l:::l Til~ ?1~'J 01l'\ T'l'\ m,':::ll', that il,':::ll' ,1i1,i1
is one of the three things which humans cannot avoid even for one day. ;\ll of the rabbinic dicta about i1,':::ll' ,1il,il must be understood in the light of this statement. As
undesirable as il,':::ll' ,1il,il may be, it is the lot and fate of humans to be subject to it.
They can try to avoid it and to control it, 19 but they cannot be free of it. Homosexuals
can no more be free of their 0',1il,il by a simple act of will than heterosexuals can be
free of theirs. Tndeed, the vast majority of the rabbinic statements about il,':::ll' ,1il,il are
heterosexually oriented.
Let us now note that the verses in Leviticus which prohibit homosexuality are blanket
statements of prohibition. They do not stipulate that homosexuals of type X who engage in
intercourse are not liable. Anyone who wishes to make such a claim is obligated to provide
convincing proof that the distinction he wishes to read into the law is really there.
Our colleague, Rabbi Bradley Artson, has written a paper on the subject of homosexuality which he has presented to the CJLS. Tt is not my intention to respond to everything
he has written, point by point. I must, however, demonstrate in detail why the central core
of his argument does not provide the convincing proof that would be required to allow his
conclusions to be supported.
Rabbi Artson argues that the Torah's prohibition against homosexuality does not apply
to constitutional homosexuals. The Torah does not know of such people, and cannot be
forbidding what it does not know about.
It is true that the Sodom episode and the i1l':::ll:::l1Vl?~ episode reflect homosexual violence, not homosexual love. Nonetheless, it would be erroneous to conclude that only such
homosexuality is forbidden. I have demonstrated above that the Torah does not prohibit
homosexual attraction - orientation, if you will. The silence of the Torah concerning any
distinction between homosexual acts and homosexual orientation is because the Torah
does not forbid the latter, only the former. But, the former is forbidden even for one whose
orientation is homosexual.
And even if Rabbi A1ison is correct about the Torah itself, he himself tacitly recognizes that what is n:ally critical is whether the Sages wen: able to conceive of such a loving homosexual relationship. If they were, and if they considered it forbidden under the
law, that would be determinative.
Rabbi Alison quotes three passages which he interprets to support his claim. I think
he misinterprets all three, and will treat them seriatim.
The Cemara in Hullin111 reads: ,,::l"tV nl'\ 1?j?1V'1 - :::l':l'\' il',::l7:::l j?10~il ?l') ,~l'\ l'\?1l'
p:::lm::l l'l'\W nnl'\ :ilw?w l'\?l'\ T'~"P~ l'l'\1 m 'J:::l Oi1'?l' 1?:Jpw m~~ o•w?w 1?l'\ : (I"JO::l o•w?w
,::l7? il:::l1n::l- Ulla said (concerning the verse in Zachariah ll:l2 -"They weighed out

my wages, thi1ty shekels of silver"), "[The thirty shekels] refer to the thirty commandments which the Noahides accepted upon themselves, though they comply with only
three: One, that they do not write a ketubbah for a male ...." Rashi comments on this
passage: il1~~:::l Wl'\, m?p 0'lil1J l'l'\ ,TW'~Wn? ,::l7 Oi1? p1M"~1 ,1::17 :::l::lW~? p111Vn1 ~"l'l'\
il:::l1n::l Oil? 1:::ln::l'1V 1::1 ?::l 17 - Even though they are suspect to engage in homosexual
33

Kava Hatra 164b.
See Kiddushin, 30h .<J11n '1:J17 'K:J<J '1:J1i'J
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92a-h.
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and Maimonides, 1:J7
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behavior and designate'' a male as their partner, they do not make so light of this mitzvah that they write a kctubbah for their partner.
Polygamy is permitted by biblical and talmudic law, and is not considered either immoral or incapable of being loving, committed, permanent, and sacred. No interpretation
of this passage, therefore, can work from the premise that such relationships are necessarily loveless or involve only lustful intercourse, or are like a series of affairs.
Rashi interprets Ulla to be praising the non-Jews for their recognition that no matter
how committed, permanent or sacred they might wish their relationship with their homosexual partner-to-be, it cannot be legali11ed by a marriage contract. The ketu bbah provides
both a potent symbol and legal protection for the partner. lt is the indicator of an acceptable, valid and legal relatiun~hip. It i~ the unacceptability uf ~uch a relatiun~hip that the
passage intimates. Not only, claims Ulla, do Jews recognize that such a relationship - even
if loving and permanent - is religiously unacceptable, even non-Jews do not attempt to
legitimate what cannot be legitimated. Even if it is a permanent relationship, a loving relationship, a relationship of commitment, it cannot be legitimated. Such a relationship can
be conceived of, it cannot be legitimated.
The second passage comes from Genesis Rabbah 4" and reads: :~01' 'i OlV:l NJ1i1 'i
i1~i1:J71 i1::JT7 n1'0~1~l 1:lr1:llV 1l' 071l'i1 1~ 1M~J N7 71:J~i1 i11 - Rabbi Huna in the name
of Rabbi Joseph [said]: "The generation of the flood was not obliterated from the world
until they wrote marriage contracts from males and beasts."
I have translated the tem1 n1'0~1~l as "marriage contracts" on the basis of both TileodorAlhcck and ~Iordccai Margulies. It clearly comes from the Greek gamilwn, which means marriage. It is possible that it is a shortened form of gamikoi humnoi, in which case it would refer
to "wedding songs;•n In either case, the term is a positive one. Wnat the passage says, therefore, is that the generation of the flood was not dest1·oyed until they legitimated homosexual
behavior, sanctifying it with marriage contracts or marriage hymns, lending to such unions an
aura of legitimacy and permanence. The passage clearly recognizes the possibility of such a
union and such a relationship, and denies its acceptability. It is so unacceptable that the
attempt to validate it brings on the destruction of the flood.'' Tt is not that such a relationship
cannot he conceived of. lt can he conceived of. lt cannot, however, he legitimated.
'1'1

Rabbi A...rtson translates this word as "'sequester~~~ which, ol' course, supports the way he wishes to read the
passage. His translations supposes that the word in the original is ]'1n"n7:l , not J'1n"7:l. The former implies
an illicit heing together~ ·while the latter intimates the designation of a single individual as a mate or partner.

1'

26:5, on Cen. 6:2, Theodor-Alheck ed., p. 248. See also the parallel in Leviticus Rahhah 2.):'!, on Lev. ll:l:.),
Margulies ed., p. S:\9; and Midmsh ha-r:adol, Genesis, o:ll, Vlargulies cd., p. lS.'l.

'1'·'

Rabbi . \rtson~s translation~ ''coupling songs,'' comes from Jastro,v, it. seems t.o me. That translation carries a
very negative connotation essential to Rabbi . \rtson~s understanding, but not really present in the original .
.Taslrow may he assertjng that tlw presenee of tlw word 017:l jn tlw term n1'07:l17:ll js tlw sages derjsjve perversion ol' the Creek term. Theodor-Alheck, Margulies, Sefr'r he-Amkh (s.v. 07:ll), modern translations of Mid rash
Rabbah and the variants in hoth Genesis e~nd Leviticus R<:~hbah e~rguc against his nndcrstanding.

'H

Rabbi Artson makes much or t.he positioning or t.lle passage in Genesis Rabball, af'ter !1:J~- "i1ljl !11:J1tl "':J"
- "nn:~ 1tz/M 7:J7:l" .mM1tzll 1'?M - "O'tzll o;,7 mp'1" ••• ;,7•nn ;,7li1:J1 OJ:JJ 711l ,.,,,., ;,'?li:J'? ;,mM )':J'n7:l 1'<1tz77:l :J'n:J
.<17:l<I:J1 11:JT <IT

He argues that as these do not refer to ongoing love relationships, so~ too~ the statement of Rabbi Huna
does not. T·wo things argue against Hahbi Artson~s claim: (1) the appearance of Hahhi Huna's staternent in
parallel passages without. this context; and (2) 1l1e fact. that the passage as it stands is a literary crescendo. To

wit: the 0'<171'<<1 'l:J were perverse. They exercised the jus prinws noctns, they forcibly raped virgins, and they
sejzcd the wjves of otlwr men. But even these aels of yjo]enee r!jd nol eompel God to wjpc out Hjs ereatjon.
1l1at happened only w·hen they attempted to legitimate homosexual unions as if 1l1ey were marriages.
Finally, Hahhi Artson finds the linkage of <17:l<I:J1 11:JT telling and important. Hegrettahly, he demonstrates a
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The final passage has already been referred to earlier.'" We quote again the part of the
passage relevant to this point in the discussion: ~~ 0i1'n1jl1n::J1" 01tt7~ 0'110~tt7) •n1~~ ~~
~tt71J tt7'~i1 - ?O'tt71:l7 1'i1 i1~1 .Ci1'm::J~ m::J~~, Ci1'n1::J~~, Oi1~ o•p1pni1 c•p1ni1 ~~~ ("1:::l~n
Ll'Jtt..'~ no•J i11V~i11 i1n::J1 i1tt7~ ~tt71J tt7'~i1 ,i1tt7~~ i11V~i11 tt..''~~ - "1 have forbidden only those

practices which they and their ancestors have established. And what did they do? A man
would marry a man and a woman marry a woman, a man would marry a woman and her
daughter, and a woman would be married to two men:'
TI1ere is no way to read this passage as implying only lustful, non-suppol1ive, loveless
relationships. There is not even a hint of such a thing in this passage. The Torah forbids the
marriage of a woman and her daughter."" But there is no greater reason to believe that such
a marriage would be loveless and non-supportive than would be any other polygamous marriage. Surely the Torah does not assert that polygamous marriages are lustful and loveless
by definition. The Torah forbids polyandry, but societies which permit it would find such
marriages no less supportive and loving potentially than polygamous marriages in the societies which permit them. It forces the meaning of the words of th1: Sifra beyond cn:dulity to
assert that this passage passes judgment on the nature of the marriages which it lists. No
such judgment is passed. These types of marriages are forbidden, not because they are by
definition non-permanent, lustful, loveless, or whatever. They are forbidden because the
Torah forbids them. Among them are listed homosexual unions of both males and females.
Part one of this paper is at a close. In dealing with the texts of the Bible and the Talmud
we have demonstrated that homosexuality is called i1::J:l71n by the Torah, but that the term
denotes an attributed characteristic, not an inherent one. We have demonstrated that both
male and female homosexuality are forbidden in Jewish law, and that it is erroneous to claim
that female homosexuality is prohibited by the sages only because of lewdness. We have
demonstrated that both the active and the passive partners are liable at law under usual circumstances. We have demonstrated that the prohibitions of the Torah are against sexual relations between homosexuals, not against fantasies, attractions, or orientations. And we have
demonstrated that the prohibition of the Torah (~n"11~1) makes no distinction between
supportive, loving, permanent relationships and lustful, transient, and non-supportive relationships. Same gender sexual relations of both types are forbidden by the Torah.

Part 11
We must now turn our attention to interpretations of the term i1::J:l71n. As we do so, we must
also remember that ii they are found wanting, that proves only that the interpretations are
inadequate, not that homosexuality is not i1::J:l71n according to the Torah.' 7
Since the Torah itself does not define why homosexuality is i1::J:l71n, just that it is, it
seems most logical to begin this quest for an explanation in the Tahnud. And, indeed, there
is a passage in the Talmud that provides a start for this discussion. In Nedarim .'ila, Bar
Kappara offers an explanation of the meaning of the term i1::J:l71n.
bias in his understanding which is not reflected in the text. The text implies that the generation of" the flood

attempted to legalize and legitimate ongoing and permanent relationships with animals. The linkage implies
that as relationships with animals are unacceptable - no matter how permanent or legalized - so, too, arc
relationships between males- no malter l1ow permanent or legali"'ed.

'' Sifra, Aharei Mot 9:8, Weiss ed. B5d; see above, p. 617.
" Lev. Hl:l7.

" See above, p. 616.
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We will subject Bar Kappara's explanation to analysis, but preface the analysis by pointing out the context. TilC interchange between Bar Kappara and Rcbbc, during which Bar
Kappara defined the meaning of il:::lY1n, took place at the wedding of Rebbe's son, Rabbi
Shimon. Previously, Bar Kappara had promised Rebbe's daughter that he would drink wine
while her father danced and her mother sang. At the wedding, Bar Kappara asked Rebbe:
?il:::lY11i '1\~ Wl1atever explanation Rebbe offered, Bar Kappara refuted. Finally, Rebbe said:
1"11\ il'tziitl - "You explain it!" Bar Kappara told Rebbe to have his wife pour him a drink, and
insisted that Rebbe himself get up and dance before him as preconditions to his explaining.
Rcbbc did both things. TI1en Bar Kappara said: il:::l il1il\ ilYm - "il:::lY1n" :1\J~Mi i~l\ ':lil "Thus did the Merciful One say: 'To-evnh,'- You go astray on ar:r:ount of it (or, her):'
TI1is is immediately followed in the gemara by two further episodes that took place at the
wedding. Bar Kappara repeated his demands on Rebbe as preconditions to his explaining the
terms 7:::l1i 18 and il~i .14 The former he defines as ?il:::l 1Zi' p7:::l1i and the latter as 1\'il il~ 1i.
We refer to the continuation of the passage which contains the definition of il:::lY11i in
order to indicate that Bar Kappara himself might not have intended his definitions quite as
seriously as we will be taking them. Furthermore, it is quite clear that all three definitions
are plays on the words. Having said this, we return to a r:areful analysis of il:::l il1il\ ilY1n,
understanding it as very seriously intended by Bar Kappara. 30
First we note that il:::l il1il\ ilY1n is clearly a notarikon, i.e., i7:J (il1il\ il) Jl7n. Secondly,
we note how difficult it is to translate it into English because of the unclear referent of the
pronoun il:::l. Bar Kappara asked il:::lY11i '1\~. He did not specify a particular verse as the
locus of the term. On the one hand, therefore, we would like his answer to refer to verses
in which the term as stated, namely, il:::lY1n, actually appears. If that is his intent, he refers
either to Lev. 18:22 or 20:1.3, for only in those two verses does the term il:::lY1n actually
appear. ln such a case, the il:::l must refer to homosexuality, i.e., "you go astray because of
it." Bar Kappara's phrase obviously requires il:::l or the notarikon does not work. However,
it is very difficult. To what does the il:::l refer? If its antecedent is a term like i:>i :::l:>tzi~, the
pronoun should be 1:::l, not il:::l. The only real possibility is that the il:::l refers to the noun
il:::lY1n, i.e., you go astray because of the abomination. That is not smooth either, because
it requires using the term being defined as part of the definition itself.
There is another grammatical possibility. Tf Bar Kappara's question used il:::lY1n as a
general term, rather than with reference to a specific occurrence of the word, his answer
need not even be about homosexuality. Bear in mind that all of the sexual offenses are
referred to as 1i1:::lY1n in Lev. 18:26, 27, and 29. If Bar Kappara was asking what the
meaning of il:::lY1n was in general, as opposed to in regard to homosexuality in particular, the pronoun il:::l is far less problematic. Since most of the 1"11'iY - all of which are
1i1:::lY11i - are women, il:::l il1il\ ilY11i means: "You go astray on account of her." If this
explanation is correct, Bar Kappara is referring primarily to the other 1"11'iY, not to
homosexuality, and we can probably learn nothing from what he says that will shed light
on why homosexuality is a il:::lY11i. TI1e advantage to this explanation is that we clearly
18

Lev. 18:23 eoncerning bestiality.

"Lev. 18:17 concerning ;,n:n <111/N n11l7. In Yevamot 37b, the same explanation of<l?:ll is given by lhva with
rderenec to Lev. 19:29, <l?:ll f1!\<T <IN 177:l1.
50

Let it be elear tl1at ir his explanation is dismissed as a joke told at a v. . edding, \\'llen l1e may even have been
1(':-;:o; than completely sober, \VC would h<JV(' to :o;<:~y that the 'llllmud give:-; no g11idancc <Js to th(' meaning of
<T:J:i7m. We eould not eondude that homosexuality is not <I:J:i71n on the grounds that Bar Kappara did not
mean his explanation seriously. It is for this reason that we will analyze his explanation as if we knew for
certain that he meant it with utmost seriousness.
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understand the antecedent of the pronoun i1:::l. The weakness of this explanation is that
it leaves unexplained the very verses in which the term i1:::l:l71n actually appears with reference to a specific sexual offense.
There arc at least two classical commentators who understand Bar Kappara in this latter way. The '"llii7 On1'?.)" explains Bar Kappara: 1T O!lm ii1'i1 7lli 1nlli~ !1~ n•mlli ,i?.)17:J
mJT 7lli - ["You go astray because of her:'] That is to say, he abandons his wife who is permissible to him in favor of one with whom relationships are in the category of mJT.
In a similar vein, the i1i1ni1 7:17 n1!l01ni1 •7Y:::l'2 explain: i1i'.) 7~ I1'l!l ~7lli i1:::l i1!1~ i1:171n
1i~:::l 11n?.) o•7m1 1i1:::l?.) tl'?.) i1!1lli (1U:i1) •7llii'.):::l :::l1n:Jlli - "You go asti·ay on account of her"
ber:ause you paid no heed to what is rer:orded in Proverbs (5:15). "Drink water from your
own cistern and flowing water from your own well." That is, by ignoring the wisdom of
Proverbs which indicates that you should stay with a wife who is not n1'i:l7, you go astray.
The '"llii7 0n1'?.) and the n1!l01!1i1 •7:17:::l, therefore, opt for clarity of the antecedent of
i1:::l, even though, for them, Bar Kappara sheds no light on the specific behavior which is
called i1:::l:l71n by the Torah.
All others, to the best of my knowledge, understand Bar Kappara to be referring to
homosexuality, and offering an explanatior~ of why God considers it to be i1:::l:l71!1. Tos~fot,
the Rosh and the Ran all offer a similar explanation. Indeed, the language of Tosafot and
the Rosh is identical: i:JT :::l:Jlli?.) in~ 1':l71i11 tli1'n1llil rn'l?.)lli, and that of the Ran very
close: i:JT 7~~ 17i11 i1lli~ ':::l:Jlli?.) n'l?.)lli. The "going astray" according to these three lies in
the fact that a man abandons his wife to pursue a homosexual relation.
Let us first assume that the Tosafot et al. correctly understand Bar Kappara. If so,
the model of homosexuality to which Bar Kappara refers is the Greek model."' In the
Greek model it makes perfectly good sense to speak about homosexuality drawing one
away from one's wife. The classical Greek model of homosexuality is an older man (about
twenty-five), usually married, and a young man (about fifteen). Indeed, when the young
man gets married he is expected to have regular heterosexual relations with his wife, and
probably take a young male lover.
The pederastic relationship is viewed by the Greeks as a type of role model relationship
in which the older man feels a strong attraction to his young lover, while the young man is
exped<:d to admire his lover, hut not hr: attraded to him sr:xually. The ped<:rastie modd was
supposed to transmit virtues from the old to the younger man." In this model it is quite possible to speak at least of the older man as being i:JT :::l:Jllii'.) in~ 171i11 1!1lli~ n'l?.).
Wbile this model is probably very infrequent in our day, there is no question that many
men who have been married and have decided in the present climate to "come out of the
closet" have also abandoned their wives for homosexual relations, and may have been
doing so all along, although not openly.
This proves only that the reason of the Tusafut et al. is still applicable. It dues nut
prove that it ought to be applied, or that it is what Bar Kappara meant. Even if it is not
51

Nedarim 51 a, s.v.

" End of parashat

jll'1n.

m~

,,nN in vol.

All at Nedarirn 51 a, s.v.
'4

6 (New York: Shulsinger llros., 19SO), p. 4911.

:1l71n.

That llar Kappara rnay ·well have known and understood the Greek model is possible. He ·was, ·we know, a

lover of' things Greek, especially Greek ideas of' beauty and Greek language. See Beres hit Rabbah 36:8.
Theodor-A Ibeck ed., p. 342, and .1. Megillah l :9 71 b.
;; See Miehad Ruse, Homosexuality (New Y<1rk: Basil Dlaekwdl, Ine., 1988) pp. 176-182; and Arno Karlen,
"Homosexuality in History," in Judd Marmor, e<L, Homosexual Helwt·ior: A i\llodem Heappmisal (New York:
llasie llooks, 19BO), pp. 7B-BO.
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what Bar Kappara meant, it seems most plausible that it is what the Tosafot, the Rosh
and the Ran meant.
It is most likely that moderns would wish to expand the concern embodied in the statement of Tosafot et al., and analy..:e its relevance to the issue at hand. Perhaps pn'l?.)
'1::l1 F1'l1WJl is the way that the Rishonim intimate that homosexuality is disruptive to family life. They would not be the first to make such a claim. Rabbi Akiva, commenting on the
verse in Gen. 2:24 1n~ 11L':::l7 1'il1 1l11L'~:::l j?:::l11 11'.)~ !"1~1 1':::l~ n~ 1L''~ :::lTl7' p 7l7 says: - j?:::l11
1::lT:::l ~71 -'"He shall cleave'- [implies a union with a woman] and not with a man:' lt is
through union with his lost rib that the man becomes whole again, and a union with a man
does not result in such wholeness.
Clearly one might argue that if society would recognize the equal validity of homosexuality with heterosexuality, thereby eliminating the impetus for homosexuals to even
consider or attempt heterosexual family arrangements, the disruption would disappear.
The disruption occurs when a homosexual finds himself in so unhappy a relationship with
a spouse of the opposite sex that he has extramarital affairs with men, or divorces his wife.
Either way is disruptive.
That argument, however, is much too restrictive and restricted. The issue need not be
only about the disruption of pre-existing heterosexual family structures. The issue could
well be couched in terms of the desirability, willingness, and ability of society as a whole
to accept multiple familial structures. The claim mlght be that homosexuality as a recognized, validated, co-equal option is itself disruptive to the family structure. The question is
not whether a specific homosexual relationship disrupts a specific family, but whether
homosexuality in general is disruptive to families in general.
The issue cannot be entirely separated from the question of procreation, to which we
shall come in due course. For the time being, however, the emphasis is on the structure of
the family per se, without concern for ancillary issues.
Surely one could make a very strong case that there is only one family model in both
the Biblical and rabbinic literature. And one could surely claim that the model is intended not merely as a description of the real, but of the ideal.
When God says in Gen. 2:18 11:\l::l 1Tl7 17 iJ1L'l7~ ,n:::l7 t:l1~iJ l11'iJ :::l1t:l ~7 and that 1Tl7
is a woman, does this not posit a heterosexual family as the ideal?'"' From the perspective
of the biblical author, God chooses a woman as Adam's helpmate and companion. And
notice, too, that the primary purpose of the creation of this first family is for companionship and 1Tl7, not procreation. Even the later contention," 1n~ 11L':::l7 W11, refers not to procreation per se, but to marital intimacy. Surely one could cogently argue that the Bible
reflects an ideal, and that it could have posited a homosexual family structure at least in
addition to a heterosexual one if it deemed it co-equal or even acceptable. As everyone
must admit, a homosexual family can be a source of mutual help, companionship and intimacy. Why is there no mention of such a structure, no hint of it anywh<:re? Surely one
could argue that the reason is because the Bible refuses to see a homosexual family unit
as an acceptable structure.
The Rabbis, too, are as clear as one can be on this subject. We need not belabor the
issue too much. A couple of examples will suffice. 1L''~ ~7:::l iJ1L'~ ~71 iJ1L'~ ~7:::l 1L''~ ~7
.'i 6

Tt again beeornes important to remind ourselves or the material above, PP· 621 fl, in \vhidl \Ve demonstrated
that the Ral!bis could eoneeive of a loving, non-violent homosexual union. That is important again now in
order to l'orestallthe contention that Genesis and the Rabbis posited heterosexual families only heeause they
could not conceive or llomosexual ones.

Gen. 2:24.
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il)':lW 1\7~ Ci1')W 1\71 said the Rabbis.'" And, 1\7~ iln~w 1\7~ '1iW ilWI\ 17 7'1\W C11\ 7:J
il~1!J 1\7~ il:li~, they claimed.'" Surely a loving homosexual family unit would not be
described by its members as il)':lW 1\7~, or il~1!J 1\7~ ,il:li~ 1\7~ iln~w 1\7~. If, as we have

claimed abovc," 0 the Rabbis were able to conceive of a loving homosexual relationship,
these statements made by them must be understood to reflect the unacceptability of such
unions. The heterosexual family unit is the only one in which the rabbinic tradition can
see the presence of God, and the presence of joy, blessing and good. It is not that a
homosexual family is inconceivable, but that it is unacceptable.
If these are defensible arguments, or stronger, the explanation of il~ ilnl\ il:l71n as
disruptive to family strueture stands as a defensible argument in favor of the preeedent.
That preeedent disallows homosexual behavior as eo-equal with heterosexual behavior,
and, therefore, does not recognize a homosexual family structure as co-equal with a
heterosexual family strueture.
Tims far, then, .we have demonstrated that there is an inherent ambiguity in the words
of Bar Kappara. They might not even be about homosexuality. Further, we have dealt with
one of the explanations of his words aeeording to those who do take them to be about
homosexuality. That is the explanation of the Tosafot, the Rosh, and the Ran, who understand Bar Kappara to refer to the disruption of the family as the "going astray:' Even if that
is not the original intent of Bar Kappara, it remains, we have demonstrated a dearly defensible interpretation of what il~ ilnl\ il:l71n can legitimately be understood to mean. If for no
other reason, then, the weight of precedent does not yet seem to be overridden.
We turn our attention now to the second explanation of the words of Bar Kappara
among classical commentators. The l\nitJ1T l\np'0£l on Lev. 18:22 reads: "1\'il il~:l71n"
C'W)l\ :l7ii 1)~~ 17 7'1\ 'iilW ,il~ il:l71n. The quotation of Bar Kappara's words, il~ il:l71n,
clearly indicates that the Pesikta is explaining il~:l71n in terms of Bar Kappara's explanation of it. His comment is interpreted to mean that the "going astray" of homosexuality
lies in the fact of its being non-procreative.
The Pesikta is not alone in that claim among classical commentators. Nahmanides, in his
comments to the same verse says: C1'P~ 1))'1\1 ~:17m i~1 l\1il ':l Ctli1£l~ il~il~il1 i:liil C:l7!J1
11'71' 1\7 il~il~il1 C11\il ':l .tl')'~il - "The reason behind the prohibition of homosexuality and
bestiality is well-known, being an abhorrent thing because it does not allow for procreation,
since a male lwith another male, and a male with anJ animal cannot procreate:' Similarly,
11)'Mil i£ltl 6 ' claims: 7~7 C11~' p71 1\i~ iWI\ 1~71:17 ~1W'~ f£ln n"'WilW '£l7 m~~il 'WiW~
.m1:11 m~~ 1\71 'i£l n7:l7m ,~,~ 7'1\W ilnnwil n~l\~ l\1il ':l C'i:liil - '~:lw~~ C:l7iT m'nW'

"Among the underpinnings of the commandment is that God wishes the world that He created to be populated and lie therefore commanded against wasting one's seed in homosexual relations for that is truly wasteful since it is not procreative and not the fulfillment of the
mitzvah of conjugal relations:' We shall return to the last part of the statement in due course.
For the moment, however, the main point is to see that the Sefer ha-Hinukh also considers
the non-procreative element of homosexuality as a reason for its being il~:l71n.
Finally, let us note the comment of the il~'~n ili1n who writes:" il:l71nW il)11:lil ill\i)
1)~~ 17 7'1\ 'iilW il~ ilnl\ il:l71n Wi£l~ l\ni!J1T l\np'0£l~1 •i:li C:l7 ~:JW7 ill\'i~il n1110' ':li1~
Genesis Hahhah B:9, Theodor-Aiheck p. 63.
SQ

Yevarnot 62h. See there, in general, ror paens or praise to the heterosexual rarnily unit.

'" Pp. 62lff.
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l-i'i1 l"lMl\ i1l11::li11 C'lll)l\ :l:'iT - "TI1e implication [of Bar Kappara's statement] seems to be

that one deviates from nature by having relations with a male. And in the l\l"li~1T i1l"li''0~
[the author] explains that 'You go astray because of it' since you cannot procreate with a
male. And the essence of both explanations is the same."
W<: have left this comment of tlH: i1~'~l1 i1i1l1 for the last both because of chronological reasons and because he explicitly links the category of unnaturalness with nonprocreativity. Since many of the issues raised today also link the two, or equate the two,
or consider non-procreativity as a subcategory of unnaturalness, we shall discuss these
elements as one unit.
On a most literal and technical level, one might claim that this explanation for the
i1:::l:l71l"l nature of homosexuality would be untenable if there is homosexuality among lower
species. That is, one might claim that if there are instances of homosexuality in nature,
then it cannot be called unnatural. Obviously, this point is generally raised because those
who raise it can point to evidence of homosexual behavior in nature. 63 TI1e point that there
is some behavior among animals that is homosexual need not be contested. Herders and
husbandmen have known about it for years.
The question that can be asked against this thesis is whether animal behavior should
be used as a criterion for the determination of what is natural for humans. Surely, on one
level the answer is "yes," but that may be inadequate. Do not humans commonly claim that
it is unnatural for them to go around without clothes, even though animals do? Do humans
really think of their acts of intercourse as the same as those of animals? Do humans posit
such things as love and attraction as elements of animal copulation? Are not the differences we perceive between ourselves and animals in regard to sexual behavior and intimacy sufficient to warrant the claim that what may be natural for animals is not natural for
humans?''4 Surdy it is at kast def<:nsibk, and perhaps far stronger than nwrdy defensibk,
to claim that "natural" means "natural for human beings," and is not contingent at all on
evidence from other animals. An act which may appear in nature among animals may be
unnatural for human beings. TI1ere are species of animals which eat their young. Would
that fact make it natural for human beings to do so? A literalist definition of the term natural is too restrictive, and not very useful toward an evaluation of whether or not homosexuality may be considered natural for human beings.
There is another element to the natural argument which is heard with sufficient frequency that it should be dealt with. Some argue that homosexuality is unnatural because
of biological fit. TI1at is, a penis ftts comfortably in a vagina from a physiological perspective, whereas it does not fit so elsewhere: and the male organ in the female organ has a
biological function (here again the linkage between "natural" and "procreative"), whereas
it does not have such a function elsewhere.
The response to these claims contends that physiological fit is hardly a criterion for
naturalness for several reasons: (1) Homosexuals have no trouble making their organs fit
in orifices that are not vaginas, and (2) there is a long history of the acceptability among
heterosexuals of sexual intimacies in which the penis is not inserted into the vagina, but
63

See the chapter by Pt. H. llennieton in Marmor, op. cit., pp. 25-40. 1\ote, however, that the chapter is entitled
""Ambisexuality in Anirnals," not ""Homosexuality in Anirnals."' Denniston reports no instances of exclusively
homosexual behavior among lower species. See also, "Ts Homosexuality Biologically Natural" by J.D.

Weinrich, in W. l'aul, .l.ll. Weinrich, .I.C. Gonsiorek and M.E. Hatvedt, eds., HomosexuaLity: SociaL,
P<ychologiml, and Biologiml hsues (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1982), pp. 197-208.
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elsewhere. If these are not unnatural when carried out by heterosexuals, why should they
be considered unnatural when done by homosexuals?
On one level, these claims are absolutely accurate and incontestable. There is a long
rabbinic history of recognition of non-vaginal intercourse. Indeed, the very concept of nonvaginal heterosexual intercourse is derived by the Rabbis from the biblical verses which
deal with homosexuality. Both Lev. 18:22 and 20:13 refer to irtVI'\ ':l:l1V~. In its comment to
Lev. 20:13, the Sifra reads: 61 il1Vl'\:l l"11:l:l1V~ •nww :l1n:lil 1':1~- "il1Vl'\ ':l:l1V~". There is mention throughout rabbinic literature of il:li1:l l'\71V ill'\':l, which is the second type of ill'\':l
implied by the words il1Vl'\ ':l:l1V~. And il:li1:ll'\71V ill'\':l is most widely understood to mean,
or at least include, :!liT C1j7~:ll'\71V, i.e., non-vaginal intercourse. On this level, then, there is
clear rabbinic recognition of non-vaginal intercourse. Furthermore, the Sages clearly recognize non-vaginal intercourse as intercourse,''" with all the legal implications thereof."'
Nonetheless, the claims in the paragraph above could be cogently argued to be insufficient to warrant the conclusions which some wish to draw from them. First of all, regarding the physiological fit claim, the issue is not whether the fit is possible. No one denies
that it is possible. '111e issue is whether the physiological structures seem designed for that
purpose."" Is there a biologically natural lubricant which eases penetration and movement
both in il:li1:l ill'\':l and il:li1:l l'\71V? Is the threat of abnormal stretching or damaging of
tissues the same in both types of intercourse? Is the occurrence of pain as frequent and
likely in both types of intercourse? Clearly the answers to these questions might lead one
to posit that vaginal intercourse is more natural, the physiological structures themselves
being more appropriately designed for vaginal intercourse than for anal intercourse.""
Understood as above, the claim that homosexual relations are considered il:l:l71n by the
Torah because they are unnatural is not an untenable claim. The term ill'\'i:lil n1110', as
used by the Torah. Temima.h, need not (indeed, probably should not) be understood to
imply physiological impossibility, but to imply (at least partially) physiological fit. Indeed,
one might argue that it is precisely because such relations ca.n occur in nature, however
poor the physiological fit, that the Torah sees fit to attribute to them the attribute of il:l:l71n
as a sign of its rejection of such use of the physiological structures.
'111is brings us, then, to a discussion of the second element of the "natural argument,"
namely, that homosexual relations are unnatural because they are not procreative. To this
claim, too, there are responses now regularly proffered, generally, two. First, because of
technological advances, homosexuals need not be prevented from procreating. They can
procreate even without engaging in heterosexual behavior. The male's sperm can be used
to impregnate a woman artificially. That woman can then carry and bear the child, which
65

l'erek 9, 14 Weiss ed., p. 92b. Cf. Sanh 54a.

"''E.g., Rashj lo Ycvamol 34h, s.v. !<'71ZI. llul sec Davjd Feldman, Birth Control in .Jewish Lmt• (New York: New York
University Press, 1968), pp. 155fT, for indications of rabbinic hesitancy in condoning anal intercourse behveen
male and f(·male without n·servations.
'''See Horayot 4a regarding :1:J11:J ~<'71Z1 :11<1l7:1 as legally :1!<1l7:1; San. 95a for :1:J11:J ~61ZI :11<'::! being sul'ricienl for

liability for bestiality; Yev. 54a for :1:J11:J ~<'71Z1 :11<'::! being ;'l~:l':l :1l1j? (and ef. M. Yev. 6:1, 5.3b. with Rashi and
Tosaiot ad Joe.); and, l(jd, 9b Ior :1:J11:J ~<'71ZI :11<'::! hcjng :11ZI!<:J :1l1p.
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The phrase "designed for that purpose" does not mean ''designed exclusively for that purpose." The fact that
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None of these contentions is meant to deny that aberrations migl1t occur in individual males or f"emales- either
physiological or psychological or both- that mak(' some acts of vaginal inb~rcoursc seem h·ss ""natural" than in

smnething may have a second purpose does not negate that it also has a first purpose.

general. llul, no argwncnlfrom nature was ever mcanllo jmply tlwl tlwre eould he no cxeeptjonal cases. Nobody
is daiming that nature is always pe1feet. The fact that there are imperfections in nature, however, hardly justifies
calling something natural ·which is generally unnatural.
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can then be raised by the male whose sperm fathered the child. Conversely, a lesbian
woman can be artificially impregnated with a man's sperm and bear a child whom she will
then raise. Thus, homosexuals, both male and female, can be involved in the procreative
process, can have families of their own, and the fact that their sexual relations are with
members of the same sex becomes irrelevant.co Indeed, one might imagine the sperm of
one male homosexual partner being used to impregnate two female lesbian partners, with
one of the children becoming the child of the male couple, and the other the child of the
female couple. Such children could even have "siblings" who are known to them, and with
whom they might relate as "family."
Second, if procreativity is a sine qua non for illicit sexual behavior, there are many
heterosexual unions which are equally forbidden. All heterosexual acts of non-vaginal
intercourse would be forbidden, because they are non-procreative. Sexual intercourse
with a post-menopausal woman, an infertile woman, a woman who has had a tubal ligation, becomes forbidden for a man; intercourse with an infertile man becomes forbidden
for a woman. Since halakhah clearly does not forbid sexual relations in these circumstances, it must imply that procreativity is not a sine qna non for licit sexual behavior.
Therefore, the non-procreative nature of intercourse is not a grounds on which it should
be considered forbidden.
As with most arguments we have thus far discussed, these also have a level of truth
to them, the second even more persuasive than the first. But, they are not without
their shortcomings.
Among animals, the purpose of sex is entirely for procreation. Copulation is almost
always during th<: females' period of fertility. Even among thos<: species which appear to
be "monogamous," sexuality is not a function of love, attraction, or caring. Among humans
alone is this not the case. Jewish tradition has long recognized that there are purposes to
human sexual intercourse beyond the merely procreative, and it is unnecessary for us to
prove its acceptability.c' But, as permissible as non-procreative sex is, the linkage between
intercourse and procreation is not severed entirely. Once intercourse becomes permissible
for purposes other than procreation, there is no reason to forbid even non-vaginal intercourse. But it is tlw inescapable linkage behveen intercours<: and procreation that gives
rise to the hesitancy that the Sages expressed about some types of ii:::l11:::l t\7tzi iit\i:J.c"
How and where should the line be drawn between legitimate non-procreative sex and
sex as a means of reproduction? It seems more than merely reasonable to posit the mitzvah
of iiJ1:l7 as the characteristic which makes non-procreative sex permissible. 71 Since it is in the
nature of human beings to engage in sexual intercourse for purposes other than procreation,
such intercourse shall be considered sanctioned (i.e., natural) when it fulfills the other primary purpose of intercourse recognized by the law, namely, the mitzvah of iiJ1:l7. 71 Since iiJ1:l7
is a mitzvah which applies only between a husband and wife, any act of intercourse between
70

Our diseussion oJ this daim will ignore entirely all oJ the hala!Jric questions involved in artificial insemination and Lhe type of surrogacy arrangement implied by Lhis elaim. These issues are of only secondary
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1l1e Ravad, in Ra,-alei ha-lVefesh, Sha-ar ha Keduslw1r, also lisLs the hendiLs accruing to a pregnant woman

and her fetus us justification for intercourse. See Feldman, p. 69 and p. 182. This issue need not eoneern us
Jor the purposes oJ this paper.
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See ch. 4 of Feldman's book for a thorough discussion of the mitzvah itself and the related issues of the
quality of i1:J,l7 and Chapter Five for his discussion of pleasure and wellbeing as rnotives for intercourse.
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a man and someone not his wife cannot be called ill1l'. One may engage in i1::l,1:l N711i i1N':J
with one's wife because the mitzvah of ill1l' can be fulfilled that way. But any i1N':J whatsoever with one to whom the category of i1l1l' is inapplicable is not justifiable. The fact that
i1:l,1:l N711i i1N':J is permissible, natural, as a form of i1l1l' with one's wife does not render it
permissible, natural, in a different context, such as homosexual union.
We referred above'' to the passage from Sefer ha-Hinukh. The author stated that
homosexual relations were forbidden because they were non-procreative, and added:
i1l1l' m~m N71. Not only do homosexual relationships fail to meet the justification of
legitimacy that would be possible if they were procreative, they also fail to meet the
other criterion of legitimacy - the mitzvah of i1l1l'. All homosexual sex must be i1N':J
i1:l,1:l N711i. Such i1N':J is permissible only as an act of i1l1l'. The naturalness of i1N':J
i1:l,1:l N711i is determined not by the substance of the act, but by the legitimacy of the
actors so engaged.
Apparently the earliest utilization of the argument from nature came from Plato,
and he gives very conflicting messages as to what he meant by it. On the one hand,
there are passages which intimate the most literal understanding of the argument. Thus
for example Plato writes: 76
Our citizens ought not to fall below the nature of birds and beasts
in general, who are born in great multitudes, and yet remain until
the age for procreation virgin and unmarried, but when they have
reached the proper time of life are coupled, male and female ...
surely, we will say to them (i.e., our citizens), you should be better
than the animals.
Or, in a similar vein: 77 "If anyone ... denounces these lusts as contrary to nature, adducing
the animals as a proof that such unions were monstrous, he might prove his point."
On the other hand, though, Plato also writes: 73
I think that the pleasure is to he deemed natural which arises
out of the intercourse between men and women: but that the
intercourse between men with men, or of women with women, is
contrary to nature.
Tn this passage it is the phrase para phu.sin which is translated as "contrary to nature."
John Boswell has pointed out'9 that Plato probably meant by it "unrelated to birth,"
"non-procreative" rather than "unnatural" in the sense of being a violation of some
moral or physical law. Though this might not have been understood by Plato's intended
audience - indeed, Plato seemed to enjoy puns and double meanings - this nuance
would surely have been present, and perhaps even primary. If so, Plato, too, may have
made the link between "natural" and "procreative." Indeed, he may well have used the
word "natural" to mean "procreative."
75
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Christianity, Social 'I!Jlerance and Homosexuality (Chicago and London: Tiw University oi Chicago Press,
1980), pp. 13-14, n. 22. See also llavid Greenberg, '/he Construction of Homosexuality (Chicago and London:
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Kant also used the concept of "natural" to mean "non-procreative," and reject homosexuality on those grounds. He wrote:"''
A second crimen carnis contra naturmn is intercuun;e between
seux hornogenii, in which the object of sexual impulse is a human
being but there is homogeneity instead of heterogeneity of sex, as
when a woman satisfies her desire on a woman or a man on a
man. This practice too is contrary to the ends of humanity: for the
end of humanity in respect of sexuality is to preserve the species
without debasing the person: but in this instance the species is
not being preserved.
Clearly, then, there is a long history, both within Judaism and outside of it, of explaining the prohibition against homosexuality in terms of its non-procreativity, and meaning that
by the term unnatural. Could the non-procreative nature of homosexuality and the impossibility of fulfilling the mitzvah of imll with a sex partner of the same gender be reasonable
grounds for the Torah's evaluation of it as i1:::ll71J"l? Surely even those who would prefer a different answer must admit that the answer could be "yes:' TI1e preference for a different
answer might impel one to interpret the argument from nature very literally, but such a literal interpretation is neither the only one possible, nor, perhaps, even the most probable.
There are two other arguments often offered against the claim that homosexuality is unnatural. These arguments are statistical and cross-cultural. Let us look at each of these, in turn.
In 1948, Kinsey and his associates W.B. Pomeroy and C.E. Martin, published a study" 1
based on 6,000 American males from which they concluded that thirty-seven percent of the
male population had some homosexual contact after adolescence, that thirteen percent had
been more homosexual than heterosexual for at least three years behveen adolescence and age
fifty-five, and that four percent were exclusively homosexual after adolescence. For the purposes of these figures, homosexuality was defined as having achieved orgasm through a homosexual experience. If one included homosexual yearnings that might not have led to an
orgasm, the figure for males reached fifty percent. TI1e findings of I\insey have been subsequently confirmed in published studies.""
In 1953 Kinsey and his associates published their findings regarding women." 3 TI1e following paragraph summarizes the findings for women, as compared to the findings for men:"4
"'Lectures on Ethics, translated by L. Inl'idd (New York: Harper & Row, 1'163), p. 170, quoted by Ruse, op.
cit., p. 186.
" Sexual Behavior in the Human 1\!Iale (Philadelphia: W.n. Saunders, 1948).
"' See, for example, R.W. Ramsay et al., '';\ease study: homosexuality in the Netherlands," in ,1.;\. Loraine, ed.,
Unrlerstmuling llonwsexuality: its lJiologimland 1\vc/wlogimllJases (New York: A.mcriean Elsevier, 1974),
pp. 14-40: and F. Wl1itarn, Archives ofSexual Rehavior, 12 (1'183): 207-226.
Rabbi Samuel Drc:o;ncr has ·written an ('Xh'nsiV(' monograph on the :-;ubjcct of homoscx11ality, as yd unpublished. On p. 37I Dresner writes: "Kinsey's statement. .. has been under heavy allack... He withheld tlw Iaet
that a high percentage of subjects were "prisoners, ex-prisoners, or sex offenders,' and that eighty percent
·were "lapsed Protestants: ..An associate of the Kinsey lnstitute, ·who had hroken with its founder, said that
"Kinsey's real aet.ivity l1as generally been misunderstood, ov,,ing to a eloud or statistical hokurn ... [His] notvery-secret-intention was to respectabilize homosexuality and certain sexual perversions ...."

I am in no position to judge tlw conJlieting elaims concerning Kinsey's stalislies. llut, Ior tlw purposes oi
this paper, I am prepared to accept them as accurate. Obviously, if they are grossly overstated, their usefu 1ncss as an objection to the ""unnatural'' dain1 is greatly reduced.
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Among the females, the accumulative incidence of homosexual
responses had ultimately reached twenty-eight percent; they had
reached over fifty percent in the males. TI1e accumulative incidences of overt contacts to the point of orgasm among the females
had reached thirteen percent. ...Among males they had reached
thirty-seven percent. TI1is means that homosexual responses had
occurred in about half as many females as males, and contacts
which had proceeded to orgasm had occurred in about a third as
many females as males. Moreover, compared with the males, there
were only about a half to a third as many of the females who were,
in any age period, primarily or exclusively homosexual.
The substance of the argument offered from these statistics is that the frequency of
homosexuality they reflect makes it untenable to refer to homosexuality as unnatural.
Surely, the high incidence of homosexual behavior makes that behavior normal, and
behavior which is normal is natural. Tims, the term natural is to he equated with normal.
Again, it must be clear that there is a level of truth to the claim. But again, it must be
stated that the argument could well be an oversimplification. The terms "normal" and
"abnormal" do not carry with them any denotation of morality or choice. Tims, to call obesity abnormal makes neither a moral judgement nor a claim that the person who is obese
is somehow at fault for being obese. The obese person may be at fault, or may not be. But
the term "abnormal" does not imply either one or the other.
Nor are the terms contingent on numbers, except perhaps in the extreme. Would we
not call obesity abnormal even if the percentage of people who struggled with it for a period of at least three years was as high as thirteen percent? If four percent of all adults were
perpetually obese throughout adulthood, would we not still call obesity abnormal?"'
It is even conceivable that very high percentages of incidence might not change our
view of what should be called normal or abnormal. Might we not reasonably claim that
keeping kosher or observing Shabbat are normal for Conservative Jews, even if the percentage of those who do not is very high? In that context, "normal" means "posited as normative behavior." In a similar vein, if one said that homosexuality is abnormal, one would
mean by it that homosexuality is posited as being non-normative behavior. Indeed, it need
not make a claim about the desirability or the consequences of the abnormality. Such
claims may be made, but they are not inherent to the claim of naturalness or normalcy.
Thus it is surely possible from a halakhic perspective to call homosexuality unnatural and
mean by it "posited as non-normative behavior:' That sense of the word is not unusual, and is
not contingent upon the numbers of people who engage in the non-normative behavior. Furthermore, if a group feels strongly enough about the non-normativeness of a certain behavior,
it might even call such a behavior i1:::l:l71n. If one were to say, "Nudity is unnatural and abhorrent," one could be contending, "Our group feels that nudity is a nun-normative behavior pattern, and we feel so st1·ongly about it that we call it abhorrent:' TI1is sentence would not explain
why we feel so strongly about nudity that we call it abhorrent. In other words, it is defensible
to say that the Torah calls homosexuality i1:::l:l71n because it feels so strongly that it is a nonnormative (i.e., unnatural) behavior pattern that it attributes to it the characteristic of being
ahhoncnt. Why th<: Torah fcds that strongly must he accounted for by some other reason.
Obviously iJ ninety-live pereenl oJ all adults were obese throughout adulthood. we might change our ddinition of normalcy. That is what I meant by the phrase "except perhaps in the extreme'" in the first sentence

of this paragraph.
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Related to the arguments from numbers is the argument from cross-cultural evidence.
Since we find homosexuality in virtually every society from antiquity to modernity, both in
societies that were permissive of it and in societies that were repressive of it, we are surely mistaken to call it unnatural.
The contention that homosexuality is found in every culture is not really subject to
doubt." 6 Even that claim, however, may not really lead to the conclusion many wish to draw
from it. That conclusion, after all, seeks ultimately to validate homosexuality as a co-equal
lifestyle with heterosexuality, even when (indeed, for some, solely when) homosexuality is
the exclusive lifestyle, and points to cross-cultural evidence for support of its naturalness.
Yet, note the following contention by J.M. Carrier: 8'
Heterosexual intercourse, marriage and the creation of a family are
culturally established as primary objective" for adults living in all
of the societies discussed above. Ford and Beach (in their book,
Patterns of Sexual Behavior [New York: Ilarper & Row, 1951] J.R.) concluded from their cross-cultural survey that "all known
cultures are strongly biased in favor of copulation between males
and females as contrasted with alternative avenues of sexual expression:' . . .Exclusive homosexuality, however, because of the
cultural dictums concerning marriage and the family, appears to be
generally excluded as a sexual option even in those societies where
homosexual behavior is generally approved.

If the argument from cross-cultural and transhistorial evidence were intended to
demonstrate that homosexuality is not inherently abhorrent - or else it would be difficult to fathom how it could have such a long history- it might prove its point. But the
claim of il:l:l71n is not a claim of inherent abhorrence, but of attributed abhorrence. 88
Cross-cultural and transhistorial evidence can provide no counterclaim to an attribution of abhorrence by a given culture. Indeed, it might even be potitlible to atlsert that
a given culture attributed abhorrence to homosexuality as a purposeful response to
societies that did not do so. 89
We are all aware, at least intuitively, that terms like "natural" and "unnatural" are, on
one level, sociological and cultural terms, rather than biological or objective terms. We
would call the consumption of human flesh unnatural, though that is merely our cultural
bias. Westerners think that having one day off a week is natural, though that is only a cultural perception. We would probably consider binding the feet of infants unnatural, though
there have been societies in which it was very natural.
For a religious tradition to call a type of behavior unnatural may well reflect its biatles
and values. But, then, is that not part of what religious traditions are supposed to do? To say
that homosexuality is unnatural from a Jewish religious perspective is defensible even if all
"" David Greenberg's book, The Construction of Homosexuality (see above, n. 79), is a superb and thorough and
cross-cultural transhistorieal study of homosexuality. At this point in time it is probably the hest available
resource on the subject.,\ very readable, and rnore concise summary of rindings can be found in 1\rno
Karlen's chapter, ••Homosexuality in History," and .I.IVI. Carrier's chapter, ""Homosexual Behavior in Cross-

cultural Perspective;' in Marmor, op. cit., pp. 75-122.
"' In Marmor, op. cit., p.l18.
"" See above, pp. 615-616.
"9

That, precisely, is a significant part of the claim of Dennis l'rager in the Special Edition of Ultimate Issues
·which he- devoted to the issue of hornosexuality.
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it means is that Jewish religious values and biases favor heterosexuality as the sole legitimate avenues for sexual expression.
Nobody summarizes what we have been claiming about either the argument from
numbers or from cross-cultural studies more aptly than David Zvi Hoffman. In his commentary to Lev. 20:13 Hoffman writes:"' i1'i1 0~ I"]~ 1!"11~ i1lm 'i11V i11V:l7~ T";:~ "i1:::l:l71I1"
0'11~J 0'~:57 T':::l f1!:>J 1:::l1 - "[The term] i1:::l:l71I1 denotes an act which God denounces, even
if it was widespread among enlightened peoples."
A summary of the road we have been treading since our last summary')] is now in order.
We have been analyzing the second explanation of the classical commentators of the words
of Bar Kappara, namely, that homosexuality is called i1:::l:l71I1 because it is non-procreative
and unnatural. After noting the commentators who make this claim, we analyzed counterclaims to the argument of unnaturalness. We asserted that the argument from the evidence
of homosexual behavior in lower animals is unconvincing because it is doubtful that animal
behavior should be considered the sole criterion for what is natural in humans. We claimed,
further, that the argument from physiological fit is defensible or better because the argument is really from design, not physiological impossibility of exclusiveness. Our discussion
of non-procreativity as the basis of the claim of unnaturalness led us to the conclusion that
only the mitzvah of i1J1:!7 legitimates non-procreative intercourse. Intercourse which is neither potentially procreative nor i1J1:!7 can be called unnatural. We found, in fact, that there
were early links between "unnatural" and "non-procreative," dating even from Plato, and
later from Kant. Then, we rejected the argument from numbers because "natural" is used
to mean "normal," and "normal-abnormal" is not primarily a function of numbers, except
perhaps at the extremes. And, finally, we rejected the evidence from cross-cultural and transhistorical studies because the term "natural" is, in some measure, a sociological term, not
a scientific or objective one.
In sum, then, we have seen that both explanations of the classical commentators are
surely defensible and, in significant parts, much stronger than merely defensible. '111e
arguments against them have points of validity, but they are far from convincing enough
to seek to overturn precedent because of them. Even if they were so strong as to force us
to reject them, or to reject Bar Kappara's explanation itself, we would have succeeded only
in proving that earlier explanations of why homosexuality might be i1:::l:l71I1 are insufficient.
Even the rejection of Bar Kappara would not lead to the conclusion that the Torah is incorrect or insensible in calling homosexuality i1:::l:s71I1.

Part III
Section

A

The author of this responsum does not merely concede or acknowledge that knowledge
unavailable to earlier ages has potential halakhic relevance today, he affirms it enthusiastically.'" That b<:ing the case, the previous two sections of this paper arc insufficient. We
must proceed with some analysis of modern theories of homosexuality, and determine
whether these theories should have actual halakhic significance.
"0

.1l .~!J '::J 11:l ,()"'tz7n ,pij:> :::1101 101~ :c•'?tz711') Nip>'7 iDO .J~!l101 ':::1~ 111
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"' See, in particular, chs. 9-11 of my book, 7he Halakhic Process (1\ew York: The Jewish Theological
Seminary, l9B6).
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In order to do so usefully, the broad outlines of the theories will be summarized. The
summaries will not be in great depth, nor will they be in very technical language. Michael
Ruse, in his book Homosexua.lity: A Philosophical Inquiry, has done this superbly, and
much of the summary material is culled from the relevant chapters of his book"' and will
not be extensively footnoted in this responsum.
The first theory is the psychological, primarily psychoanalytic, theory first proposed by
Freud in Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality (1905). For Freud, every human being is
bisexual, and at various stages of our development we go through phases that are appropriate to different sexes. Tndeed, even in adulthood we have bisexual elements. Also, as is
well known, freud posited the idea of the libido. That is so well known that it is unneces;;ary to say more about it.
TI1e first stage that an infant males goes through is called the oral stage. During this
stage, the infant is totally dependent on his mother. The child's libidinal energies, are therefore, directed entirely toward his mother (i.e. heterosexual). At about a year and a half, the
libidinal energies become directed toward the child's own body as he discovers his ability
to producc fcc<:s. TI1is is thc onsct of thc anal stagc, during which tlw homoscxual naturc
predominates because his libidinal energies are directed toward himself and his body.
When the child reaches the age of three or four, his attention moves from his anus to
his genitals. This is the beginning of the phallic stage. In addition to becoming aware of
his own penis, the boy also becomes aware that girls do not have a penis. His sexual energy is turned back in this stage to the most significant female in his life, his mother, and his
heterosexual side again predominates. It is during this stage that the child begins to work
out the Oedipus complex.
The child enters the period of latency next, as other (non-sexual) elements of his
growth continue to take place. TI1e latency period continues until puberty, when the final
stage of his psychosexual development takes place. During this stage, the child realizes that
his love for his mother is not acceptable, since fulfilling it through consummation would
violate a universal taboo against incest. His "successful" resolution of the Oedipus complex results when he transfers his heterosexual attraction from his mother to other females.
The process described above is the conventional (i.e. average, i.e. normal) path leading to heterosexual maturity. For Freud, there are two kinds of abnormalities: neuroses and
perversions. A neurosis results from overly great repression of some stage of one's normal
growth. Thus, for example. if a child is overly repressed during the anal stage by rigorous
toilet training that represses the normal libidinal energies which are concentrated on the
feces during this stage, the child must find alternative methods of releasing those libidinal
energies. He may do so by developing other avenues of control - keeping things in - as a
displacement for the normal libidinal energies which he is not being allowed to express.
TI1is example might result in the anal retentive personality. In sum, then, a neurosis is the
result of overly great repression of libidinal energies.
Perversions, on the other hand, are not the result of repression, but a lack of proper
control. Remember that part of normal growth involves learning to control urges, and that
control, when appropriate, leads to the next stage of development, until maturity is
reached. Perversion, therefore, is an instance of arrested development. Homosexuals'
development is arrested at some point, and they cannot develop to the point that their
libidinal energies are directed toward females. For Freud, then, homosexuality is a perversion, not a neurosis.
'·' Mainly chs. 2, 3, .) and 6. Sec above, n. 55, for publication information.
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Wbat might trigger such arrested development? It could happen during the anal
stage, which is a homosexual stage for Freud. At a crucial juncture, the development
arrests at the perception of male genitals being the norm, and they remain the norm for
the rest of the child's life.
.
.
A second possibility would be for the arrested development to take place sometime
during the phallic stage. TI1e following possible scenario will sound familiar to most moderns. The young boy discovers that females do not have penises, and is frightened by that
discovery. He thinks of women as castrated men, and he fears being castrated. If the boy
cannot resolve this castration complex successfully enough to allow him to proceed to the
next stage of normal heterosexual development, he remains homosexual - i.e., with his
development arrested at this point. Female genitals trigger such fear and anxiety in him
b<:cause of the castration they embody that he cannot develop to th<: next stage of releasing his sexual energies heterosexually.
A final possibility will also sound very familiar. Indeed, it will sound the most familiar of all. During his teens, the boy is supposed to resolve the Oedipus complex successfully. He must develop from his heterosexual attraction to his own mother to
heterosexual attractions to other females (with whom he could consummate his energies). But if he is just too close to his mother because she constantly smothers him with
attention, and even more, if at the same time his father is often absent or hostile, the
boy's development may be arrested. He cannot transfer his desires from his mother to
other women, so he must turn for release of his sexual energies to objects that do not
plac<: him in rivalry with his fatlwr, and which can be consummated - namely, otlwr
men. This scenario reflects homosexuality as a result of the unsuccessful resolution of
the Oedipus complex.
TI1e essence of Freudian therapeutic technique is probing into the subconscious. TI1e
probing takes place in a host of ways, but emphasis on things like verbal slips and dreams
play a central rok. TI1e purpos<: of th<: therapy is to bring to consciousness repressions of
which we were unaware on a conscious level. The very act of bringing them to consciousness helps the patient see that they are there, and allows the patient to rectify the repressions by allowing the libidinal energy now to be released in normal manners, rather than
in the abnormal manners that were imposed because of repressions.
Freudian therapy, therdore, is directed toward the successful resolution of neuroses.
It does not, however work very much on perversions, since they are not caused by repressions, but by an absence of control. TI1e oft-quoted letter of Freud to an American mother94 will now make sense:
By asking me if 1 can help, you mean, 1 suppose, if 1 can abolish
homosexuality and make normal heterosexuality take its place.
The answer is, in a general way, we cannot promise to achieve it. In
a certain number of cases we succeed in developing the blighted
germs of heterosexual tendencies which are present in every homosexual, in the majority of cases it is no more possible.
Since homosexuality is not a neurosis, but a perversion, the essence of Freudian
therapy is not particularly effective. The most that can be hoped for is the reawakening
of the heterosexual tendencies that are part of every person's makeup (since every person is bisexual), but that is not too likely in most cases. Wbat the therapist can proba"1

Ernest .Iones, '/he Ufe a.nd lfiHk of Sigmund h\·ewl (New York: Hasie Hooks, 1955), pp. 208-09. The letter is
dated 9 Apr. 193.1, and is rruoted by Husc, p. 27.
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bly accomplish is helping the homosexual live with and accept his homosexuality.'1
There are many psychoanalysts, heavily indebted to Freud who have nonetheless broken with him on several issues which have direct bearing on our subject. These people are
called "adaptationalists," for reasons that will soon become clear. Without going into great
detail, let us refer to the two major differences between the adaptionalists and Freud.
The adaptionalists deny that all human beings are bisexual, in the sense that Freud
meant that term. That is, they deny that adult humans have components within them of
the male and the female. Just because humans may go through physical stages in their very
early development that might lead them to develop either way, that does not prove either
that such bisexuality is present in the adult, nor that the physiological reality has a psychological counterpart.'"' In order to call a person bisexual, we must be able to say about
the person that he can reproduce both as a male and as a f<:male. Bis<:xuality must he
judged by the character of the person as a whole.
They also criticize Freud's theory of the libido, claiming it to be tautological, perhaps
meaningless, and surely not supported by neural activity. We quote from A. Kardiner:"'
For example, suppose we observe an infant's relation to its mother.
We can say from this clinical observation: The infant is intensely
interested in the mother, who is the source of all his gratifications.
This is an inference based on observation with which we can all
agree, and it tells us something about the mother-child relationship. Suppose now we make use of the energetic hypothesis and
say: TI1e infant intensely cathects the mother with libidinal energy.
This statement does not add anything to our knowledge about the
relationship between the mother and the child. We have merely
restated the original observation in hypothetical energic terms.
Hence, the tautology.
Using the libidinal hypothesis leads one to believe that the various evolutionary stages
of development reflect fixed patterns that are not all dependent upon environment or education. What is needed more is a theory which focuses not on hypothetical concepts, hut
on how children respond to the external environment.
Normally, a child will develop into a heterosexual adult. However, if something happens
in the course of his maturation, he must respond - adapt - in order to survive. What might
happen to trigger homosexuality as an adaptation? Something in the child's environment
might lead to a fear of women, or of their genitals. As a response and adaptation to this fear,
the child might switch from the normal path of development to homosexuality. And what
might lead to such a fear on the part of the child? TI1e child's failure to successfully resolve
the Oedipus complex could be the most common cause.
Now of course, we are once again on familiar ground, and see the influence of Freud
on the adaptationalists, even though they deny two of his major premises: human hisexu" Richard lsay, author of Heing Homosexual: Gay Men and 7heir Oevelopment (''<ew York: Farrar, Straus and

Giroux 1989), argues this position very l'oreefully, though not necessarily l'rom a Freudian perspective. See
also S. Fisher and R. Greenberg, 1he Scientific Credibility of Freud's 17zeories and 17wmpy (New York:
Hasic Hooks, 1977).
"' See Sandor Rado, "i\ Critical Examination of' the Concept of' Bisexuality," Psychosonwtic Vfedicine 2 (1940):
459-467; and Lionel Ovesey, "The Homosexual Conflict: •\n •\daptational Analysis," Psychiatry 17 (1954):

243-SO, l'or example.
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''A Methodological Study of Freudian Theory: II, The Libido Theory," Journal of Nervous and Mental /Jisease
129 (19S9): 137, quoted by Huse, p. 47.
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ality and the libidinal theory. For them, however, human beings never go through a natural homosexual phase. Tf a human becomes homosexual it must be because something
deflects him from the natural development into heterosexual maturity. Something must
force the child to repress his natural evolution into heterosexual maturity.
This, then, leads us to the primary reason for our summary of the view of the adaptationalists. For Freud, homosexuality is a case of arrested development, a perversion as
opposed to a neurosis, and not subject to effective treatment by analysis which seeks to alleviate the results of repressions. For the adaptationalists, on the other hand, homosexuality
is pre ~.:is ely a neurosis, caused by a repression along the normal path of heterosexual development. As a result, the adaptationalists affirm that homosexuals can be brought over to
heterosexuality through analysis, by bringing to consciousness the fears and anxieties that
brought about the neurosis.
This ought not be oversimplified to imply that adaptationalists believe that every
homosexual can be transformed into a heterosexual. There are factors that make success
more likely and the absence of which make failure more likely. For example: being fairly
young, having some heterosexual urges, having strong desire to become heterosexual." 8
Freud is not nearly as clear about female homosexuality as he is about male homosexuality. In brief, though, the following would summarize his views on lesbianism.
Through the oral and the anal stage, the development of a girl is the same as the development of a boy, with the primary erotic figure in their lives being their mothers. Vlhen
the girl reaches her period which is parallel to the phallic stage, she, too, discovers her clitoris, as a boy discovers his penis. Later during this period, the girl discovers that she is
castrated, because she has no penis. Her mother, too, she discovers, is similarly castrated.
The discovery that she lacks a penis begins to evoke in the girl a desire for one, and
she envies anyone who does have one, and denigrates those who do not. The girl begintl
to turn against her mother - for it is she, after all, who has brought her into this world so
woefully inadequately equipped - and turns toward her father as the other side of the
female Oedipus complex. There follows the girl's latent period until puberty. At that point,
the normal girl will transfer her sexual feelings for her father to other men, and the focus
of her sexual pleasure will move from the clitoris to the vagina.
Freud is not very clear or explicit about the causes of lesbianism, but seems to hold
that just as parents playing "abnormal" roles might cause homosexuality in men, so might
it cause lesbianism in women. It might also be caused by female fear of male genitals. 99
Our summary of the psychoanalytic theory of the etiology of homosexuality is at an
end. Now we must remind ourselves why we are dealing with the subject in the first place.
Our interest is as halakhists, not as psychoanalysts. That is, it is not our obligation to determine whether Freud is right or wrong, but to analyze whether conclusive evidence in either
direction would constitute sufficient grounds for us as halakhists to seek to overturn the
halakhic pn:ccdcnt against homosexuality. Only if we discover that such evidence would
impel us to seek to overturn the precedent would it become necessary for us to make some
judgment about whether the evidence is valid or invalid. And if we are forced to make such
a judgment, we must remember that our conclusion might well be that a definitive judgment is impossible. TI1en, of course, we would have to determine the effect of a 1p'n on
'" See, especially, the work ofT n i ng Bieber et al., Horno.se.nwlity (New Y.>rk: Basic Books, 1962).
'J 9

This parallels the adaptationalist vic·w of one of the causes of homoscxnality in males~ i.e.~ mal(' fear of

Iemale genitals. This reason oi Freud's Ior the cause oi Iemale homosexuality is generally adopted by
adaptationalists. See Lionel Ovesey, "Masculine Aspirations in Women: ;\n Adaptational Analysis,"
l'sychintry 10 (1956): 341-3.)1.
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the precedent. Bearing these facts in mind will help to clarify why we will discuss some
matters at length, and virtually ignore others (even though discussion of them might be
both fascinating and interesting, and even though many [whose purpose is not the same as
ours] might well discuss them at great length).
For the purpose of our analysis we shall consider the Freudian position and the adaptationalist position together, except when the differences between them become relevant
to the analysis. When that happens, the distinction will clearly be made.
Let us suppose, first, that the psychoanalytic position were conclusively demonstrable as false. That is, suppose we had incontrovertible evidence that no homosexuals came
from family constellations (except insofar as such a constellation might be attributable to
pure chance) that psychoanalytic theory would lead us to believe should be frequent.
Wlwt would the halakhic eonsequence be of such a finding? The finding would have no
halakhic significance whatsoever. Since, at most, the halakhic sources may indicate reasons why homosexuality is to be considered i1:J:l71t1, and those reasons are not linked in
any way to the etiology of homosexuality, proving that the psychoanalytic theory is
absolutely incorrect would leave us exactly where we began. Homosexuality would still be
considered i1:J:l71t1, and the tradition would still offer defensible (or stronger) reasons to
explain why it should be considered so. And finally, those reasons would be independent
of the etiology of homosexuality.
Now let us suppose the opposite. That is, let us suppose that the psychoanalytic theory could be conclusively demonstrated to be correct. For the sake of simplicity, let us even
assume that the evidence proved that there was only one etiology of homosexuality, namely, an overprotective mother and a hostile or absent father. And, let us assume even further that the evidence proved that that constellation was not only sufficient, but necessary.
Anyone with an overprotective mother and a hostile or absent father became homosexual,
and no heterosexual had an overprotective mother and a hostile or absent father.
Would these faets, unknown to the Torah or the Sages, impel us to seek a change in
the precedent? I think not, but let us proceed a step at a time. If the facts as laid out in
the preceding paragraph were true, and we accepted any or all of the traditional explanations of why the characteristic of i1:J:l71t1 is attributed to homosexuality by the Torah,
those explanations would not cease to be acceptable because we can now understand the
etiology of homosexuality.
And if the facts were true, and we rejected even all of the traditional explanations of
why homosexuality is called i1:J:l71t1, where would that leave us? It would leave us with the
given that the Torah attributes the characteristie of i1:J:l71t1 to homosexuality, with no adequate explanation of the reason for its doing so, and a set of facts that is irrelevant to either
concern. It is the last clause of the sentence that needs clarification. It seems unlikely that
we would succeed in claiming that homosexuality is called i1:J:l71t1 because it is caused by
overprotective mothers and hostile fathers. That is, there does not seem to be a defensible
argument to lead one to that conclusion. Yet, it seems equally implausible to argue that our
knowledge of the etiology of homosexuality proves that there is no reason for attributing
to it the quality of i1:J:l71t1. 100
""An analogy might help. Assume tlwt the Torah ealls stealing <I:J:i71n, and that one traditional explanation oi
\vhy it is so called is that slealing is an antisocial behavior. i\ssurne f'ur1l1errnore Lhat some Lheory nov. . proves

conclusively th"t the ..tiology of stc3ling is "lw"ys" l"ck of p3rcnt"l 3ttention. Surely we wo11ld not cl"im th"t
stealing is <I:J:i71n heeause it is eaused by inallcntivc parents. Nor, however, would we claim that knowledge oi
its etiology removes it from the category of antisocial behavior. It remains i1:!l'1n -in this instance, an antisocial behavior - even though \VC now know its etiology.
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Thus, if we knew that the psychoanalytic theory was absolutely correct, there would
still be no reason to seek overturning the precedent, whether or not we accept the classical explanations of why the Torah calls homosexuality i1:JY1n. How much more is this the
case when we consider the reality that the psychoanalytic theory is not proved conclusively either right or wrong, and when we consider the reality that the theory itself allows for
more than one etiology of homosexuality. If we would not find reason to overturn precedent if the theory were a '~11 (either positive or negative), how much more so if it is a j?!:lO!
There is, however, one argument that might be made to impel us to seek to overturn
the precedent. One might argue that the Torah not only did not know the etiology of
homosexuality when it declared it to be i1:JY1n, the Torah assumed its etiology to be
something entirely other than what our new knowledge now recognizes it to be. The
Torah assumed homosexuality to be a free choice on the part of the individual, a choice
totally under the individual's control and one which the individual makes without any
other factors predisposing him (or literally causing him) to make that choice. Given our
new knowledge, the argument would go, we must seek to overturn the precedent because
the moral God would not demand the avoidance of a behavior of one whose attraction
to that behavior was not a matter of pure volition. This argument, notice, does not deny
that the traditional explanations for why the Torah called homosexuality i1:JY111 might,
in fact, be defensible or stronger. It argues that even if they are, there are other grounds
to supersede the precedent.
The argument is a complex one, and it must either be answered or accepted. It cannot be ignored. He who raises such an argument must be reminded that it is based on
premises and assertions that are presumed to be true, though not proved to be true.
Therefore, the rabbinic principle of i1'~1i1 1'7Y 11':Jn~ ~'~1~i1 must be applied. The Torah
makes a blanket statement of prohibition, as we have demonstrated in Part I of this paper.
One who wishes to argue that such a blanket statement is predicated on a certain assumption must prove himself correct. Mere assertion is not legally sufficient. In the absence of
compelling evidence to the contrary, oTI<; ought to assume that a blanket prohibition is just
that, and independent of etiology.
But even if one were to concede for the ;;ake of argument that the Torah assumed
homosexuality to be entirely voluntary, overturning the precedent would be considered
only if there were no way to retain the precedent (particularly because the reasons for it
are not denied by the argument), even in the face of the new knowledge. Put differently, if
knowledge of the etiology holds out the possibility that one who is homosexual can be
changed from homosexuality to heterosexuality, the precedent can and ought to be
retained, and therapy urged.
Many who are demanding recognition of homosexuality as a co-equal lifestyle tacitly
recognize this, because the success rate of therapy for homosexuality is often raised by
them. The claim is that since homosexuality cannot be reversed, and is not chosen freely
by those who are homosexual, therapy is not the answer to the rectification of the perceived immoral demand made upon them.
As poskim, we must realize that the claim is anything but objective. The adaptionalists, even if not the classical Freudians, assert that change from homosexuality to heterosexuality is possible. Some, such as Irving Bieber,'"' claim reasonable rates of success in
therapy. Even such a liberal on homosexual issues as Judd Marmor wrote:"'"
c' See above, n. {)8.

1 1

"" Op. cit. (above, n ..).'i), PI'· 276-77.
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Some homosexuals, however, are unhappy with their sexual orientation .... [T]f their motivation to change is sincere and strong, T believe
they deserve an oppmtunity to try to accomplish their goal. ...Not
that this is always possible. Even the most optimistic psychotherapists
rarely report more than a 50 percent success in changing a homosexual orientation to a heterosexual one. On the other hand, the general view in the gay community that treatment is never successful is
without foundation. The fact that most homosexual preferences are
probably learned and not inborn means that, in the presence of strong
motivation to change, they are open to modification, and clinical
experience confirms this. TI1e kernel of tmth in the gay point of view,
however, is that once a major pathway to sexual gratification has been
established and reinforced by repeated experiences, the tracks of that
pathway can never be totally obliterated. Thus although it is possible
for successfully treated homosexuals to change their overt behavior
from homosexual to heterosexual, the tendency toward erotic arousal
by the same sex is probably never totally lost.
For a Jew concerned with obedience to the will of God as expressed in halakhah, that
very concern constitutes a strong and sincere motivation to change. When that motivation
is coupled with the knowledge that halakhah forbids only overt behavior, as we have
demonstrated above/ 03 not erotic arousal by the same sex or even homosexual fantasies,
the chances for halakhically acceptable change seem to be enhanced.
Change from homosexuality to heterosexuality, measured by the only criterion the
halakhah forbids, namely, overt behavior, can take place in some relatively significant percentage according to many therapists.'"' If so, as poskim we must favor the precedent over
the desire to overturn it. The counterclaim that all therapy is ineffective has hardly been
proved sufficiently to warrant using it as grounds for arguing in favor of the overturning of
established precedent. 10 -'
Rabbis would be well advised to remember how hard change for homosexuals is to
accomplish. But this knowledge should move them to greater awareness of what has a
chance of increasing the effectiveness of therapy,"' 6 and not move them to assert that the
difficulty of therapy constitutes grounds for ove1turning the precedent.
But what, the question at the next stage of our investigation will be asked, about the
homosexual who has tried therapy without success, or who is in one of the categories (such
as obligatory homosexuals who trace their homosexual feelings and arousals to very early
ages) that are poor therapeutic prospects? Would not our new knowledge of the etiology of
homosexuality, as against the Torah's assumption that homosexuality is an act of pure and
simple volition, lead us to advocate overturning the prohibition at least for them?
'"'Pp. 619-621.
10

'\Ve have restricted our analysis to the psychoanalytic approach. As poskim we ought not ignore as a datum of

our decision-making the views oi other approaches. See eh. 21 oi Marmor's hook by Lee 13irk. 13irk is a
bel1aviorist, and he reports remarkable rales or sueeess in therapy.
111

:''lhis is especially true ·when the legal prohibition is NM"",,N, as in the case of homosexuality. To the extent
that NM"",,N, norms ean be overturned at all- see eh. 7 or my book- doing so on the basis or such inconclusive evidence is surely not defensible.

'"" Mann01; ibid., p. 277 lists several Iactors: (1) Youth. Tiwrapy is more elJeclive when initiated hdore the age oi
thirty-five. (2) l'revious heterosexual experience.(']) Recency of onset of homosexual activity. And, (4) "masculine" looking and acting men tend to succeed in therapy more than ""effcrninatc" ones. Cf. above, p. 639.
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At this point, our answer begins to be expressed with great anguish, but must be given
nonetheless. Firstly, there is the matter of the principle of n?!) ~~t?. Even if we were to come
to the conclusion that the precedent should be overturned for such people, making legal
distinctions between homosexuals of category A and homosexuals of category B is legally
very difficult, probably impossible. TI1e very positing of the distinction as having legal consequences would push many homosexuals to define themselves as members of the second
category. The very impetus for the strong motivation to change would be removed even for
those for whom it would be an effective start to change. We quote again the words of
~Iarmor: 1 "' "The fact that most homosexual preferences are probably learned and not
inborn meant that, in the presence of strong motivation to change, they are open to modification." When we posit a class of homosexuals to whom the prohibition no longer applies
because therapy does not work for them, we remove the strong motivation for therapy to
work from many for whom it probably could work. Therapy is difficult even for those for
whom it can work. When we permit the claim that therapy does not work to exempt one
from the prohibition, most will take the path of least resistance. The very motivation to
succeed in therapy will be undercut by the knowledge that dispensation will be granted if
therapy fails. Of course, therefore, therapy - hard, long and expensive - will fail. That
which we might posit as a possible last resort will become, in fact, a quick and first resort.
But there is even more to say, and it, too, is said with heavy heart for those who must
bear the burden of its message. We have asserted above 108 that even if the Torah misperceived
the etiology of homosexuality, that "argument does not deny that the traditional explanations
for why the Torah called homosexuality il:::lN1rl might, in fact, he defensible or stronger. It
argues that even if they are, there are other grounds to supersede the precedent:' Now we
must deal with the implied question: Are the "other grounds" sufficient to supersede the
precedent when the traditional explanations are at least defensible, and perhaps stronger?
Put forthrightly, the question can be restated thus: Would a moral God ever demand that
people who are as they are through no choice of their own nonetheless behave in a way that
suppn:ss<:s an essential clement of what they arc in order to reflect and embody values and
principles that for most others do not entail suppression of essential elements of what they are'?
Refraining from homo;,exual behavior embodies value;, and principle;, which we have enunciated in botl1 classical and modern terms in Part II of this paper. For tl1e heterosexual population, compliance with ilie prohibition does not entail suppressing their essential sexuality.
For the homosexual population that might be successfully changed from homosexuality to
heterosexuality, the moral God might well demand that they comply with the prohibition even if they choose not to try to change. Since change might be possible, one cannot say that
homosexuality constitutes an essential part of what they are. Therefore, suppression of homosexual behavior does not constitute a suppression of an essential element of what they are. But
for obligatory homosexuals and for those for whom therapy has truly failed, homosexuality can
probably be called an essential pa1t of what they are. For such as these, ilien, demanding compliance with ilie prohibition against homosexual relations entails suppressing an essential
element of what they are. Would Cod demand such a thing? That is the question.
One must admit from the outset that few things compare with sexuality, and that perfect analogies are hard find. I do, however, think we can offer one close analogy, at least
for the open-minded. I would imagine that for a lwhen, particularly in days when the
priestly establishment functioned more or less as ordained by Jewish law, being a priest
"''Thid., p. 276.

'""P. 641£.
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was part of the essential psychological make-up of kohanim. The priesthood was an
essential part of what they were. It was an essential part of how they saw themselves and
how others saw them.
Jewish law mandated certain behaviors for priests, and given their psychological makeups, it does not seem at all unreasonable that these behaviors were an essential part of who
and what they were. Let us posit serving at the altar and blessing the people as two examples.
Jewish law also mandated both that certain genealogical imperfections and certain
physical imperfections disqualified the kohanim so affected from serving in these functions. Surely, too, the imperfections were not their own choice, and they could not be
changed. If we assume, as we both must and will for the purposes of this analysis, that there
are defensible reasons for the laws which forbid imperfect priests from engaging in these
behaviors, the analogy is complete.
The position of the law must be understood as follows: The desirable values and
principles embodied in the mandate which prohibits imperfect kohanim from serving
at the altar and from blessing the people are so important to God that He asks His
devoted kohanim to suppress that essential element of what they are for the greater
good of embodying the principles which the mandate reflects. He asks of them an act
of great sacrifice as part of their service to Him. It is a hard act He demands of them,
and its difficulty is made even greater by the fact that their need to suppress an element
of their essential character arose through no act of will on their own part. But, in the
final analysis, one would have to admit that Jewish law recogni>~es that an act of personal suppression of an element of one's character is not an inherently immoral
demand. The fact that the demand is difficult and may even fill one with both anguish
and anger does not make the demand immoral.
The idea that one might be called upon to suppress a behavior because the behavior
violates a principle or a value which we mandate is not so unusual, in general. We expect
people to suppress the behavior called stealing, even if they are poverty stricken and are
stealing food to satisfy their hunger, because we feel that the value embodied by the prohibition against stealing is not superceded even by the hunger which results from poverty.
Tt is true that we try to provide an alternative to allow the hunger to be alleviated, like soup
kitchens, charity, welfare, etc., but the principle is still the same.
We may be able to understand when one cannot fulfill the mandate that the law imposes,
but that does not lead us to the conclusion that the mandate was itself immoral. So, too, we
must conclude that it is not inherently immoral to esteem the values and principles embodied in the prohibition against homosexuality so greatly that we recognize the morality of the
mandate even in the hardest of cases - the obligatory homosexual or the homosexual for
whom therapy has failed. We may understand when one cannot fulfill the mandate that the
law imposes, but that does not lead us to the conclusion that the mandate was itself immoral.
We asked whether a moral Cod could prohibit homosexual behavior even in the hardest of cases. We have answered that He could, and did. As a result, we are led to the virtually inescapable conclusion that the knowledge gained from psychoanalytic theory does not
provide compelling reason to ad vocate overturning the established precedent against
homosexuality, even in the hardest cases, 1~n1 7p in the less hard cases.
One more issue is raised so often that I feel it necessary to add a postscript to this part
of the paper, even though the answers to the issues have been implied already. Many point
to the decision of the American Psychiatric Association (APA) removing homosexuality
from its list of mental disorders. They see in that decision corroboration of their contention
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that homosexuality should be recognized as a co-equal lifestyle with heterosexuality. If the
mental health professionals recognize homosexuality as nonpathological, so should the
rest of the community. And if it is nonpathological, there is no reason it should not be
equally acceptable with heterosexuality.
First the facts, quoted from Marmor: 109
Early in 1972 the members of the \fassachusetts District Branch, a
component society of the American Psychiatric Association, acting
entirely on their own, passed a resolution expressing their conviction
that homosexual behavior in and of itself was not a mental illness
and requesting the APA to remove it from the DSM-II [second edition of the APA Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental
Disorders - J.R.]. This resolution was sent through normal channels
to the Reference Committee ....The Reference Committee, following normal procedure, referred the resolution to the Council on Research and Development, which in turn sent the matter to one of its
component committees, the Committee on Nomenclature ... recommended to the Council on Research and Development that it be
removed from DSM-II. This decision was approved by the Reference
Committee and brought to the Board of Trustees of the APA in
December for a final decision. The Board ratified the recommendation . . . .Under normal circumstances a decision of the Board of
Trustees does not have to be ratified by the membership. Opponents
of the decision, however, quickly marshaled the necessary two hundred signatures to compel a referendum of the entire membership of
the APA....The decision of the Board of Trustees was upheld by a
substantial majority, with 5,851 (fifty-eight percent) in favor and
3,810 (37.8 percent) opposed; 367 (3.6 percent) abstained.
One of the things that these final figures do not tell us is what the number of eligible
vot<:rs was. Those who vot<:d numh<:rcd slightly over 10,000, hut the total number of eligible voters numbered 18,000. 110 Those who voted in favor equal only 32.5 percent of the
total eligible. I do not know at all how those 8,000 who did not vote felt. On an issue which
was probably a very "hot" one in the APA, it is unlikely that many failed to vote because
they were uninterested in the issue and had no feelings on the subject. At a minimum, the
statistics are sufficiently ambiguous that they do not warrant the conclusion drawn from
them except on the most teehnicallevel. 1 11 There is certainly a different flavor to the claim
that fifty-eight percent voted to remove homosexuality from the list of mental illness than
there is to claim that thirty-three percent so voted.
Far more crucially, however, reference to the vote of the APA as part of halakhic discourse is erroneous on two counts. First, when the figures of the APA vote are used to
justify a claim that homosexuality should be recognized as halakhically co-equal with
heterosexuality, outside experts are being allowed to determine halakhah. Outside exW<JI

bid., PI'· :\92-9.'1.

110

See the letter l'rom Dr. Mortimer Ostow in ConseruaJiDc ]udai.sm 40 (l'all 1987): 105.

111

1 am reminded of the
minar~y facnlty's vote on the ordination of WOm('n. '!'hough I hm.w forgotten (or suppressed) tlw exact ligures, I recall enough to know that anyone who gauged tlw sentiment oi tlw Iaculty as a
whole solely on the basis of the percentages of the votes, and totally ignored the members of the faculty who

s..

sirnply did not vote as a protest~ would have gotten a very ske-wed picture.
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perts can provide data for the consideration of halakhists, but they cannot decide
halakhah.m And most importantly, arguing on the basis of the decision of the APA
works only if one believes that the Torah called homosexuality i1:J:l71n because it was
pathological, or that i1:J:l71n means pathological. Then it might make sense to argue that
;;ince moderns no longer consider it pathological we should no longer consider it
i1:J:l71!'1. 113 But, we have demonstrated right from the beginning of Part I that the term
il:::J:l/1!"1 refers to an attributed characteristic, and bears no hint of meaning pathological.
Homosexuality may or may not be pathological. I shall let mental health professionals
argue about that. But that homosexuality is i1:J:l71l"l has nothing to do with whether or not
it is pathological.
In the final analysis, recourse to the decision of the APA is misleading at best and, at
worst, a vitiation of legitimate halakhic process.

Section

B

We turn our attention now to the second theory of the etiology of homosexuality, the biochemical, or hormonal theory.'''' As was the case in our discussion of the psychoanalytic
theory, here, too, an introduction is required.
Any organ that separates certain elements from the blood and secretes those elements
for the body to use (as, for example, adrenaline) or to discard (as for example, urine) is
called a gland. There are two types of glands. One type has special passages called ducts,
which carry the secreted element directly to the place where it is needed by the body. A
good example of such a gland is the salivary gland, which has ducts which carry the saliva directly to the mouth. The second type of gland has no special ducts which carry the
secreted element to the needed location. Instead, these ductless glands secrete their products directly into the blood stream, by which the products arc carried throughout the
whole body. Ductless glands are called endocrine glands, and their products are called
hormones.m A partial list of the endocrine glands would include the pituitary, thyroid,
adrenal, kidney, pancreas, and ovary (in females) and testes (in males).
Some endocrine glands work very directly. That is, where the concentration in the
blood of the product of that gland is low, the gland works actively to separate and secrete
more of the product. When the concentration is high, the gland is not as active. Other
glands, however, do not work so directly. They produce a hormone which then acts on
another gland, which is then stimulated into action or inaction. Hormones which act primarily on other glands are called tropic hormones.
Another example will clarify the interrelated functioning of the hormonal system. In
a woman's cycle, the pituitary begins by producing a hormone called FSH (follicle stimulating hormone). TI1e FSH is a tropic hormone, which acts on the ovary. TI1ere are two
effects of the action of FSII on the ovary. First, a layer of cells (follicle cells) gathers around
the immature ovum, and second, the ovary releases a female sex hormone (estrogen) into
the blood stream. The released estrogen hormones cause the wall of the uterus to build up
so that the uterus can hold the egg if it becomes fertilized.
u' See pp. 231-3.3 of my lwok, 7he Halakhic Process.
11
1

·'Note, ol' eourse, that sueh a daim would he immediately suhjeetlo the lirsl ohjeelion, just raised.

wl'he author has even less expertise in this theory than he does in psychoanalytic theory. ;\ reiteration of
indebtedness to Ruse l'or a eomprehensihle explanation in lay terms is therdore greatly in order.

us Ruse suggests Hormone: A /Jelicate fJa.la.nce (New York: l'egasus, 1972) by R. Le Haron as an excellent, nontechnical presentation of the subject.
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Wben the estrogen level reaches a certain point, it triggers in the pituitary a change
from the production of F'SH to the production of LH (lutenizing hormone). The LH releases the ovum from the follicle, and causes the release of another ovarian sex hormone, progesterone. The progesterone, in turn, causes a continued build up of the uterine wall, which
collapses in a flush of blood if fertilization does not take place.
In males, the pituitary releases FSH which acts on the testes to cause the production
of sperm, and LH acts on them to cause production of the male sex hormones, called
androgens. TI1c principle androgen is called t<:stostcronc.
Hormones are crucial in the development of human sexuality. In order to understand
their importance we must hack up for a moment. Of the twenty-three pairs of chromosomes, one pair is the sex chromosomes, crucial in determining whether the child is a boy
or a girl. Each parent contributes one sex chromosome to the zygote. The mother always
contributes an X chromosome, and the father may contribute either another X chromosome or a Y chromosome. Under normal circumstances, the XX combination result in a
female child and the x-y combination will result in a male child.
During the first trimester of pregnancy there is no sex differentiation in the fetm;. That
is, whatever the chromosome combination, all fetuses have rudimentary male organs Wolffian ducts - and rudimentary female organs - :\Iullerian ducts. Sex differentiation takes
place subsequently, and the key factor in the differentiation is the male sex hormone.
It is not the presence of the Y chromosome that itself produces a boy. Rather, the Y
chromosome somehow triggers the production in the fetal testes of two hormones - androgen and :\Iullerian-inhibiting substance. This latter hormone acts on the Mullerian ducts,
causing them to regress and shrink rather than develop into a uterus and Fallopian tubes.
At the same time, the androgen acts on the Wolffian ducts causing them to develop into
male internal organs and external genitalia.
While the fetal testes produce hormones, fetal ovaries do not. What is needed in order
to get a male child is the hormones of the fetal testes that inhibit the development of the
:\Iullerian ducts and enhance the development of the Wolffian ducts. If the androgen is
not produced and secreted, or if the androgen cannot be effective for some reason, the
fetus will not become a boy. Without androgen, the fetus will develop morphologically
into a female.ll6
Sex hormones do not play much of a part in a child's life, either male or female,
between birth and puberty. At about that time, however, the hypothalamus triggers the
pituitary to produce the tropic hormones which then produce an effect on the sex glands.
The estrogens in the female lead to the development of such characteristics as breasts and
broad hips. The androgens in males lead to such development as the growth spurt, the
growth of pubic hair, enlargement of the penis and deepening of the voice.
The effects of sex hormones is well known, and, in part, was well known before modern scientific understanding. Castration of males before puberty prevents the development of the characteristics of mature adult males because it prevents the production of
androgens by the testes. Females whose gonads are either missing or non-functioning will
not develop as sexually mature women because the ovaries do not produce estrogens.
When either males or females with missing or non functioning sex hormones are treated
llUThere are people who surrer from a disorder knov.'n as androgen-insensitivity syndrome. These people llave
the XY chromosome combination, but mT morphologically femal•·· Wh•·n they reach pulwrty th•·y develop as

mature women. However. the dieels oi the Muller ian-inhibiting hormone secreted by the Ietaltestes early on
in pregnancy have made the female organs ineffective. Therefore, these people - chromosomal males and

morphological females - cannot hear children.
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with the missing hormones, they mature in a normal way.'' 7
Conversely, when mature adults arc either missing the appropriate sex hormone or
have the inappropriate sex hormone, in malesu 8
The visible effects are enlargement of breasts: a tendency of feminine deposition of subcutaneous fat: reduced oiliness of the skin:
reduced facial acne, if present: and an arrest of masculine balding,
if it has begun. Beard and body hair do not disappear, but the hairs
tend to be less wiry, and more slow growing.
In addition, the penis and testicles shrink somewhat, the male becomes unable to achieve
and maintain an erection and the production of sperm and seminal fluid ceases. In females,
doses of androgens produce more body hair and more oily skin, deepen the voice, suppress
the menstruation and may enlarge the clitoris. There is no possibility, however, of hormones during adulthood undoing the effects of hormones in early life, making a man into
a woman or v1ce versa.
Mm;t will immediately recognize that there is a link between physiology and sexual
attitudes and behavior. Hormones clearly play an important role in that linkage. The
ancients knew this too, even if they did not have the scientific terminology. Eunuchs are
boys castrated before puberty. Since the production of male sex hormones begins at that
time, castration before puberty prevents the production of androgens. Eunuchs were
purposely used to attend to the harem because the castration of the young boy also
inhibited or eliminated entirely sexual desire. But it is also true that male castrates who
are given long term treatment of androgen replacement therapy beginning at about the
normal time of puberty mature physiologically in a normal fashion, and demonstrate
sexual drives and desires.
If one begins with the assumption that homosexual inclinations are by definition inclinations appropriate to the opposite sex- homosexual males showing "female" inclinations
and homosexual females showing "male" inclinations - certain conclusions seem to follow. Since we know that both sexes produce both androgens and estrogens, male homosexuals would probably be men with high levels of estrogens and female homosexuals
would be women with high levels of androgens. We quote now directly from Ruse: 11 '
I think it is true to say that all hormonal explanations of human
homosexuality have some variant on this conclusion at their
core - after all, it is difficult to see how they could avoid it.
However, intensive studies on humans and animals have shown
that whatever else may be the case, the relationship between hormones and homosexuality is not a simple one of cause and effect.
It is just not true that in any straightforward crude sense male
homosexuals have an excess of female hormones and lesbians
have an excess of male hormones. If this were so, then correcting
the imbalance ought to be a relatively simple matter and ought to
be followed by clear-cut, not to say dramatic, results. In particular,
dosing homosexuals with the appropriate hormones ought to prou' See J. Money and A. Ehrhardt, i\1an and Woman, Hoy and Girl: '/he Differentiation and Dimmphism of
Gender ldmtity fron Cmu:eption to Maturity (llaltimorc: .Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972), p. 214.
!Wfbid., p. 20ll, quoted by Ruse, p. 95.
"" P. 97. Emphasis added.
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duce heterosexuals, and, (as a kind of control) dosing heterosexuals with appropriate hormones ought to produce homosexuals. But
none of these results obtain. lf male homosexuals are given androgens, their sexual drive if anything goes up; but it is just as fixedly
or even more directly homosexual. Conversely, if heterosexuals are
given oestrogens (as is sometimes done in the treatment of certain
forms of cancer, particularly that of the prostate), they do not
become homosexual. It is true that the drive and the ability of such
heterosexuals is reduced, hut this is a fact that they regret bitterly,
for their heterosexual orientation is just as fixed as ever.
Still, it appears so eminently logical that there should be some relationship or linkage
between sex hormones and sexuality, that research has proceeded along other lines of
inquiry. The first line seeks to discover whether there arc any differences between homosexuals and heterosexuals to be deduced from long term hormonal imbalance, as opposed
to massive doses of hormones after sexual orientation has already been established. Again
we quote from Ruse. 1"u
Early attempts to find significant differences between the pertinent
hormonal levels of adult heterosexuals and homosexuals met with
little or no success. However, in recent years more sophisticated and
accurate metlwds of hormone concentration measurement have
been developed, and there have been renewed interests in comparing adult heterosexual and homosexuals hormonally. Unfortunately,
the flood of studies has come up with entirely contradictory results.
Some few studies have produced results suggesting that male homosexuals have depressed testosterone levels. Other studies found
absolutely no significant differences between testosterone levels of
homosexuals and heterosexual controls, nor did they 1ind any connection between testosterone level and intensity of homosexual orientation (as measured by the Kinsey scale). And there are yet other
studies suggesting that male homosexuals may have testosterone
kvds above those of lwteros<:xuals! ...The findings for women also
fail to establish any direct connection between lesbianism and high
adult androgen levels ....'111e conclusion to be drawn from all of this
is surely not that there are absolutely no hormonal differences
between homosexuals and heterosexuals. What is clear, however, is
that today one would be naive, not to say presumptuous, to claim
definitively that there are such differences.
'111e second line of inquiry focuses on people who have experienced hormonal deftciencies or excesses, primarily before birth, that is, fetal hormonal deficiencies or excesses.
The primary researcher in this area is John Money of Johns Hopkins, and it is to his work
that we now turn.
People who have no sex hormones at all during fetal development because they have
non-functioning or missing gonads, are born looking female and are raised as girls. '111e
evidence is that they identify unequivocally as females and have a strong desire to fulfill
female roles - heterosexual romance, marriage, babies, etc.
'"'P. 9Bf.
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People with no functioning androgen (including people who produce androgen but are
insensitive to it), but some estrogen, are born looking female even if they are genetically
male (XY). They do not, however, have female internal organs.'"' Obviously they will be
raised as females, and because they do produce some estrogen, they will mature as females.
Such people tend to be heterosexual in their attractions, i.e., attracted to males.
TI1e third category is genetic males who are partially insensitive to androgen. m Because
there is some androgen sensitivity, there is usually some development of male external genitalia. At birth, the child will appear hermaphroditic and might be assigned designation
either as a boy or a girl. Money studied a group of ten such people. 121 Of the ten, eight were
raised as males and two as females.
Money found that the children raised as boys showed some marked differences from
fully androgenized boys. Specifically, they tended to be less aggressive, less competitive in
sports, less socially assertive. TI1ese are the types of behavior often referred to as "sissy boy
syndrome:' All of the children 124 felt themselves to be unequivocally part of the sex to
which they had been assigned, and all were heterosexually oriented in their attitudes (daydreams, etc.), and behavior.
The next category consists of girls who are over androgenized."" Money found these
girls to be consistently more tomboyish than most girls, even when they had been raised
unequivocally as females, had any physical problems surgically corrected and had treatment to suppress excess androgen.
Regarding adult sexual orientation, early reports favored the view that even if the
tomboyism persisted into adulthood, androgenized women were as likely to turn out heterosexual as non-androgenized women were. More recent reports, however, are beginning
to indicate that a greater percentage of such girls than would be the case randomly are
either homosexual or bisexual.
Boys with greater amounts of prenatal androgen tend to become aggressive and competitive, but show no distinctive sexual orientation.''" Boys who received larger than normal amounts of estrogen before birth were less athletic and less assertive, but there was no
report on their sexual orientation. 127
We quote again from Ruse:''"
Summing up the results of his (and like) studies, Money therefore
sees a picture where prenatal hormones can play an important role in
future gender identity (including presumably sexual orientation), but
where the environment in the form of the child's upbringing can play
121

1~2

'1'heir bodies have produced the Mullerian-inhibiting substance which acts on the Mullerian ducts to prevent
fonnation of female internal organs.
1l1is

is Reifenstein's Syndrome .

.1. _Money and C. Ogunro, ""Behavioral Sexology:

'l(~n cases of genetic rnak intersexuality ·with impaired
prenatal and pubertal andwgenization," ArchiDes 4Sexual TlehaDior (1974): 181-205.
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Exce-pt for one of th(' ""girls" who 1vas rai:o-ed in an atmosphere of amhig11ity ahont her sex.

1 ~~1l1ere

are hvo usual causes. First~ it may be a side effect. of treatment. of the mother to pre\·ent. miscarriage:

second, it may be the result of ACS (androgenital syndrome), a genetic defect causing the production of too
mueh androgen.
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A. Ehrhardt, "l'renatal androgenization and human psychosexual behavior," in
cds., llmulhook of Sexology (_''1ew York: Elsevier, 1977), p. 251.

''Thid., p. 252.
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just as impmtant a role - indeed, probably more impmtant. .. Adult
sexual orientation can therefore be influenced by prenatal hormones,
although there is certainly no absolute link of cause and effect.
In a sense, these words say it all. Nobody questions that hormones influence development in many ways. It is logical to assume that sex hormones influence sexual maturation
and even sexual orientation. But there is not any evidence that allows a jump from high
androgenization or low estrogenization to lesbianism or from low androgenization or high
estrogenization to male homosexuality. It is not clear that such factors are even sufficient,
let alone necessary conditions for homosexuality.
None of this is to deny why the hormonal theory has a great deal of appeal to many
homosexuals and to the families of homosexuals. If homosexuality is directly attributable
to hormonal imbalance, there can be no more valid a value judgement about homosexuality than there can be a value judgement about dwarfism or giantism. When parents of
homosexuals speak of the atypical behaviors of their children as youngsters, either sissyboys or tomboys, they may be overexaggerating the relationship between those syndromes
and hormonal imbalance. That is surely understandable because it alleviates guilt feelings
on the part of the families. If it is possible to posit a cause and effect relationship between
prenatal hormonal imbalance (over which the parents surely have no control) and subsequent atypical syndromes (which might be taken to prove that the prenatal imbalance must
have been present), and between those syndromes and homosexuality, all feelings of guilt
or inadequacy disappear. Neither the family nor the homosexual hears any responsibility
for the homosexual's homosexuality. Environment becomes totally irrelevant. The homosexuality of the individual was hormonally predetermined.
Our description of the second common theory of the etiology of homosexuality is at
an end. We must now turn our attention to the relevance of the hormonal theory halakhically, just as we did after our description of the psychoanalytic theory.
Let us suppose, first, that the hormonal theory is conclusively proved to he false." 9
That is, science is finally able to prove beyond question that the sex hormones effect sexual differentiation prenatally, and affect sexual maturation and sexual desire at puberty and
thereafter, but have nothing to do with the object of one's sexual desires. To the extent that
statistics seem to indicate a greater than random incidence of homosexuality in a certain
group, the incidence is to be definitively accounted for by some other reason. 130 The
halakhic consequence of such a finding would he identical to what we concluded ahovem
regarding a similar hypothesis concerning the psychoanalytic theory. Namely, the conclusive disproof of the hormonal theory would have no halakhic significance whatsoever.
Homosexuality would still be considered i1:l:l71n, the tradition would still offer defensible
or stronger reasons why it is to be so considered, and those reasons would still be independent of the etiology of homosexuality.
129

Remember~

the hormonal theory is predicated on an assumption that male homosexuals are showing female
emotions and female homosexuals are showing male emotions. That is a faith claim, not a scientific one.

"'"We reported above on boys who received more than normal doses ol' estrogen prenatally. The study (which
did not say anyihing about the sexual orientation of the subjects) was based on the sons of severely diabetic
mothers. (That, indeed, is ·why the children ·we-re exposed to the extra estrogen in the first place, because
tlleir mot.llers received llormone shots.) n there had been found a greater tllan random ineidenee of subsequent homosexuality among the boys, it could be attributable to the tendency of sick mothers to be overly
proteelive ol' their children. I am. ol' course, nol claiming tl1is as l'aet. However, it is as reasonable an hypotllesis to account for the increased incidence as tl1e l1ormonal hypotlwsis.
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Now let us suppose the opposite, that the hormonal theory could be conclusively demonstrated to be correct. Let us even suppose that the theory could be made sufficiently precise
to allow the attribution of actual straightforward cause and effect between some hormonal
cause (or causes) X and homosexuality. We would ask again as we asked above: Would these
facts, unknown to the Torah or the Sages, impel us to seek a change in the precedent?
If we still affirmed the defensibility and strength of the classical explanations of the
reasons why homosexuality is called i1:::l:l71n by the Torah, those reasons would continue to
be acceptable even though we might now know the etiology of homosexuality. And, if we
rejected the classical explanations for why the Torah calls homosexuality i1:::l:l71n, we would
still find ourselves in the position of affirming that homosexuality is i1:::l:l71n because the
Torah attributes that quality to it, and we would still not know why the Torah does so. But,
whatever the reason for such attribution by the Torah, knowledge of the etiology of homosexuality would not render it false or unacceptable.
More importantly, if we could get to the point where hormonal theory is proved to
be correct, the hope for hormonal therapy to bring about heterosexual development is
enhanced. The possibility of prenatal testing at the appropriate time for the secretion
of the appropriate hormones in the appropriate amounts is not out of the question.
Though it may not yet he possihk, some medical achievcnwnts of our age would have
been considered impossible dreams even half a generation ago. lf the reasons the
halakhah forbids homosexuality continue to obtain, why would one seek to overturn
the precedent when the discovery of the actual etiology holds out great hope for the
eventual ability to control against it?
We have thus far presented the strongest case scenarios, by positing the hormonal
theory as proven either conclusively incorrect or conclusively correct. If in either of
these cases there does not seem to be grounds for overturning the established precedent,
how much more is that the case when the evidence for the theory is itself so "iffy," inconclusive and tentative.
As above 112 however, we must raise again the issue of whether or not we would seek to
overturn precedent if it were clear to us that the Torah not only did not know the etiology
of homosexuality, but assumed it to be something entirely different from what our current
knowledge teaches us. Having raised the question again of whether a moral God could
demand the avoidance of behavior of one whose attraction to that behavior is entirely nonvolitional, we refer again to what we have already written in response to that question on
pages 643-644. Here too, then, we conclude that the knowledge gained from biochemical
theories does not provide compelling reason to advocate overturning the established precedent against homosexuality.
As there was a postscript to Section A of Part III, so too, there is one to Section B. It
deals with the category of 0)1\.
Rabbi Hershel J. Matt was, to the best of my knowledge, the first one who seriously
proposed using the category of 0)1\ regarding homosexuals.''' The essence of his claim is
that moderns recogni11e homosexuality to be more than an overt act of choice. Rather, it
is an entire orientation which the person did not choose in any conventional sense and
which is not usually subject to change. For Matt, however, homosexuality does not
become a co-equal lifestyle. Modern knowledge requires, for him, that we not be quick
11

'P. 641.
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Hershel J. Vlatt, "Sin, Crime, Sickness or Alternative Lifestyle'?: ;\Jewish Approach to Homosexuality,"
Judaism 27:1 (winter 197B): 13-24, esp. pp. 16-17.
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to judge homosexuals, that we have deep compassion for their plight in our society, that
we demonstrate those feelings of compassion and do all within out power to move our
communities to greater understanding of homosexuals so that they will also demonstrate
the compassion which the Torah mandates, and that we oppose legal penalties for homosexuality. Yet, "such a stance would maintain the traditional view of heterosexuality as
the God-intended norm and yet would incorporate the contemporary recognition of
homosexuality as, clinically speaking, a sexual deviance, malfunctioning, or abnormality - usually unavoidable and often irremediable."m Thus, even this most liberal view
falls far short of validating homosexuality as a co-equal lifestyle. m
Rabbi Norman Lamm had raised the subject earlier.'](' lie rejected the possibility
that OJN could be used halakhically as a grounds for permitting homosexuality. Wbat he
did claim, however, was that with restrictions and some reservations, the category can be
used to define homosexuality as an illness rather than a crime. If it is an illness, the category of OJN which applies to constitutional homosexuals "lays upon us the obligation of
pastoral compassion, psychological understanding and social sympathy.... [T]he objective crime remains a rna'aseh averah, whereas the person who transgresses is considered
innocent on the grounds of ones . ...Under no circumstances can Judaism suffer homosexuality to become respectable." 117 Lamm uses the category of OJN only to exonerate
from legal culpability, not to give any imprimatur of acceptability to homosexual behavior. Whether or not specific reference to the category of OJN is made, those who use the
non-choice nature and the generally irremediable status of homosexuality as Jewish
arguments for leniency are, in fact, arguing from the OJN category. Therefore, we must
look at the category briefly.
We intend to offer specific halakhic recommendations about homosexuals in Part 1V of
this paper. Until that point it will suffice to affirm Lamm's contention that the claim of OJN
does not pennit any behavior, it merely exonerates from legal liability. The operative phrase
is il'iU!:l ill~ni OJN 1'38 - "The Merciful exempts with regard to one who acts under duress
(compulsion);' The critical word is il'iU!:l, which ahnost always means i10N ?:JN i1U!:l- "Exempt from liability, though the act remains forbidden."
We have asserted above 139 that the Torah does not prohibit attractions or orientations.
It prohibits only behaviors. The category ofOJN does not ever apply to thoughts or fantasies
m1 bid., p. 20.

·"'In the annotated bibliography in Christie Balka and Andy Rose, eds., Fu•ice Blessed: On Being Lesbian, Gay
and Jewish (Boston: Beacon Press, l 'll:l'l), p. 296, Matt's Judaism (l 'J71:l) piece is described as l'ollows: "for
me~ny yce~rs this csse~y was consid(·n~d the anthoritativc lilwre~l .Jewish ste~kmcnt on homoS('XlJe~lity." The
annotators assert~ l'urthcnnorc~ that ~"[h]e ealls Jor a 1narriagc ccrc1nony or si1nilar a11innation Jor gay and
lesbian Jews." That is hardly true. On p. 22 of his article, l{abbi Matt wrote, "l,:ven if the flexibility and

1

resourcefulness of the halakhah were rene·wed and increased...it is hardly conceivahle that a homosexual
departure l'rorn the Torah's heterosexual norm would ever he accepted hy halakhieally l'aithl'ul Jews or ever
be recognized as k'dat moshe v'yisraet:' On pp. 22-24, Matt formu lutes a response to this which he puts into

the moutl1s ol' homosexuals. The artide ends witl1 the end oi their response. It does not contain Mall's resolution. Perhaps the annotators are eorreet, but the article seems to me to end ,vith a 1i'"!1. Even Rabbi lVfatt~s
miicl(·, "'Homosexnal RabhisT~, Con:•wrvative ./udai.r;m ::l9:.1 (spring 1987): 29<t3, docs not validate homosexuality as a eo-equalliiestyle.
m Norman Lamm, "Judaism and the Modern Attitude to Homosexuality;' in f~'ncyclopa,edia ./zulaica Yea,rbook,
1974 (Jerusalem: Keter Publishing House, 1974), pp. 194-20S, reprinted in Menaehem Mare Kellner, ed.,
Contemporary Jewish F;thics (New York: Sanhedrin Press, l 971:l), pp. 375-.)99.
"'lhid., pp. 202-203; Kellner, pp. 394-39S.
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Hava Kama
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l\edarirn 27a, and Avodah Zarah 54a.

''" Pp. 619-621. Sec, too, the succinct comment of Hahhi Walter \Vurzlmrgcr in ./zulaism 32:4 (fall 19B3): 42S.
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or attractions as an exculpatory factor. There can be no exculpation for a matter for which
there could never have been liability in the first place.
Furth<:rmorc, the category can apply in sexual matters only to the passive party, in a
rape case, for example. ln the first place, the source of the principle il'i!J~ i1l~ni OJ!'\ is the
case of the il0i11'\~il ili.,J, about whom the Torah says: 140 i::J1 iltli.,n 1'\7 ili.,J71, and the ili.,J
was the passive and forced party. And secondly, Rava claims (and his view is the normative halakhic position) 141 that T"tlii::J 1'\71'\ n.,17 1'\71'\ i11Vip pl'\"tli ;~7 n1ii.,7 OJ!'\ PI'\ - "The category of OJ!'\ is inapplicable to [the active parties in] forbidden sexual relationships because
there are no unwilling erections except during sleep:'
Whether or not there can really be an involuntary erection other than during sleep is
not particularly relevant. What Rava means is that one who is unwilling to engage in an
act of intercourse can not be forced against his will to achieve an erection that would
allow him to do so.
The issue is not whether one might or might not find oneself sexually aroused by
someone without having chosen to be aroused by that person. The question is whether one
can be forced against his will to engage in the act of intercourse with any person. 14~ The
arousal which is the result of sexual attraction does not compel anyone to engage in an act
of intercourse against his will.
While it is not difficult to understand why one might wish to apply the category of OJ!'\
to homosexuals, particularly constitutional homosexuals, it is halakhically indefensible, as
we have shown.

Section c
The third (and newest) attempt to explain the etiology of homosexuality is the genetic, or
sociobiological theory. This theory, too, requires an introduction.
Sociobiology is defined as "the systematic study of the biological basis of all social
behavior." 143 Sociobiological explanations of homosexuality will understand it as a social
phenomenon - i.e., involving interaction between people - governed by the Darwinian
evolutionary model which understands life as a process of natural selection (survival of the
fittest). The essence of the natural selection process is response to struggles for existence
and reproduction, which are necessary for survival.
Befon; we h<:gin our pn;scntation of the theory itself we ow<: it to ourselves to be conscious of several points. We humans pride ourselves on our having transcended nature in
many ways. The development of human culture, with language, science, and religion often
both seems to and does, in fact, elevate us above pure biological determinism. On the
other hand, human culture is comparatively young from an evolutionary perspective. For
the vast part of the history of life (not restricted to human life) on earth, evolution has
been the primary factor. It is the epitome of human hubris to assume that we have so far
transcended our own biology that evolution is now an irrelevant factor. The extent to
which human social realities are themselves the result of the evolutionary process is a
"'"Deut. 22:26.
141

Y<'V3mot S.'lb, "nd s<·c Vl"imonidcs, VI.T. lssurci Hi-"h 1:9 "nd S"nhcdrin 20:.'1.

u 2 The exotic eases dealt witll by the Rishonirn, lil<e the status or one vvho has already aehie\-ed erection ror
permissible intercourse and is then compelled to engage in intercourse ·with an i111l', are not relevant to

this discussion.
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E.O. Wilson, Sociobiology: '/he New Synthesis (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University l'ress, 1975), p. 2,
quoted hy ltusc, p. 130.
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matter of considerable debate, as one might imagine. For the purposes of our inquiry,
however, we will not reject the possibility that even our human social behaviors arc more
controlled by evolution than we might like or be willing to admit.'''
Also, we affirm that the discipline of sociobiology is justifiably concerned with the phenomenon of homosexuality. It is not correct to assert that psychoanalysis and endocrinology are within their disciplines to be concerned with homosexuality, but sociobiology is not.
From the perspective of Darwinian evolutionary theory, human nature is directed towards
reproduction. From that perspective, physical characteristics, mental prope1ties and social
activities are all directed toward that ultimate goal. Surely, therefore, it must be a legitimate
concern of the sociogiologists to attempt to understand how and why a social phenomenon
which is not geared to n;production exists within their theoretical framework. And, so long
as we are not prepared to reject evolution entirely, we must see whether any light that sociobiologists may shed on the subject impinges on our halakhic stance.
Acknowledging yet again my indebtedness to Michael Ruse for his clear and thorough
presentation,'" we begin the presentation of the three suggestions for the etiology of homosexuality proposed by sociobiologists.
TI1e first theory is called the balanced superior heterozygote fitness theory. Genes, the
unit through which heredity is passed on from generation to generation, are located on the
chromosomes. Chromosomes come in pairs. TI1crcforc, each gene has a mate on the complementary chromosome. W1len both alleles (gene forms) are identical, the lifeform of
which they are a part is a homozygote with regard to the characteristic which those genes
govern. If the alleles are not identical, the lifeform is a heterozygote.
If a certain homozygote (let us call it A, A,) is more beneficial to the survival and
reproduction of an organism than homozygote A2 A, or than heterozygote A1 A, then
homozygote A1 A1 will become the genetic norm (since it is the "fittest"), and A, A, and
A, A, will disappear.
If, on the other hand, the "fittest" allele is A, A, neither of the homozygotes can disappear. Vlhy? Since survival and reproduction are best with the heterozygote, and since
there is no way for the organism to have such a combination without getting one of each
type of gene from the parents, both homozygotes must continue to exist in some 'balanced'
situation. Furthermore, the homozygotes must continue to exist even if they are totally
unfit (i.e., entirely non-reproductive). 14'
The first sociobiological explanation of homosexuality would, therefore, be as follows: Homosexuality is the direct result of a homozygote H, H,. The second homozygote,
H, H, reproduces averagely. But the superior reproducer is the heterozygote H, H,
because it has a natural immunity to some disease. In ord<:r for the hctcrozygot<; to exist,
111

Ruse, on p. 132, pojnts out that there may he !Jjologjeally determjned Iaetors tlwt underEe areas oi human
social behavior, even where there is wide variation in the behavior between one society and another. With all
of the diversity in marriage norms, for cxarnple, polyandry is still exceptionally rare. Given the different biological natures of rnen and wornen, it is almost. ne\·er in the reproductive interest or a society for husbands t.o

share one wife since that would limit rather than expand reproduction. Therefore, a polyandrous adaptation
would he eountcrprodur:tjve to the proereauve push oi evolutjon. Only jn a group where men must hand
1ogetl1er tightly to eke out a subsistence living might polyandry be reproductively adaptational, since longh'Tm survival dqwnds on n·ducing n·production.

'See eh. 6 or his book.
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h·om Ruse, p. 1 ;)4: ""The lwst attested case of this phenomenon in humans is that centering on sickle cell

anemja. Proeessjon oi one sje]Jjng allele (heterozygously) gjves a natural jmmunjty to malarja, a hjghly adaptive feature in various parts of the world. l'roeession of two sickling alleles (homozygously) produces severe
ana~mia

and death in childhood. The disease persists, because the threat of rnalaria is so strong.''
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there must be in each generation some balanced number of existing homozygotes. Consequently, homosexuality must exist in every generation in order to guarantee the survival of the fitt<:st allele group, H, H", which is the most adaptive.
The balanced superior heterozygote fitness theory is the most straightforward of the
sociobiological theories we will discuss. Of course, the specific homosexual-orientationproducing homozygote allele has not been identified, nor has anybody yet defined what
makes the heterozygote allele most adaptive. Furthermore, it has two greater weaknesses.
First, there is evidence that male homosexuality mns in families, 147 and that would be very
unlikely according to this theory. Second, if the mere procession of the homozygote allele
results in homosexuality as a biological inevitability, there should be no sets of identical
twins (whose genetic stmcture is absolutely identical of necessity) in which one is homosexual and the other is heterosexual. Regarding this fact Ruse writes:''"
Although there are some reports that identical twins do tend to
share orientation, and some of these reports are better than others
(Heston and Shields), there are some very strong and very careful
findings of identical twins, one of whom is heterosexual, and one
of whom is homosexual (Rainer et al.; Green).
The claim of the balanced superior heterozygote fitness theory is so inconclusively
proved at this point in time that a posek who relied upon it as the grounds for overturning an established precedent (one of which is l\!'1"11!\1, at that) would he on
extremely thin ice, at best. Even if it were conclusively proved to be correct, it would
provide the posek with potentially significant extra-legal data. Even then, though, it
would still be the posek who would have to decide whether it was actually significant
halakhically. We will return to that consideration when we consider the sociobiological
theories in general.
The second genetic or sociobiological theory is the kin selection theory. From the
Darwinian perspective, what counts most biologically is n:producing one's own g<:ncs, i.<:.,
making copies of one's own genes through reproduction. But, since what is critical is the
copies of one's genes, it might not make any significant difference where the copy came
from, so long as it is a good copy. Insofar as one's relatives produce relatively similar copies
of one's own genes, one's reproductive drive can be biologically fulfilled through the
reproduction of one's close relatives.
Usually, one would choose to reproduce oneself, since, after all, nobody else is as
closely related to one as oneself. But there could be exceptions. Among the hymenoptera
(wasps, bees and ants), kin selection has resulted in some females caring for their siblings
rather than reproducing themselves, because that results in the production of more copies
of their genes than if they reproduced themselves. The non-reproducing hymcnoptcra arc
sterile. The process of natural selection has brought this about. The non-reproducing
females do not need to reproduce in order to fulfill the biological function of propagating,
so the natural selection process has done away with that ability in them.
1"

See J.ll. l{ainer, "Ceneties and Homosexuality," in A. Kaplan, ed., Hunwn Hehaviour Genetics (Springfield:
Thomas, 1976), pp. 301-316; and H.C. Pillard and .l.lL Weinrich, "Evidence of Familial Nature of Male
Homosexuality,'' Archives oJGenera1 Psyc:hiatry43 (1986): 808-812.

14 " 1'. 14.1. The studi<·s liste-d in the parentheses rder to L.l. Heston and

.1. Shields, '"Homosexuality in '1\vollS: A
Family Study and a Registry Study,'' Archives of General Psychiatry 18:2 (1'168): 149-160; .J.D. Rainer eL a!.,
''Homosexuality and Heterosexuality in Identical '1\vlns," Psychosomatic Medicine 22 (1960): 251-258; and
lt. Green, Sexu;1lldentitv Conflict;,; Children and Adults (New York: llasie llooks, 1974).
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If one equates the lack of human reproduction with sterility, the analogy to homosexuality in humans becomes apparent. The process of kin selection results in some becoming homosexual because they fulfill the biological drive toward reproducing copies of one's
genes through helping their relatives reproduce, usually by their ability to bring the benefits of society to their reproducing relatives. The natural selection process helps them
along by giving them a sexual orientation that releases them from trying to have their own
children, which, for them, would he maladaptive. It is homosexuality that is adaptive under
these Gircumstances.
W11y would one move in that direction rather than making copies of his or her genes
him or herself? Either because the person would be an inefficient reproducer personally
(i.e., a poor quality heterosexual), or because the person would be exceptionally good at
helping relatives fulfill the biological drive - or both.' 49
We will describe the third genetic theory before we discuss the last two theories
together. The third theory is the parental manipulation theory. At its core lies the realization that since the biological task of every individual is to reproduce his or her own genes,
there is room for competition even within a family, with one member trying to force another to further his or her own biological mandate. Since parents tend to be stronger than
their children, parental manipulation may be a factor from a sociobiological point of view.
How does the parental manipulation theory work to produce homosexuals? The parents who may already have passed on their genes to their own children are nonetheless
driven to increase the number of genes even for succeeding generations. For the parents it
does not matter whether the genes are reproduced by each child reproducing or by some
children reproducing significantly more. If the parents see that they can enhance the total
number of reproductions by suppressing the reproduction of one child so that that child
becomes an enabler and helper to that child's siblings, the parents might do just that. From
the parents' perspective, the biological drive to increase the number of gene copies as
much as possible is best fulfilled by manipulating one child into a homosexual path.
There is much in common between the kin selection theory and the parental manipulation theory. In both we would be looking for some kind of evidence that the homosexual is aiding relatives in some way. But the major difference between them is that in the
kin selection theory, the homosexual's orientation serves his or her own needs: and in the
parental manipulation theory, the orientation of the homosexual serve;, the needs of others, primarily the parents of the homosexual.
There are difficulties with both the kin selection and the parental manipulation theories that we must point out explicitly. First of all, note that these last two theories are not
genetic in the same way that the balanced superior heterozygote fitness theory is. According
to the latter, there is a specific configuration of genes that results in homosexuality.
According to the kin selection and parental manipulation theories, there is nothing in ilie
genes per se that results in homosexuality. With the right environmental push, the genetic
impulse to reproduce might push one along a homosexual path. The type of genetic
149

Thc kin :owlcction thcm-y can probably account for the gn·atcr numhcr of mal(' homosexuals than fcmal('

homosexuals. Men, by their physiological nature, can rcproduee an almost inlinitc number ol' times. The normal process of natural selection provides all males with the sex drive to go out and reproduce. With their
enonnous reproductive potential, men arc in cornpetition with all other men to find avenues to fulfill their
drive. H anything goes wrong "vitl1 a rnale he will be unable to rneet.1l1e eornpetit.ion, i.e., he will be an inef'fi-

cient heterosexual. Therefore, men are subject to greater pressure to switch to homosexuality.

Women on the other hand. are Iar less likely lo be ineHieient heterosexuals heeause they ean only have a
very small number of offspring (in comparison to men). The chances of their being losers in the biological
stakes are much lmver, and there is, therefore, much less reason for thern to seek the homosexual alternative.
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inevitability that the balanced superior heterozygote fitness theory implies is totally missing
in the other two.
ln the kin selection model, we seek evidence of its defensibility by looking for indications that something in the childhood of homosexuals might have made them ineffective
reproducers and we seek indications that homosexuals are able to aid in the reproductive
struggle by bringing the good of society to their families. Surely there is no well-known
evidence of childhood traumas that might move those children onto the homosexual path
because they perceive that they would he ineffective heterosexuals. And, particularly in our
society, it is extremely doubtful that homosexuals are any more effective at bringing the
blessings of the good of society to their families than heterosexuals. 150 Indeed, the opposite
seems to be the case in many instances. Is homosexuality, therefore, a maladaptive turn in
our society which is still just holding on as a legacy of the past, and which will be obliterated by the natural selection process itself because it is maladaptive?
These same objections apply also to the parental manipulation theory. There, too, the
parents turn their child toward homosexuality because it can increase their reproduction
through the good that the children can bring to their siblings. Wlwt's more, the turning
that the parents do must be reflected by some evidence of trauma or something else during childhood which can be used to deflect the child from reproducing by him or herself.
Unlike our treatment of the psychoanalytic and the hormonal theories, the author finds
it important at this point of Section c: to deal briefly with a couple of the objections that might
be raised against the entire sociobiological enterprise, particularly as it affects homosexuality.
First and foremost, some might be inclined to reject it out of hand because of the
nature of its language. The way sociobiologists talk and write contains frequent reference
to people "choosing" a specific reproductive strategy, or to the genes "choosing" to do
something or other. The orientation of the homosexual is directed toward some certain
end, like aiding siblings in reproduction by bringing the benefits of society to them, or
people are in "conflict" with each other, especially within families in which there can easily be "conflicts of interest." None of these terms are themselves offensive. However, some
might object to their use regarding genes, or actions which cannot be called "chosen" or
even conscious. Problems of verification might impel some to reject the enterprise out of
hand. Let us quote Ruse's response:'"
Again, the critic has a good point; but again, it is not definitive.
There is no doubt that sociobiologists do use their language
loosely... metaphorical language is what they surely use when
they speak of the mechanisms for producing homosexuals. There
is no literal manipulation, nor is it supposed that actual relationships are calculated and acted upon .... [I]n using the language
of intention or purpose or design, sociobiologists are doing no
more than is done by any Darwinian evolutionist. They are dealing with adaptations (or maladaptations), trying to see what ends
they serve in the struggle to reproduce. The language of conscious purpose comes naturally here ... .lf one thinks of nature
consciously trying to further its biological ends, and that natural
selection "designs" features to aid in this task, one can follow
"nPerhaps there are such indieations in those societies where ho1nosexuals Junction as shmnans or priests
because they are tl1ough1 to l1ave magical or religious powers.

1

'"'P. 139.
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through pertinent causal chains .... The aim is primarily that of
finding out what people are up to, without so much worrying
about what people think they are up to.
The second objection that some might raise that would lead them to reject the entire
enterprise is the sociobiologist's definition of homosexuality as something akin to eye color,
that is, "above culture, and preserved in splendid, eternal isolation." 152 TI1e sociobiologists
tend to give homosexuality a real existence, and then link it to the genes. If by that linkage
they mean that all homosexuality is identical, as all blue eyes are identical - that the features and activities that are common to homosexuals in our culture have been common to
all homosexuals in all cultures and times - then they are probably wrong. But, in tmth, that
is probably not what they are claiming. "[T]here are threads linking homosexuals. Culture
may be cmcial for homosexual identity. It is a lot less obvious that it is crucial for homosexual orientation. TI1ere is good reason to think that this is a transcultural phenomenon
and as such (at least) plausibly a candidate for a biological explanation7'~ 53
By affirming that the sociobiological enterprise should not be rejected out of hand, we
have now gotten to the point where we must discuss whether the knowledge gleaned from
it about the etiology of homosexuality ought to have actual significance halakhically.
On the one hand, the answer can be given with great brevity. No. The knowledge
gained from the sociobiological theories is more in the category of p!:lO than the knowledge
gained from psychoanalysis and endocrinology, though they were p!:lO enough. As we stated above regarding the balanced superior hetero11ygote fitness theory, a posek who relies
on such theories to overturn established precedent, especially Nrl"11N1 precedent, could
be doing so only at the cost of responsible halakhic decision-making.
On the other hand, though, the issue deserves a more theoretical answer, similar to
the answers we offered regarding the same question as applied to psychoanalytic and hormonal theories. It deserves such treatment for two reasons:
(1) Who can say what future research will find? What if scientists are able to find significant corroborative evidence of those matters we indicated above still require such evidence? Would that evidence then imply that the data have become halakhically significant?
(2) Scientific evidence favoring the sociobiological theories would probably be more
difficult for a posek to grapple with than evidence favoring the other theories. Neither psychological nor biochemical theories can be called "natural" in the way that sociobiological theories can be. For Freud, homosexuality is a perversion, and for the adptationalists it
is a neurosis - but for neither is it "normal:' For the biochemists, homosexuality may be
the result of hormonal imbalances, excesses or deficiencies. To the extent that hormones
are "natural," so, then, would homosexuality be "natural." Normally, there are neither
excesses nor deficiencies. For the psychologists and the biochemists, then, homosexuality
is abnormal (a term which is descriptive and carries no necessary implications as to
whether the abnormality is illness or pathology, or neither).
For the sociobiologists, however, the situation is different. Homosexuality is genetically inevitable according to the balanced superior heterozygote fitness theory, and it is not a
genetic aberration or mistake. The homozygote that results in homosexuality must exist for
the sake of the general good that is derived from the heterozygote of which one of the
genes of the homosexual homozygote is a necessary part. Homosexuality is not an aberration, an excess, a deficiency, but a necessary ingredient for the natural selection process.
"Thid., P· 138.
''·'lhid.
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For the kin selection and parental manipulation theories the push to homosexuality (whether it comes from the homosexual or from family manipulation) serves an
important natural and desirable function, aiding in reproduction. Homosexuality is not
abnormal or aberrational, it is part of the natural selection process of evolution. It is not
some type of error in God's creation (as hormonal imbalance might be), it is an integral
part of the evolutionary process. And, for a believing Jew, evolution is not free and independent from God's providence.
For these reasons, the question must be addressed with the same seriousness we
addressed it at the ends of Section A and Section R of this part. To rely on the newness of
the theories, or the paucity of evidence to support them as the total reason for rejecting
their halakhic significance would be inadequate. So, we turn to the same hypothesis we
turned to at the end of the previous sections of this part.
If the sociobiological theories were conclusively proven to be false, we would be at a
position already familiar to us from our analysis of the psychoanalytic and the biochemical theories. The Torah would still have called homosexuality i1::J:l71n and the reasons for
that attribution would still he dcf<:nsihlc or lwttcr. The characteristic of being i1::J:l71n would
be true irrespective of the etiology of homosexuality. The conclusive disproof of the sociobiological theories would leave the precedent intact.
For the purposes of our analysis of the opposite hypothesis, that sociobiological
explanations are proved to be correct, we can deal with the kin selection theory and the
parental manipulation theory at the same time. Since both are essentially the same except
for the "detail" of who does the pushing along the homosexual path, we can deal with the
essence of both of them.
In what many might find an unusual twist at first blush, the proof of either of these
theories would serve to reinforce at least one of the classical explanations of the reason for
the prohibition against homosexuality. The person who becomes homosexual is pushed
along that path in order to enhance and further propagation of the family, primarily by
bringing to bear upon it the benefits of society which allow for greater propagation. The
family and procreation stand at the core of these sociobiological theories, just as these two
factors (and in the relationship between them) were central explanations of the reason
homosexuality is called i1::J:l71n by the Torah. 151
Validating homosexuality as a co-equal lifestyle would have the effect of undermining
the reason for its very existence according to these sociobiological theories. Co-equal validation is usually understood to imply the setting up of homosexual families structured
along the same basic lines as heterosexual families, except that the two mainstays of the
family arc of the same sex. Doing that absolutely undermines the genetic intent of the
selection process. Wilen homosexuals set up nuclear family structures that are other than
the families into which they were born, i.e., their parents and siblings, their attention will
become directed to the new family structure. That very fact undermines the purpose for
which the homosexuals were pushed along the homosexual path in the first place. Once
the lifestyle receives co-equal validation, the efforts of the homosexuals will not be directed toward the greater propagation of the families into which they were born. Furthermore,
whatever benefits of society the homosexuals are uniquely competent to bring their families, they will bring to their "new" families, not to their birth families. And, again, the
intent of the selection process will be subverted by the very people whose orientation was
intended to have the opposite effect.
'"'See ahove, PI'· 626ff.
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The orientation was intended to free them from the very things that validation of coequality would impose. The validation would change the entire "purpose" of homosexuality according to th(;sc sociobiological theories, and change it in such a way as to he counterproductive. So, if anything, the kin selection and parental manipulation theories, if
either were proved to be absolutely correct, would argue against the validation of homosexuality as a co-equal lifestyle.
Furthermore, if these theories are correct, they can even be helpful in explaining the
notorious promiscuity of homosexual males. Heterosexual intercourse is, in essence, a
compromise between the male and the female. 'I11e male could further the reproduction of
the copy of his genes innumerable times, by copulating constantly with many, many partners. The female, however, who has to go through considerable difficulty to reproduce
copies of her genes (pregnancy, labor, delivery), and who can really only reproduce a limited number of times (particularly in comparison to males), finds it in her best interests to
be very selective in choosing partners with whom to copulate. Heterosexual intercourse,
therefore, becomes a compromise between a male and female. Once the need for compromise is removed from the male because the process of natural selection has turned him to
the homosexual path, restraint disappears as well. Hence, homosexual men tend to have a
large number of sexual partners.m
'I11e validation of homosexuality as a co-equal lifestyle creates the impetus to impose
a pattern of behavior on homosexuals (particularly males) that the very reason for their
homosexuality subverts. It seeks to impose patterns of behavior on them that their very
genetic make-up makes it unlikely that they can live up to. And, if they do live up to
them, it subverts the natural selection process entirely by diverting the homosexuals from
their role as enablers.
The kin selection and parental manipulation theories, if proved correct, argue against
the validation of homosexuality as a co-equallifestyle. 1 '" The orientation has a natural purpose. The validation of that orientation as similar to heterosexuality except for the object
of one's desires is counterproductive from a sociobiological perspective.
'I11e responsible halakhist, therefore, would be ill advised to utilize such theories as
grounds for seeking abrogation of the precedent. The theory itself argues against the conclusion of co-equal validation, and using it to advocate a conclusion which is contraindicated by it would be halakhically irresponsible and indefensible.
We come now to our discussion of the halakhic significance of the balanced superior
heterozygote theory. Remember that we posited that the homozygote H 1 H 1 results in
homosexuality, the homo11ygote H 2 H, reproduces in an average way, and that the most fit
reproducer is hetero11ygote H 1 H 2 •
"'See Donald Symons, 77w 1\vo/ution ~/'Human Sexuality (New York: Ox l"ord University Press, 1979), esp.
p. 286. Cf. Ruse, p. 1.37.

l:i('Do these theories argue Jor validation ol' ho1nosexual intercourse, even without validation ol' the co-equality
of the homosexual lifestyle with the heterosexual lifestyle'? From a halakhic perspective the answer is surely
""no."" Validation of co-equality of lifestyle ·would imply that the intercourse between mernhcrs of the sanu: sex
could he l"uHillrnent of" Oll1ll, even if" not procreative. However, non-procreative :1l1ll is linked to the physiological possibility for the act, under general and normal circumstances to be procreative. Therefore, since there
eould never he procreative intercourse between nw1nhers ol' the smne sex, nonprocreative i1JUi' is i1npossible.
Since the only sexual relations allowed by halakhah rnusl be either procreative or the l"uHillment oi"Oll1ll,
halakhists could not lTasonahly conclude that kin selection and parental manipulation lead to an halakhic
category that allows intercourse outside oi the context oi procreation or :1l1ll. The only tl1ing that might be
argued is that homosexuals who do act on their orientation by engaging in homosexual intercourse are in the
category of OJN. On that suhjeet, see ahove, pp. 6.)2-654.
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From the perspective of the natural selection process, the people who possess either of
the homozygote alleles have been called upon to make some "sacrifice" for the greater
good of the majority. Both of the homozygotes have been dealt less than the most fit genes,
and neither can account for why he is "chosen" to maintain the balance in order to insure
that the majority will be heteruzygutes.
The quest for co-equal validation constitutes an attempt to claim that both sets of
genes are equally fit, that the H 1 H 1 allele is not less fit than the H 1 H, allele. From the
standpoint of the sociobiologist it is an unacceptable (probably absurd) claim. To utilize a
claim based on false scientific premise as the scientific grounds to overturn established
precedent is halakhically irresponsible. It is not irresponsible to point out that according
to this theory homosexuality is genetically inevitable in homosexuals. It is an untenable
jump however, to claim that genetic inevitability makes the result adaptive or equal to the
superior heterozygote. The scientific data themselves do nut lead to a conclusion of coequality, and could not be used halakhically to support such a conclusion. 157
What would be correct for halakhists to emphasize, if the balanced superior heterozygote fitness theory were ultimately proved to be absolutely correct, is that heterosexuals
should recognize the sacrifice the natural selection process has imposed upon homosexuals for the heterosexual's benefit. ~ot only does Providence deal them a less fit set of genes,
God r:alls upon them to refrain from the behavior whir:h the genetir:ally inevitable orientation seems to foist upon them. But homosexuals, by the same token, should also recognize that the sacrifice is a sacrifice. They may have become what they are in orientation
through no choice of their own, but that reality does not negate the reasons why acting on
that orientation remains halakhically unacceptable.
In sum, then, we have looked at each of the three sociobiological theories and concluded that even if they were ultimately proved correct, they would not result in
defensible halakhic arguments for overturning the established precedent forbidding
homosexual behavior.
With this we conclude our analysis of the three regnant hypotheses concerning the etiology of homosexuality - the psychological, the hormonal and the genetic. We find none
of them sufiicient to warrant our utilizing it to overturn precedent at this time; and none
of them sufficient to warrant utilizing it to seek to overturn the precedent even when we
posit that all elements of p~o are removed from it and it is proved either absolutely incorrect or absolutely correct.
Let us summarize our findings to this point. In Part I of this responsum we have found:
(1) That the Torah attributes to homosexuality the characteristic of i1:::J:l71n, which is not
an inherent quality, but an attributed one.
(2) That both male and female homosexuality are forbidden.
(3) That both the active and the passive partner are liable at law, under normal
circumstances.
(4) That the prohibition is against sexual relations between members of the same sex,
not against fantasies, attractions, or orientation.
(s) That the prohibition applies not only to lustful, transient and non-supportive
homosexual relations, but also to supportiv<: loving and pr:rmancnt homosexual relations.
ln Part 11 of this responsum we analyzed the statement of Bar Kappara that i1:::J:l71n signifies i1:::J i1llN i1:!71n and we have found:
1"

See preceding note regarding whether these data would lead poskim to conclude that homosexual intercourse
is pernrissihle, even if homosexuality is not deerned co-equal.
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(1) That Bar Kappara might not have been referring to homosexuality at all, but to
n1'1Z7

in general.

(2) That the first classical interpretation of his words as implying the disruption of the
heterosexual family ideal and model is clearly defensible and applicable.
(3) That the second classical explanation of his words as implying the non-procreative
and unnatural aspects of homosexuality is clearly defensible and applicable.
In Part III of this responsum we have analyzed the three most prevalent modern theories of the etiology of homosexuality, the psychoanalytic, the biological (hormonal), and
the sociobiological (genetic). We have found that none of these theories, even if assumed
to be absolutely correct with no hint of j?!:lC, negates the applicability of the reasons for
which homosexuality is called iJ:JZ71ll. Furthermore, we have found that even if we assume
that the Torah misunderstood the etiology of homosexuality to be something other than we
know, there would still not be any cogent and compelling reason to seek to overturn the
precedent against homosexuality on the basis of our current knowledge.
In sum, then, it is the clear obligation of responsible halakhists to reaffirm precedent
with all vigor, there being at a minimum no compelling reason to overturn it and, at best,
many cogent reasons to continue to affirm it.

Part IV
ln the final analysis, a responsum such as this cannot end with n'J1'Z7 iJ:Jl;iJ alone. We must
turn, then, to iJ"tVZ7~l; iJ:Jl;iJ, aetual answers to practical questions that arise. After all, the
C.TLS is discussing this issue because it has been asked real questions by individuals and
organizations that normally turn to it for guidance.
It is not without some significant trepidation that one begins addressing the specific
questions that need to be answered. Since not all questions can be directly answered, and
since differences in situations often necessitate different responses, we can hope to give
sufficient guidance only if we also offer principles which will enable decision-makers to
render decisions consonant with the intent and spirit of this responsum.
Furthermore, halakhic conclusions often sound dispassionate. They often do not
openly reflect the anguish of the decisor in having to reach them, or the decisor's recognition of the difficulty and angst they might cause those who are bound by them. I shall do
my best to address these concerns both in this section of the paper and in Part V.
In the opinion of this author, the clarity of the halakhic position on homosexual
behavior is not open to any real doubt. The biblical and rabbinic sources do not really
lend themselves to permissive interpretations. Furthermore, that being the case, we
have also summarized and analyzed the current knowledge on the etiology of homosexuality in Part III. That section began with the premise that modern knowledge might
well have an impact upon halakhic decision-making by providing data which might
impel poskim to reinterpret or overturn accepted precedents and norms, even ones
which are Nn"11N1. 108 Our conclusion, however, was that modern knowledge- even if
we assumed it to be definitively proved - does not, in this case, offer any compelling
reasons to overturn the normative halakhic precedents. Part TTl did not presuppose its
own conclusion: it was an attempt to lay out the arguments and reasoning which led
to its conclusion.
153

Those who are familiar with my paper on the ordination of women are aware of my willingness to advocate just such steps.
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As a first principle to guide decision-making, therefore, we should assert that the
halakhically committed Jewish community, qua community and acting through its communal institution, ought not take any act which can reasonably be understood to imply the
halakhic co-equality, validation, or acceptability of a homosexual lifestyle.
TI1e halakhic community recognizes the legitimacy of the ongoing union of a couple
through the institution of marriage. Where there can be no halakhic legitimacy to the union,
no matter how loving and caring, there can be no marriage. The halakhic community, therefore, should not legitimate such unions by performing or recognizing affirmation ceremonies.
Tn this we are acting in consonance with the same principle regarding intermarriage. There,
too, we claim that there is no halakhic validation possible for an intermarriage. As a result,
we do not perform or recognize intermarriage as legitimate. We understand that they can be
loving and caring, we reach out to the intermarried, we do our best to make the intennarried
feel comfortable in our midst - but all of us draw the line at performing the marriages or recognizing them as halakhically valid. Here, too, that must be our approach. We do understand
that homosexual couples can be loving and caring, we must reach out to them, and we must
do our best to make them f(;d comfortable in our midst - but the line must be drawn at p(;rforming the marriages or recognizing them as halakhically valid.
As we have seen in the case of intermarriage, where outreach ends and validation
begins is not always clear. Such ambiguity will inevitably exist regarding homosexual
couples too. The clarity of our commitment to the basic principle will not obviate differences of opinion on ce1tain specific questions. As we have been able to live with those
ambiguities regarding intermarriage, so we will be able to live with them regarding
homosexual couples. But, the basic principle should remain clear.
It is one thing to speak about communal validation of homosexuality as halakhically
co-equal, but quite another thing to speak of individual homosexuals. As a prelude to doing
just that, then, permit me to posit what seems to me to be a fundamental difference between
the various views expressed before the Law Committee in the course of its deliberation.
In its resolution of 1990, 1 ' 9 the Rabbinical Assembly affirmed "our tradition's prescription for heterosexuality." The term "prescription" is not the same as the term
"preference." "Prescription" is a term which is clearly stronger and more authoritative
than "preference." At a minimum, though, "prescription" includes "preference."
I must say that I do not know that many persons come to Conservative rabbis for
advice on sexual preference and behavior. Vlhat faces us in this committee is a situation in
which the behavior is a given, and we are asked to consider its consequences. If, however,
a person were to consult a rabbi on this matter, one might conjure up a scene in which a
young man might say, "Rabbi, I am deeply confused, I am having trouble smting out my
sexual identity and my sexual behavior. I need help. It is clear to me that most of my
arousals are homosexual, though some are heterosexual. Tiwt would probably put me, for
example, if we try to look at it with some objectivity, around a 4 or a 5 on the Kinsey scale.
I can't even tell if my heterosexual arousals are more than incidental, Kinsey's 4, or really
just incidental, Kinsey's 5. Can you possibly tell me what Jewish law would have me do? I
know that you will be concerned that you may tell me something that will offend me, or
that Twill not be willing or able to do what you tell me Jewish law would require, or that
I may need counseling to reconcile myself to your answer, but let's try to set all of that aside
for the moment and just give me an answer as to what you think that Jewish law would
have me do." TI1ere seems to me little ambiguity what the resolution of the RA would have
'"" l'l!A 52 (1990): 275, quoted hclow, p. 673-674.
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the rabbi answer. Since, at the minimum, the resolution implies a clear preference for heterosexuality, it bids us to answer the questioner by telling him that Jewish law would have
him act on his heterosexual urges, and not on his homosexual urges. For anyone between
a 3 and a S on the Kinsey scale, the preference for heterosexuality bids us urge that he
refrain from acting on whatever homosexual urges he feels. It seems to me that we would
probably all agree that the RA resolution means at least this. 160
Imagine the same question addressed to a rabbi, but in place of defining oneself as a
4 or 5, the questioner defined himself as a 6 - exclusively homosexual. At bottom line,
then, the question is, "What would Jewish law have me do if my arousals and attraction"
are exclusively homosexual?" I am convinced both that the halakhic analysis of this question and the wording of the RA resolution require that the rabbi answer, "Jewish law would
have you be celibate." Prescribing heterosexuality means proscribing all other types of sexual expression. inability to abide by the heterosexual prescription does not validate violating the homosexual proscription.
Nobody should misunderstand the dispassionate sound of the answer as an absence of
feeling on the part of the posek who gives it. It is given with anguish, tears, and a heavy heart.
It is given only after being convinced that the values implied by the prohibition are of such
importance that they warrant asking an individual to suppress acting on his or her sexuality.
It is given with the hope that the Jew committed to halald1ah will find that that very commitment will provide the "strong motivation to change" 161 that will make the questioner "open to
modification. . .to change [his] ove1t behavior from homosexual to heterosexual, [even
though] the tendency toward erotic arousal by the same sex is probably never losf' 162 It is
given with the prayer of the rabbi that someone will be able to counsel the questioner in a way
that will allow him or her to accept the celibacy if modification continues to prove impossible.
It is given Goupled with a dear understanding of just how diffimlt the requirement is, and the
in1plications of that difficulty for the life of the person. But, in the final analysis, it is, I think,
the answer both of the halald1ah and of the Rabbinical Assembly resolution.
The Rabbis may not have had a term for "role model," but the concept was hardly foreign to them. Statements like c:m 1'7)1;>n 1J'N 11:::l:::l 1:::l1n pN1V Ll:::ln 1'7)1;>n i;>:::l, 163 and 1'7)1;>n i;>:::l
i1T'l'7) :::l"n 11:\::::li;>l' :::l:::l1 N~?)J'tV Ll:::ln,"i4 and i;>•TN N~1:1 N1V'1 1T'l:::l,"'' and TN~i1 i1l'1T'l i1l'11i11V T?)T:::l
1'1nN 7'l'1T'l 166 attest to their understanding of the concept. Leaders are role models whether
they like it or not. Religious leaders are, therefore, religious role models. A religious leader in
a Movement committed to halald1ah serves as a role model of what that commitment means.
It is important to note that the role modeling I refer to, as it pertains to homosexuality, has nothing to do with whether people learn homosexuality from role models. 16c
Rather, I refer to role modeling of what is halakhically acceptable.
n l do recognize the possibility that some rnight place .Ss in a category with 6s (no heterosexual urges) as

1 11

opposed to placing them in a category with 3s and 4s. H so, Ss should be dealt with as a part of" what
follows immediately.
101

;\}JOve, p. 642, quoted from .T udd Marmor.

162

lbid.

111 '~Yoina
164

72h~

in the nanrc oJ Rava.

Shabbat 114a, in the name of Rabbi Yohanan. And, note the words of Rashi: 'l'l7:1

J~;ll7 'N'l1V~ -]'ON~~1V ;'1"1

.;'111n;"i nN N'l1V~ ;'11 ;"';l~l .tl'l1l~1 tl'01N~ tl;"i1V ;'111n '1m'?';> c;,';> '1N tl'1mN n1'1:1;'1
165

Eruvin 41 a.

""Pirkei de-Rabbi Eliezer, eh. 40.
167

1'oskim would be well-advised to stand clear of that dispute among "experts;' and not be too quick to decide
that one group of experts is correct and the other is \Vrong.
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As we look at various leadership roles within the Jewish community, we must act carefully. The more it is clear that a given leadership role in the Jewish community provides a
role model for halakhic acceptability, the less ambiguity there will be in our stand. The less
it is clear that a given leadership role in the Jewish community provides a role model for
halakhic acceptability, the more ambiguity there will be in our stand.
This much, though, seems very clear. Clergy in the Conservative movement are perceived almost universally as role models for halakhic acceptability. Therefore, persons who
live an openly homosexual lifestyle could not reasonably be accepted as rabbis or cantors
precisely because their lifestyle suggests that homosexuality is halakhically acceptable. 1
shall not attempt to define with absolute precision how "living an openly homosexual
lifestyle" should be defined. I will say, however, that it does not invite or condone invasive
investigations into the private lives of candidates for the rabbinate or the cantorate.
Other categories of religious leadership are not as clear, because there is not nearly
the unanimity of agreement whether they function as role models, or to what degree.
Besides that, there is a widespread tolerance within our Movement for leaders in these categories to behave openly in other ways that suggest halakhic acceptability for behaviors
which we do not really consider halakhically acceptable, as for example, !i:l'tl.' !ii'l':)lV and
kashmt. This reality puts us on the horns of a dilemma. Though we have never posited this
reality as our goal or model, it is just that in the eyes of many. It is, in a sense, precisely
this reality that creates the chasm that generally exists between the clergy of the Movement
and the vast majority of its laity in terms of halakhic observance and halakhic expectation.
Since our primary concern here is with the role modeling influence of avowed and
open homosexuals on the communal perception of halakhic acceptability, that influence
should be judged in the same way as the role modeling influence of open n:nv '77n~ or
!i1!:l'i!j '7::l1N is judged. How that judgement is made about them varies from community
to community, from institution to institution, from school to school. The guiding principle
should be that openly homosexual behavior should be a factor for non-clergy religious
leadership positions, professional and lay, in the same measure that other unacceptable
halakhic behaviors are a factor. Only the authorized governing individuals or boards of the
community organizations, institutions and schools are competent to make this judgment
because they are the ones most familiar with the actual facts and situations. But those
boards must remember that our concern here is not with openly homosexual behavior per
.se, but with it as a reflection of halakhically unacceptable role modeling. On this premise,
open !i:l'tli 717n or !i1!:l'i!j !i7'::lN and open homosexual behavior are equal - to be considered or ignored equally.
I reiterate that the stress on openly homosexual behavior as the sole criterion of potential consideration precludes any right of any institution, organization or school to engage
in invasive investigations of the private lives of individuals. Private behavior that is not
halakhically acceptable but which docs not flout communal standards publicly is simply
not a factor, because it bears no role modeling influence.
The issue of intimating halakhic acceptability to what we consider halakhically unacceptable is also involved in such matters as synagogue honors. Here, too, the waters are
very muddy. Intermarriage is again a good example. Because we wish to make clear that
we, as a community, stand against the validation of intermarriage as a co-equal halakhic
option, we take certain steps almost universally and other possible steps are taken in some
communities and not taken in others. Regarding other halakahically unacceptable behaviors, such as !i:l'tl.' 717n and kashmt, however almost no community within our Movement
takes any steps to restrict honors from those who engage in those unacceptable behaviors.
666
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I see no reasonable option but to leave to the locall\il"ll\1 1\i~ to determine for (and possibly with) his or her community which category open homosexual behaviors fall into, the
intermarriage category or the l"l:l1Zi ?1?n category. In either case, though, the essential point
is that we are treating openly homosexual behavior as a halakhically unacceptable behavior, just as w<: treat int<:rmarriagc and l"l:l1Zi ?1?n as halakhically unacccptabk behaviors.
Our exclusive focus is on the behavior, not on the individuals who engage in the behavior.
We disapprove of the behaviors, not of the people.
We have asserted that halakhah does not prohibit homosexual attractions or arousals. Its
exclusive concern is with homosexual behavior, primarily homosexual intercourse. As a result,
it follows that one who is of homosexual orientation, but affirms that the lifestyle that usually
accompanies that orientation is halakhically unacceptable and therefore chooses to live a celibate life, suffers no halakhic restriction of any kind whatsoever. Such a person could serve in
any position of religious leadership, professional or lay, including the rabbinate and the cantorate. Such people are, in fact, serving as role models of what is halakhically acceptable.
In this claim I agree in large measure with Dr. Mortimer Ostow who wrote:"'" "I recommend to Chancellor Cohen that only those homosexual applicants be accepted for
rabbinic training who abstain completely from homosexual indulgence, who agree that
homosexual behavior is halakhically unacceptable."
If Ostow had stopped there, I would be in total agreement with him. However, he
added two other conditions which I reject. He wrote: " ... who acknowledge the perverse
nature of their homosexual inclination and who undertake intensive psychotherapy in the
hope of overcoming it:' Since I have asserted throughout that homosexuality is called
i1:J:l71l"l for reasons that are independent of whether it is a perversion, I see no reason to
insist that a homosexual concede that it is a perversion. Finally, while T might well urge
such individuals to seek some type of therapy, 1 cannot go as far as Ostow. 1 cannot agree
to any restrictions on a celibate homosexual who believes that his or her inclinations are
not s~bject to psychotherapy at all (and therefore refuses psychotherapy) because they are
genetically or biochemically caused. Nor would I consider psychotherapy with some goal
other than "overcoming it" insufficient. TI1e goal of the psychotherapy might be to come
to grips with the anger or frustration the homosexual feels at the restriction on behavior
his or her commitment to celibacy for solely halakhic reasons imposes upon him or her.
In attempting to anticipate the reaction that some might have to what I have written
i1tvl'~? in this section of the paper, I suspect that certain circles will understand my words
as an invitation (or perhaps demand) to homosexuals that they remain "in the closet:'
While I can understand what might lead one to make such a claim, I wish to make it
absolutely clear that that is not my intention.
I understand the phrase "n;main in the closet" to nwan "remain silent and discrete
about the practice of one's homosexuality." That, of course, has not been my recommendation at all. I have said that people of homosexual orientation who remain celibate incur
no halakhic disability. I have urged halakhically concerned homosexuals to refrain entirely from homosexual practice by remaining celibate if necessary. That is not the same as
practicing homosexuality with silence and discretion. I have invited persons committed to
halakhah to refrain from prohibited behavior, not to circumvent the prohibition by violating it in silence and with discretion.
Finally, I wish to make as clear as I possibly can that nothing I have written in this
section of this responsum can or should be construed to intimate any restriction what""Consermtive Judaism 40 (falll987): 104.
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soever on the academic freedom of anyone. I\othing I have written forbids or discourages anyone from arguing that in his or her opinion homosexuality ought to be halakhically permissible. Nothing 1 have have written forbids or discourages anyone from offering interpretations of the legal texts of the halakhic system to support the conclu sion
opposite from mine. Nothing I have written forbids or discourages anyone from invoking extralegal factors and arguing that they permit or even compel what I do not
think they permit.
If more than one paper is adopted by the CJLS on this subject, the papers adopted
become valid options for all members of the Rabbinical Assembly. If only one paper is
adopted, however, it is reasonable to anticipate that virtually all rabbis would govern their
own beha:uior by the guidelines set forth in the paper which is approved, though even that
would not be enforceable unless that paper were recommended by the CJLS as a Standard
of Rabbinic Practice and approved as such by the Convention of the RA.

Part V
To the heterosexual community
Throughout this paper I have assiduously avoided using words, phrases and terminology
which are much in vogue these days. I have refused to use words like "gay," "straight," and
"homophobia" because their very use is intended to carry implications that I have been
unwilling to imply. Instead, I have chosen to use terminology which is more dispassionate
and which has been used in scientific discourse until very recent times. TI1e purpose of this
choice on my part has been to avoid as much as possible the vahw ovc1toncs usually
understood to be implied by the use of the terminology currently in vogue.H"
Rejection of the terminology, however, should not be confused with rejection of all
of the claims of the group that uses that terminology. There are, indeed, many elements
of truth to the complaints of the homosexual community against the heterosexual
community and it is the obligation of the heterosexual community to give them careful
consideration - even though we have concluded that halakhah cannot condone homosexual behavior.
Much of the heterosexual community reacts to homosexuality as if it were inherently
ugly, inherently immoral and inherently repulsive. None of these claims is true.
Homosexuality, from a halakahic perspective, is i1:n71n, but it is the Jewish legal tradition
that attributes that characteristic to it. We have spent much time in this paper attempting
to understand why the law attributes the quality of abhorrence to homosexuality. We have
concluded that the reasons for it remain more than merely defensible. They are cogent and
compelling, and they buttress our reaffirmation of the normative proscriptive precedent.
But the abhorrence remains attributed, not inherent.
What difference does it make whether the halald1ic abhorrence of homosexuality is
inherent or attributed? It seems to me that the difference lies primarily in the reaction of
the heterosexual community to it.
Tf homosexuality is inherently immoral, ugly and repulsive, the heterosexual community feels a type of justification in vilifying people who are homosexual. How can they
engage in such repulsive behavior? Only pure and unadulterated n1:!7ll71 could prompt one
16 ~

I am aware, of eourse, that onee the usage of terms like ""gay" becomes widespread, the usage of the term
""hornosexual" is also perceived to bear in1plications. Hegrettahly, that is unavoidahle even ·when unintended.
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to engage willingly in behavior which even he must know and feel is inherently ugly. \\That
greater immorality can there be for one who is not mentally deranged than to behave in a
manner that is inhen;ntly abhorrent?
1£, however, homosexuality is neither inherently immoral, ugly, or repulsive, the perceived justification for the vilification of the class of homosexuals no longer exists. TI1ere
are good reasons for homosexual behavior to be illegal, but those reasons do not include
any judgments about the inherent ugliness, repulsiveness, or immorality of the behavior.
Homosexual behavior is to homosexuals as heterosexual behavior is to heterosexuals. Just
as the latter engage in intercourse because they find it beautiful. fulfilling, rewarding and
meaningful, so, too, do the former. Homosexual love for homosexuals is as potentially
beautiful, fulfilling, rewarding and meaningful for homosexuals as heterosexual love is for
heterosexuals. Halakhah prohibits homosexual behavior for reasons it deems sufficient,
hut not lweause the behavior is inherently n1:l7'tlii.
At the core of the unwarranted reaction of too much of the heterosexual community
lies its conviction that homosexuality is somehow chosen by homosexuals. TI1e heterosexual community must understand that homosexual orientation is almost never chosen by
homosexuals in any conventional sense. 170 TI1e passions, attractions and fantasies felt and
experienced by homosexuals are no more often of their own making than the passions,
attractions and fantasies of heterosexuals. A heterosexual rarely blames him or herself for
feeling an attraction to the spouse of someone else, even though acting on that attraction
is illegal. The heterosexual does not castigate him or herself as inherently ugly or repulsive because of the attraction or the fantasy. In the same way, heterosexuals may not blame
homosexuals for their attractions and fantasies, as if they arose from an act of pure will.
Homosexuals are no more evil and subject to vilification because they fantasize an illegal
relation than are heterosexuals who do the same thing.
Tiwt, of course, brings us to the next issue, namely, what type of reaction by the .Jewish
community is warranted and responsible toward homosexuals who behave in the manner
which halakhah forbids? I find it unacceptable for the community to be more severe and
intolerant in its reactions to the illegal act of homosexual behavior (which is not chosen in
any conventional sense) than it is to the illegal acts of n:nv 717n or intermarriage (which
are freely chosen). Yet, by and large, that is exactly what usually happens.
The Conservative Jewish community bends over backwards to be understanding and
tolerant of those who flout its commitments regarding Shabbat observance and intermarriage and a host of other illegal acts that each of us could list. "n:nv ni';,11.7 is so hard
for those unaccustomed to it." "The economic and social costs to the n:J1V i;,111.7 are
sometimes greater than many of our constituents can undertake." "We must reach out to
the intermarried lest we lose them entirely." "All of our efforts must be geared toward
effectuating the conversion of the non-Jewish spouse and we cannot accomplish that by
ostracizing the intermarried."
Homosexuals are no less members of the Jewish community though they may flout
its commitments than are n:J1V '77n;, or the intermarried who also flout its commitments. If :J1i'j7 is the order of the clay for our constituents who behave in halakhically
unacceptable ways, it is also the order of the clay for our constituents who behave in the
halakhically unacceptable way called homosexual behavior. As we never give up on
nr,Even iJ there are "'choice points'' in a person's liJe~ the person rarely is aware that he or she is standing
before a choice point. It is not like a person who consciously knows that he or she is about to ehoose
between two different model cars and can just as easily opt for one rnodd as for the other.
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the possibility of leading the intermarried to a commitment to our laws and resulting
in the conversion of the non-Jew, so, too, must we never give up on the possibility of
leading the homosexual to a commitment to our laws and resulting in his or her adoption of celibacy.
Part N of this paper was devoted in large part to the halakhic task of drawing the line
between actions that would undermine our values and commitments by actually validating
what is illegal and actions that would not. We cannot validate illegal acts, but neither can
we treat those who engage in those illegal acts any more severely or intolerantly than we
treat those who engage in other equally halakhically unacceptable acts.
We cannot forbid the formation of separate synagogues predicated on the premise
of the co-equality of homosexuality with heterosexuality and yet make homosexuals so
uncomfortable and unwanted in our synagogues that we actually push them to form
their own synagogues. We can adamantly forbid public acts that impart an imprimatur
of halakhic acceptability to homosexual behavior, but cannot also ostracize and push
away those homosexuals who refrain from those public acts.
It is conccivabk that the establishment institutions of th<: halakhic Jewish community might someday be forced into decisions that are undesired because the homosexual
community of Jews will accept continued membership in the larger Jewish community only
if homosexuality is validated as an acceptable halakhic option. But, unless and until such
a time arrives, the institutions of the nonnative halakhic community may not turn away
from and reject homosexuals any more than they turn away from and reject other groups
who engage in halakhically illegal acts.
Mon: than anything else, tlw heterosexual community must remember that the
halakhic demand being made upon homosexuals - celibacy - is far more severe and
difficult a demand than any that is made by halakhah on heterosexuals. Homosexuals
must observe all of the same mitzvot as heterosexuals, and are denied the pleasure
and fulfillment of sexual relations. If the heterosexual community is able to be embracing to those who backslide regarding halakhic demands less onerous than celibacy,
surely it can be at least no less embracing to those who backslide regarding this most
onerous halakhic demand. To embrace docs not m<:an to condone. It m<:ans never to he
il:ntzmil T~ tvl'\"n~.

To the homosexual community
There is a fundamental difference between the primary premise of the halakhic system
and the primary premise of the American legal system. "Obligation" is the operative
term which characteri?~es halakhah, while "rights" is that term for American law. Tn
Jewish law, the category of individual rights does not hold the virtually sacrosanct status
that it does in the United States. In the American system, there is always tremendous
opposition to any legislation that impinges on the presumed broad rights of individuals
to act as they wish, especially when their actions do not impinge on others or when they
result from consensual agreement. 171
Jewish law is a religious legal system. In the final analysis, it seeks to determine what
God wishes. God's wishes clearly impinge with great frequency on the behavior of individuals, even when that behavior does not impinge on others, or when that behavior
might be engaged in with the consent of another. Jewish law dictates what one may eat,
171
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drink, and wear; it posits restrictions and obligations on the relationship between a person and the person's spouse, and most of those restrictions and obligations cannot be
superseded by the consent of the two spouses. The law obligates Jews and they are expected to submit themselves to its authority, even when it mandates or forbids actions that are
wholly personal or consensual.
The homosexual Jewish community must recognize that if it seeks halakhic validation of the homosexual lifestyle as co-equal with heterosexuality, that validation cannot
be predicated on the claim that homosexual relationships are consensual. The degree to
which a homosexual relationship is loving, caring and supportive is non-determinative
in deciding whether it is legal.
Members of the homosexual community must recognize that saying no to a request for
halakhic validation of homosexuality does not imply rejection of homosexuals or their
exclusion from the greater community. Rather, the halakhic community is more than
merely entitled to stand by its commitment to the authority of halakhah, it is obligated to
do so. And when the best possible halakhic thinking leads to the conclusion that the
halakhic precedent ought to stand, it is unfair of anyone to assert that the conclusion is
possible only for decisors who do not understand, who do not empathize, who are insensitive, who do not care for all of the elements of their community, who harbor an irrational
and unwarranted fear of a segment of the community.
It is possible for a decisor to be understanding, empathic, sensitive, caring and without
irrational fears and yet conclude that the halakhic precedents are defensible, warranted and
compelling. The decisor and the halakhic community are then entitled to turn to the segment
of the community whose question has been answered negatively for its understanding. TI1e
halakhically concerned community of Jewish homosexuals must demonstrate its understanding of "obligation" rather than "rights" as the core value of halakhah. That community must
recognize that the demand of halakhah upon it reflects the common halakhic demand to put
one's commitment to the values which the precedents embody above one's personal feelings,
to submit one's personal feelings and behavior to the authority of the law, even though one
wishes that the law might be different.
The demand of halakhah vis-a-vis the homosexual reflects a difference of degree
rather than a difference of kind, and the homosexual community must understand that the
decisors of the halakhic community can and do understand this. When a decisor is forced
to declare an animal nonkosh<:r, at a great cost, inconvenience and pain to the family
which presented it for inspection, the decisor does feel the family's pain and is himself
pained. But the cogent and compelling reasons fur obedience tu the norms uf kashrut
supersede both his pain and that of the affected family. W1Ien a decisor must declare that
two people who wish to be married may not be married because their union is a halakhically consanguineous marriage, the decisor does feel the couple's pain and is himself
pained. But the cogent and compelling reasons for obedience to the norms of forbidden
marital unions supersede both his pain and that of the affected couple. TI1at is precisely
what is meant by submission to the halakhic system.
Castigating the halakhic community and its decisors as insensitive and unfeeling
because they have given a negative answer is unwarranted. When a decisor has investigated all possible avenues to permit an agunah to be remarried and has concluded that it
cannot be done without sacrificing the ideals and values which the norms embody, he
reaches his conclusion with heavy heart and tearful eyes. That heavy heartedness and
tearfulness are caused precisely because the decisor knows and feels the pain and anguish
his decision will inevitably cause. TI1ere is no glee in the mind of the decisor when he
671
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reaches a decision that imposes any hardship of any kind on any individual. I\onetheless,
the values and ideals of the law - the community's best understanding of God's will sometimes make the imposition of such a hardship unavoidable. 172 .p:l' p:l~i11

Part VI
Postscript
It has been the purpose of this paper to deal with homosexuality as an halakhic issue.
That purpose has been completed. Nonetheless, I consider it critical to make a few
additional comments that are not technically part of an halakhic analysis, but are, in
my opinion, crucially important.
1 asserted briefly from the outset' 7 ' that the issue of homosexuality could not be
excluded from halakhic discourse by the claim that halakhah must stop at the bedroom
door. For a religious legal system, that claim is simply untenable. The United States legal
system, however, is not a religious legal system. It behooves us, therefore, to reflect briefly
on the practical consequences of the difference between a religious and a secular legal
system vis-a-vis the issue of homosexuality. Since these remarks constitute a postscript to
the essence of this paper, they are not intended to be an in-depth analysis, but rather
more in the category of 0'p1!:l 'lliN1.
We have claimed that the classical explanations of why the Torah has chosen to attribute to homosexuality the attribute of i1:l:l71n remain defensible, at a minimum and arguably,
convincing and compelling to this day. Tiwse reasons- disruptive to family structure and life,
unnatural, nonprocreative - justify the prohibition against homosexual behavior which the
halakhah mandates. The reasons are of legitimate concern to a religious legal system.
It is far harder to argue that those same reasons are of legitimate concern to a secular legal system. Indeed, one would be very hard pressed to defend that claim at all. If
"rights" is the primary category of significance in the United States legal system, rather
than "obligation," the rights should he virtually unrestricted. TI1ey are legitimately
restricted by the state only if the unrestricted exercise of individual rights by members of
the society presents some kind of danger or threat to the legitimate interests of the state
itself or to its citizens.
I am unable to offer any cogent argument to demonstrate why the private sexual acts
of consenting adults should present any danger or threat to the legitimate interests of the
state itself or to its citizens, under common circumstances. Therefore, I can see no justification for civil legislation proscribing such acts. TI1c fact that those acts may be unnatural
T leave a final point for a footnote. The ideological commitment of 1l1e Conservative rnovernent1o

halakhah and its authority is, in large measure, independent of whether or not the constituency recognizes that ideological commitment or aets on it. Therciore, it would be untenable to argue that since a
large percentage or the Movement does not take halakhah seriously, the Movement need not take
halakhah seriously. The Movement could not possibly justify anything as halakhically acceptable on the
grounds that halakhah does not mal\er to the eonstituents, nor eould it reasonably declare that Jor a eertain issue it suspends its commitment to halakhah. It follows, therefore, that if the homosexual community seeks validation within Conservative Judaism, it must seek halakhie validation. Only that could validate it authentically. Furthermore, ir halakhie validation is round to be unwarranted or impossible. the
homosexual community cannot demand validation within Conservative Judaism extra-halakhically. Such
validation could come only at the cost oJ a gross violation oJ one oJ the very charaelcristics oJ the
1Vfovemen1.1lla1. impel tl1e homosexual community to seek its validation in the first plaee.
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and non-procreative in the sense we have defined 171 presents no danger to the state or to
its citizens, 17 ' and therefore, should not be the subject of civil legislation.'"
There is no inconsistency whatsoever in making the halakhic claims made in this
paper, on the one hand, and asserting absolute opposition to any infringement of the
civil rights of homosexuals on the other. Th<: halakhic tradition has every right to make
judgements about the acceptability of the private acts of consenting adults, the secular
American legal system does not; the halakhic tradition has every right to restrict from
leadership positions persons whose behavior implies an imprimatur of halakhic acceptability, the secular American legal system does not.
Neither the halald1ic tradition not the American legal system can justify civil discrimination, violence or the threat of violence, official or unofficial prejudice against homosexuals.
Jews who are halakhically committed must tread a 11ne line between their very defensible halakhic/religious conclusions and their legal and moral responsibilities within the
secular state. Treading that line is not always easy and usually requires considerably
explanatory effort. That careful treading is beautifully reflected in a resolution of the
Rabbinical Assembly, passed at the 1990 Convention: 177
WHEREAS Judaism affirms that the Divine 1mage reflected in
every human being must always be cherished and affirmed, and
WHEREAS Jews have always been sensitive to the impact of official
and unofficial prejudice and discrimination, wherever directed, and
WHEREAS gay and lesbian Jews have experienced not only the
constant threats of physical violence and homophobic rejection, but
also the pains of anti-Semitism known to all Jews and additionally,
a sense of painful alienation from our own religious institutions, and
WHEREAS the extended families of gay and lesbian Jews are often
members of our congregations who live with concern for the safety, health and well-being of their children, and
WHEREAS the AIDS crisis has deeply exacerbated the anxiety and
171'
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Of conrse, if a II of the citizens of the :--tate chose to engage exclnsivdy in non procreative sex, that could
he understood to he a threallo tlw survival oi the stale itse!L As a practical matter, though, the issue
need not concern us.
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Wl1ile I am not convinced, I admit tlwl one might make a ddensihle argument that a homosexual Iamily
structure presents a danger to the very rabric or the state and tllat it is thererore within the legitimate inter··sts of the stat.. to forbid th•· family stmctme which pn·scnts the danger. It the stat.. adopted such a position,
.it 1night re1'use to recognize ho1nosexual1narriages as 1narriages and, there1'ore, re1'usc to sueh un.ions the
legal standing that accompanies l!eing defined as a family. It could, however serve no compelling purpose to
the state to forbid consenting adults to engage in nonprocreative or unnatural intercourse - provided the
adults do not seek recognition or tlleir union as ha\-ing family status.

Similarly I recognize that one might m<Jke <J defensible argnm('nt that the pn·scnce of homosexu<Jis in
some dearly ddinahle subgroups within society (e.g .. the army, the police, the firelighters) might have consequences that could pose a danger or threat to the state or to its citizens. Hut even in these cases, it is not the
unnaturalness or the nonprocreativity of the hmnosexual behavior that provides the state ·with its cmnpdling
interest. Rigl1tly or wrongly, those v.,ho mal<e these claims assert that it is the social consequences or tl1ese
relationships on such matters as discipline and trust that validate the state's interest in the behavior of the
homosexuals involved. The slate has no legitimate interest in the behavior per se. Its interest is solely in the
tlHeatening or dangerous consequences or tl1e behavior to the state or its citi"'ens. }i'"i.)~N1.
m
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suffering of this community of Jews who need in their lives the
compassionate concern and support mandated by Jewish tradition,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that we, The Rabbinical Assembly,
while affirming our tradition's prescription for heterosexuality,

1) Support full civil equality for gays and lesbians m our
national life, and

2) Deplore the violence against gays and lesbians in our
society, and
3) Reiterate that, as are all Jews, gay men and lesbians are welcome as members in our congregations, and
4) Call upon our synagogue and the arms of our movement to
increase our awareness, understanding and concern for our fellow
Jews who are gay and lesbian.

Epilogue
It has no doubt been noted that until the term AIDS appeared in the quotation of the resolution of the Rabbinical Assembly directly above, the term had not appeared in this entire
responsum. To many, that fact must seem strange. This Epilogue is devoted to a brief explanation of this strange fact.
There are, indeed, many halakhic issues that must be addressed as a result of the AllJS
crisis. Tiwse issues include some very difficult and complicated matters. Among others,
issues include i11i1~ of the bodies of victims of AIDS, the dilemma of privacy vs. disclosure,
what constitute appropriate actions for the protection of the unaffected vs. unwarranted
actions that reflect unjustified ostracism of those affected by AIDS. A paper on the halakhic
questions that have arisen as a result of the AIDS crisis is currently being written for the
consideration of the Law Committee.
The subject of this paper, however, was the questions of the halakhic status of homosexual behavior and that question is not related to AIDS in any way, in my opinion. My
opinion is predicated on two premises, which, when spelled out, will clarify why AIDS
has not been mentioned.
1 reject categorically that AllJS can be viewed as God's punishment of homosexuals.
Were it possible to view it that way, AIDS would have to have been mentioned as a support for the prohibition against homosexuality, for surely God does not punish people for
behavior which is approved as halakhic.
This is not the place for a lengthy discourse on why I reject the premise that AIDS is
Divine punishment for homosexuality. ;\ brief statement will suffice.
1 see no evidence of God's direct intervention as a punishment for such violations of
Jewish law. There is no indication either in the Torah or in Rabbinic literature that the violation of the prohibition against homosexuality is any more heinous than the violation of
any of the other prohibitions which are legally punishable in the same way as homosexuality is. The list of such offenses' 7" includes, inter alia, blasphemers, Sabbath desecraters
and those who curse their parents. Since there is no halakhic justification for singling out
homosexuals from the entire list of offenders who are technically liable for stoning and
since Sabbath desecrators (to pick one category) do not seem to be suffering from AIDS in
''" M. Sanhedrin 7:4.
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any significant percentage to warrant the conclusion that God is using AIDS as a punishment for those who are liable for stoning. 1' 9 I reject categorically any such claim. Once
rejected, any reference to AIDS as support for the proscriptive precedent is not only unwarranted, it is outrageous.
That, of course, leaves the other side of the possible equation, namely, that the
AIDS crisis constitutes some type of grounds for validating homosexuality halakhically. 1 reject that possibility with equal adamance. Those who suffer from AlDS have
legitimate halakhic claims toward the rest of the .T ewish cunnnunity. Those claims stem
from halakhic requirements for treatment of the sick and suffering and care for the
families of the sick and suffering. Victims of AIDS have legitimate halakhic claims that
stem from halakhic requirements concerning n7.)i1 !1'1~i1. But none of the legitimate
halakhic claims of sufferers and victims of AIDS has anything to do with the question
this respunsum addressed. The anguitlh, torment and cruelty that AIDS inflict" upon
those who suffer from it, upon their families, upon their communities, upon the entire
Jewish community have no bearing whatsoever on the halakhic question of the
halakhic status of the homosexual behavior itself. All suffering is a tragedy. Great suffering is a great tragedy. But neither suffering nor tragedy, in and by themselves, contltitute grounds fur the grant of a 1!1'i1 to what is 110lot.
1::11::1 ~U7:::n" lot~1 ,,, ~y ;,~pn 1::11 Y1lot' lot~U7 'P~lot 'i1 Tl~~?) 11;:-1 'i1'
N~1 lot?)tJ 11i1tJ ~:171 11i1tJ lot?)tJ ~:17 17)N N~1 '1::Jn '::J 1n?)U7'1 i1:::l~i1
180 .Ci1::J n?)U7l-t1 i1:::l~i1 1::11::1 '1::Jn 1~U7:::>'
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\Vlwl's more, even ii one were willing to accept the daim that God does punish tlwse who would be liable at
law l'or ollenses l'or which they cannot !lOW be punished hy judicial proeedures because we are no longer
entitled to try rmV!ll 'l',, AIDS is not the appropriate punishment. After all, the Gemara (Sanhedrin .'l7b)

which asserts that theological premise demands tlwt the God-inilicted punishment be recognizable as
approximating the aetual punishment for which the person would be liable. 11'or ;,':>'j:>C ':l"n, the Gemara

posits 1n011, ;"J'n 1N ll;"l 1~ ':>ll1l 1N, paralleling the punishment of being thrown off a cliff onto rocks. AlDS
hardly qualilies lobe viewed as a replacement Ior ;,':>'j:>C.
1" 0

flcrakhot 2llb.

